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1. INTRODUCTION
The Mars Spinning Support Module (MSSM) Study conducted by the
Hughes Aircraft Company Space Sy.tem Division for the National Aeronau-
tics and Space Administration's Langley Research Center (NASA/LRC) is
summarized in Volume I of this final repor t_. The background infort-nation
and analysis that the study results are based on is presented in this docu-
ment, Volume 11. Volume III presents prdg,ram planning and cost estimates
for a MSSM 1973 Prod, ram:. The three volumes satisfy the requirement for
a. MSSM study final report. .
The MSSM study was conducted in three, phases during a 2-month
period. A brief phase I effort resulted in the selection of a support module
(SM) - aero shell/ lander (A/L) concept wherein the total spacecraft spin a%is
is approximately
 in the ecliptic plane while en route to Mars in 1973-74. The
SM is separated from the A/L near Mars and relays entry data to earth from
the A/L during the descent phase (Flyby - Entry Data design). This concept
was selected because of its advantages of light weight and simplicity over
alternate concepts with spin a.;-is orientations normal. to the ecliptic plane.
The phase iI effort provided a detailed analysis of the Flyby - Entry Data
design, including configuration drawings, detailed weight statement, sub-
system/cosr_ponent definition, hardware status, and trajectory control
accuracy.
The phase III effort produced a modified phase II SM concept which
has the added capability- to rel ,,, lander video data during its post-landing
flyby Fiiase (Flyby - Video Data). The modifications in the Entry Data
design necessary to accommodate the video data requi.rennent were not major
and were provided for during the phase II effort by the inclusion of an ade-
quate growth margin into the Entry Data design. This results in a high
(legree of sirnilarity between the two SM designs.
In addition, an Orbiter SM concept was studied during phasa III. The
Orbiter design includes a capability for insertion into a Mars orbit after per-
forming the initial relay function. The Orbiter while in Mars orbit relays
scientific data from the lander for its lifetime. Please III was concluded
with a cost estimate and comparison of the three SM concepts.
The guidelines followed during the MSSM study were either initially
specified by LRC or defined by a joint Hughes-LRC agreement during the
stud;. Volume I contains a complete set of the-guidelines which, though not
repeated as such in this volume, are included as required for the presenta-
tion of information in each section of this volume.
The order of presentation of the study material in this volume is
based on the significance attachaed to the SM design concepts with respect
to -the ?Mars 19:3 Program rather than chronological order of the study. The
Flyby - Video Data design is presented first, giving -detailed trajectory(
nzvigation, structural, attitude and velocity control, reaction control, tele-
communication. power, and mission sequence of events background data.
- -_.text ; the same aspects of the Flyhy -_Entry Data design are presented, but,
maiclt in terms of differences between it and the Video Data design. The -
Orbiter design is then prevented with advantage taken of its commonality
to the Flyby designs and eriphasis placed on its unique features. Volume II
is coy ipleted with a discussion_ of the alternate designs considered during--.
the initial phase - I period. The program plan and cost supporting data is
presented ir_ Volume HL	 =
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2. FLYBY - VIDEO DATA DESIGN
TRAJECTORY/NAVIGATION
Transit Trajectory Characteristics
The Afars 1973 mission, based on the use of a Flyby support module
{517 design, will employ the direct entry mode of flight. This mode results
in the spacecraft (SM plus aeroshell/lander) being placed on a Mars impact-
ing trajectory and the SM being deflected near encounter to flyby Uv ars and
relay aeroshell/lander (AIL") data to earth. Two spacecraft will be sent
to-Mars by separate Titan III-C launch vehicles._ The launch and arraval
dates, based on a 2080-pound payload capability, 30-day minimum period,
and at least a 2-hour window per day, are:
Spacecraft 1	 Spacecraft 2
Launch:	 July 12 to Aug- 9, 1973 July 12 to Aug. 11, 1973
Arrival:
	 January 12, 1974	 January 22, 1974
These launch and arrival dates result in sun-spacecraft ranges which are 	 =
used primarily to de-iga the SM solar panels and specify their performance
characteristics (see Figure 1). The solar panels must be designed to
supply the required pogrer at the maximum sun-spacecraft range, at Mars
encounter, of 232 x 10 km.
The transit phase earth-spacecraft telecommunications subsystem
design and performance is dependent upon the range data given in Figure 2.
The limiting cases of the specified launch and arrival periods are shown.
Thf ma:drrum earth-spacecraft communications distance is less than
160 x 10 f' km.
The earth-spacecraft (probe)-sun (EPS) angle during the mission is
shown plotted in Figure 3. This data is of concern because it influences the
narrow beam antenna pointing direction, spacecraft attitude and the number
of attitude corrections required, and the power and thermal performance.
3
The mininium corresponds to earth-spacecraft conjunction and marks the
point where the earth starts to "lead" the spacecraft as they both rotate
about the sun. The 40-degree EPS angle that is approached asymptotically
near Mars encounter, along with the range, is of primary= importance to the
solar panel design.
Spacecraft Attitude Corrections
Since earth-to-spacecraft communications is maintained via the
narrow beamwidth antenna after approximately 90 days front injection,
spacecraft attitude torquing is required to keep the e. rth within the antenna
heamwidth.. The attitude correction time and number of corrections is
dependent on many factors. Degradation of the orbit determination accuracy
process should be minimized. Tliis can_ be achieved by minimizing the
total number of corrections, performing maneuvers during noncritical track-
ing phases, and by combining the attitude correction sequence with the
required midcourse corrections* Continuous pointing at the eartin is not
required because of the finite beam width of theantenna. Also, the reduced
earth-spacecraft range during the early portion_ of the flight will increase
the communications capability (bit rate) for a given angle off of the antenna
boresight. Figures 4 and 5 illustrate a typical strategy: The mission has
a total flight time of 194 days, with a launch date of July 12, 1973. Mid-
courim corrections are planned at injection (I)+ 5 days, encounter (E) -30
days, and at E-5 days. Plotted in Figure 4 is the right ascension and
declination of the earth-spacecraft line with time points spaced at 5-day
intervals. At some time early in the mission, the spacecraft axis is ori-
ented antiparallel to its estimated coordinates at I + 157 days: As a result,
the earth will he within 8 degrees of
-
the beam center fro!-'-. approximately
I - 100 da ys to -I + 177 days. At approximately E -30 days, and in conjunc-
tion with Lite :midcourse maneuver sequence, the spin axis is torqued to the
spacecraft - earth direction at I : 174 days. The attitude -remains in this
position during the critical tracking period, prior to the final midcourse
correction, front -30 to F_ -5 days. Immediately following the final cor-
rection, the axis is precessed to the required_ position that will maximize the
gain at encounter.
The bit rate capability over the entire mission, using the above
scheme, is presented in Figure 5. Shown is the maximum bit rate avail-
able, for RF power output of 3 and 20 watts, as a function of range and angle
off the antenna boresight. The range-boresight angle "trajectory" with
re-orientation at 164 and 189 days is superimposed to show the overall cap-
ability. The irinimum.. capability occurs at 189 days and is greater than 200
bits per second (bps) at lo-,-: power and 1500 bps at high power.
Figure 6 illustrates the pointing strategy for the Flyby - Video Data
SM design where P.Lgles 4 to 5 degrees off the antenna boresight are
acceptable.
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Arrival Geometry
Typical arrival geometry -for the 1973 mission is shown in Figure 7,
where SM and entry vehicle trajectories for direct approach are shown. The
nominal entry angle as illustrated is -27. 4 degrees. The expected uncer-
tainty in the magnitude of the miss parameter for the-entr • - vehicle will
result in variations in the entry angle of t,etween -19. H and -33. -i deg:--es.
For the direct approach (with the rotation of the planet), landing will
. :ar in daylight, but with only a short tune remaining until earthsef and
sunset.
The relative relation between the nominal entr y velocit y- vector and
the Mars=earth direction is also shown. The latitude and longitude differ-
ences are about M. 30 and 160, respectively, assuming a nea: equatorial
landing. These angles are significant because they deterinire the orienta-
tion maneuver required, prior to SM-A/ L separation, to place the aeroshell
in its entry attitude. Also shown_ is the approximate range of S\i deflection
maneuvers and their relation to the approach trajectory. The magnitude and
direction of the deflection maneuver is determined primarily by the SM-A/ L
post-landing visibility requirements.
Midcourse Maneuver Analysis
Let 6 x o be the perturbation in the state vector at injection as =a 	 -
result of boost vehicle guidance errors. Let U be the matrix of partials
relating perturbations in the initial state to perturbations in the terminal
state. Then the error in the terminal state is given by
6m = U6x0
where
•	 6mi =M 	 i , 1, 2, 3
U = bb	 i = 1, 2, 3	 j = 1, 2 , 3 , 4 , 5, 6
J
Given the covariance matrix of injection errors A O = E (6Xo 6XoT),the covariance matrix of the terminal error is obtained from
A	 U A U T
	 (2)
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It is desirable to define the terminal error vector in terms of a
two-dimensional impact parameter vector, bb = ( bb t , bbr)'°, and the error
in flight time, btf. The covariance matrix of the impact parameter (A b)
and the flight time variance can be obtained by partitioning Equation 2.
That is
I
Ab	 'b, t,
A= ----- -- `-m	 t 2
mo b, tt & ^ti
Assuming that b_x o is gaussian, then bb is also gaussian, and the
contours of constant probability , density specified by b b t A b 6!) = constant
are therefore ellipses. The eigenvectors of Ab satisfy the equation
2
Ab ^1 -ITl
where the c is are the r_ormalizee eigenvectors and the s i 2	 are-the
eigenvalues. It is well known that the eigenvectors define the principal
directions of the equi -probability density ellipses in an orthogonal coordi-
nate system in which the errors are uncor-related. The eigenvalues, v i 2
are the variances of the undorrelated error and the probability of bb being
within the ellipse with semi-axes k v i where k =' 1, 2, 3 is 1' = 0. 4 9 0. 86,
0. 99, respectively.
Table 1 presents typical uncorrected dispersions in terms of the 1 Q
semi-axes values using Atlas/Centaur guidance errors. Also shown is the
1 Q flight time uncertainty and the angle 8 measured positive clockwise from
the Mars orbital plane to the principal axis. Data is presented for each of
the four specified launch and arrival dates.
In order to null the above error at a specified midcourse maneuver
time t l, it is necessary to apply a correction
b vl	 k 11 (- bm)	 (3)
.,-The miss at the target is specified in terms of the conventional miss para-
i-peter, or b-vector , in the r, s, t coordinate system. Where b is defined
from the target center perpendicular to the asymptote of the approach hyper-
'	 bola, t is a unit vector along t1h, intersection of the Martian orbital plane
an,cl a plane normal to the asymptote, and r is a unit normal to both t and a
unit vector s along the incoming asymptote. The b vector is therefore
specified by its components b t and b r
 in the r and t directions.
11
MThe matrix k l depends upon a specification of the te,rniinal constraints to
be controlled. For miss plus flight time curcectiun;
J111.
k 	 dvi^	 i - 1,2,3	 j - 1,2,.3
Huwc :y er, if only Sb. and bb l, are to be specified, it is necessary to impose
a ►
 aeiditiunai constraint such as requirin;-, the magnitude of the velocity to
be a miniiinultl. Fur this case
all	 a 12	 a13
k 1 	 a'1
	
a22
	
a23	 (4)
a 31	 a 32	 a33
^vlte rc
a l	 db t / dv l , a 2 	 dbl / dv l , and a3 
= (al a a Z)/ Ia I x a 2 l .
Furthermore
z
Sm - (Sbt) (,b r'  Q).
For miss plus flight time corrections, the midcourse velocity
covariance matrix is given by
T
Av I - k i t U A o UT (k 11)	 (5) .
The nwdifications for miss only corrections are obvious: k  is given by
Equation 4 and the last row of U is set equal to zero.
Ehe rms value of the required correction is sometimes referred to
as the figure of merit (FOM) and is obtained-by taking the square root of the
trace of Equation 5. It should be pointed out that although S v l , satisfies ajoint gaussian distribution, the distribution of the FOM is not gaussian.
Assignment of probabilities to specific values of the FOM requires consider-
ation of the relative values of the eigenvalues of Equation 5.
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Table 2 presents the rms midcourse maneuver magnitude to correct
miss only and miss plus flight time for the four trajectories as a function cf
the midcourse maneuver time. It is significant that the required maneuver
magnitude is essentially independent of the maneuver strategy and time for
the first 16 days of the mission. Adequate tracking can therefore be
obtained without propellant requirement penalty.
Figure 8 is an additional presentation of the midcourse maneuver
sensitivity as a function ofmaneuver time. Each contour was obtained by
mapping a unit sphere to the r-t, or impact parameter, plane. Note that
the sensitivity is essentially circular from E -64 days and is proportional
to the remaining flight time.
The accuracy with which the impact_ parameter, and therefore the
entry angle, can be controlled depends upon a number of factors. Of pri-
mary concern is the ability to accurately predict the trajectory of the space-
craft through the processing of tracking data. The uncertainty associated
with the determination of spacecraft trajectories via earth-based tracking;
is a complex function of many parameters. The hardware and computational
uncertainties of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) Deep Space Network
(DSN), data type and weighting, station location uncertainties, imperfect
knowledge of physical consta-ts, and nominal flight trajectory, all contri-
bute to limiting the available accuracy. The data shown in Table 3, which
was taken from previous Voyager studies, specifies the accuracy that will
be available for the 1973 mission. Although studies performed at Hughes
indicate that this data is somewhat conservative, it is used for illustrative
.purposes.
It has been shown that the midcourse maneuver control system has
a basic error of about 5 percent. In order to minimize the final approach
error, a number of midcourse corrections will be performed. The execu-
tion time and maneuver magnitude for each correction will depend to a large
extent upon the error to be corrected, the available pre-maneuver tracking
accuracy, the possil?ility of later corrections, and the probability of satis-
fying the success zone based upon the approach requirements. Two exam-
ples are given in Table 4. The first case illustrates the maneuver require-
ment and overall accuracy for a sequence originating with the worst 3a
Atlas/Centaur injection from Table 1. The maneuver requirements for four
times this error is also presented.
The time of the first correction should be based upon propellant and
execution accuracy considerations. The uncertainty due to tracking should
be small when compared to the estimated error, and the miss due to space-
craft mechanization should be about the same order of :magnitude as the
tracking error. The latter condition is the obvious result of considering the
reduction in tracking uncertainty without significantly decreasing the overall
execution error at the expense of increased propellant requirement. As
previously noted, the first maneuver could be performed as late as
I + 16 days without increasing the maneuver magnitude. Postponing "the
13
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Figure 14. Geometry of Aeroshell Lander
and Support Module Trajectories
s
correction will not reduce the execution error, however, and may jeopardize
reestablishment of the trajectory if an additional correction is required at
I + 30 days. For large injection errors, the first maneuver should be made
as soon as the tracking constraint permits.
Successive maneuvers a:e mide when the above constraints are
satisfied. Use of 3a-executio:. errors in conjunction with the 3a-maneuver
requirement in computing the pust-maneuver residual error results in -
values which are far too pessimistic. 14ionte Carlo analysis has shown that
a 2(rmaneuver magnitude will yield errors which are conservative-when
compared to the actual 9°_ percent dispersions. This technique was used to
compute the values shown. The correction at approximately L' -30 days
should be made when the tracking uncertainty is reduced to the point where
the total execution error is no more than aix)ut 500 knt (3f) By reducing
the uncorrected, miss to less than 500 km, the approach conditions, after a
final correction at F. -5 -lays, will essentially be a function of the tracking
accuracy alone. Figure 9 shows that this is-true for tracking uncertainties
down to 50 kin (0).
Deflection/ Relay Phase Characteristic
The launch and arrival dates considered are tabulated below, along
with the resulting range of approach velocities corresponding to the range of
launch dates.	 -
Launch date	 July 12 to August 9, 1973 -July 12 to August 11, 1973
Arrival date	 January 12, 1974	 January 22, 1974
Approach : elocity	 3. 7 - 4. 1 kni/sec
	
3. 4 - 3, u km/ sec
range
The maximum approach velocity of 4. 1 km/sec was se!ected fur this
study. This corresponds to worst-case launch and arrival dates of August 9,
ini 3 and .Januar y 12. 1974. resvectively.
In the case of the Flyby designs, the nominal approach trajectory is
an impact trajectory. At some point prior to atmospheric entry the SX! is
deflc -ted frc_na the A/ L. into a hyperbolic flyby trajectory. The separation
maneuve. must be made so that the Sit will be :.n view of the AIL UP.F
antenna throughout entry and for at least 12 minutes past Lander touchdown,
to obtain 107
 bits of video data. -"The 12 minutes includes 2 min+ites to initi-
ate video operations. Figure 10 shows a typical geometry indicating the A/ 1.
and Sal trajectories, the A/ L at entry in its entry attitude (aligned with the
velocity vector), the landing; point, and the relative positions of the S.NL at the
time of entry and landing. In order that communications at entry be main-
tained, the angle between the A/ I- antenna beamwidth and the SNI (Pe ) must
be greater than zero. .,:milarly, at touchdown, 0 = (l td < 120 degree (see
Figure 10).
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FABLE 4. XIIl)COURSE: MANFAWE;R RL•'QUlREA4ENT5
Uncorrected Miss 225, 000 km 900, 000 km
Mideourse Marnetiver
14 5 days
'Magnitude, nips 15 60
Execution t-rrur 15 percent of 7500 3(,000
2crf V 1,	 kiluttteters f
Orbit determination e: rur -', kiloneters 2000 2,000
Total,' kilt>_neters lrssj 7750 30,000
110 gays	 -
Magnitude, nips ---- 3
Vxecu'tiuti error, kilometers ---- 1000
Orbit determinatiun errors, kilometers ---- 1000
Cutat,
	 kilonlete rs ---- 1400
E - 30 DAYS
Magnitude, ni p s 3 0.6
Executiun error, kilometers `	 260 35
r
Orbit determination error, kilometers 500 500
Total, kilometers 560 500 I
E - 5 llAYS i
Magnitude-, nips 1.3 1.2
Execution error, kilometers 20 20
Orbit determination error, kilometers 300 300
'Total, kilometers 301 301
Total maneuver magnitude, r:zps 19. 3 64.8
`::Orbit determination errors from JPL 1973 Voyager mission performance
18 and design requirements.
The nominal A/L impact trajectory will have 3? dispersions in the
miss parameter (assumed 36 dispersion of t 300 km) which will result in.
3 (r dispersed A/L entry angles, y e , ranging from -33.4 to -19. 8 degrees,
with y e _ -27.4degrees nominally. These entry angles must be considered
over the range of Martian atmospheres specified by LRC as mininium,
mean, and maximum. From Figure 11 it can be seen that the shallow entry
angle of -19. 8 degrees results in maximum A/L downrange travel from
entry. If the descent is made in a minimum time (minimum atmosphere),
the SM, having traversed a minimum distance on its flyby trajectory, will
be at a minimum value of Ptd- Similarly, the steep entry angle of
-33.4 degrees results in minimum A / L downrange travel from entry. - If
the descent is made in a maximum time (maximum atmosphere), the SM,
having traversed a maximum distance on its flyby trajectory, will be at a
maximum value of P td. Therefore, for the shallow entry angle of 	 _
-19. 8 degrees, the worst case corresponds to the minimum atmosphere;
and for the steep entry angle of -33. 4 degrees, the worst case corresponds
to the maximum atmosphere.
Figure 12 presents, for a separation time of 5 hours before A/L
atmospheric entry, separation maneuver requirements (AV magnitude and-
direction) for the 3adispersed entry angles and SM periapsis altitudes of
1000, - 2000, and 3000 km. Also shown are contours of constant Pe , Rtd, andpost-landing visibility time, t pl. In order to simultaneously satisfy all of
the constraints, the allowable AV-8 region must be bounded by Pe = 0.Rta = 15 degrees (allowing 15 degrees for adverse landing slopes% and t 1 =
12 minutes for entry angles of - 33.4, -19. 8 and - 33.4 degrees, respeSively.
The de sign point indicated on the figure (AV = 250 m/ sec, 8 = 60°) was
chosen to maximize the post - landing visibility with a minimum separation
maneuver magnitude. The tabulation below lists, fer this design point, - the
characteristics of the nominal and 30- dispersed trajectories.
Entry Angle, SM P-^riapsis Re Otd Post-Landing Visibilitydegrees Altitude, degrees degrees Time, tpl,
km minutes
23.9-19.3 4000 25.2	 = 16. 3
-27.4 37.25 23.2 32.3 17.6
-33.4 3425 21.7 47.4 13.2
Tile SM periapsis altitudes vary from 3425 to 4000 km, while the postlanding
visibility time varies from 13.2 to 23. 9 minutes.
The magnitude of the separation maneuver is substantially larger for
a 5-hour separation time than previous studies indicated. The increase may
be attributed to two primary factors. First, the constraints bounding the
allowable AV- 0 region include a minimum post - landing visibility time of 12
minutes in the present study, while the previous study was bounded in part
19
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ft
by a minimum periapsis altitude. Second, the arrival date in the present
study is earlier than that assumed for the previous study. This leads to
larger approach velocities and, therefore, larger separation velocities.
Figure 13 shows separation maneuver requirements for separation
times of 12 and 24 hours. This figure indicates that the separation maneuver
magnitude may be decreased by increasing the time before entry at which-
the maneuver is made. Figure 13a shows that the AV magnitude would
decrease to approximately 105 m/sec if the separation -maneuver was per-
forme d 12 hours before entry. In general, the AV magnitude decreases or
increases with the tine to go. For example, if the 5-hour separation rnagni-
tude is 250 m/sec, then the separation magnitude for a 12-hour separation
time would be approximately 5/12 of 250 or 105 m/sec. 100 n-1/sec at
12 hours was assumed for the Flyby design.
Post-landing visibility and range conditions were determined for the
design point indicated in Figure 12. The results are shown in Figures 14
and 15. Figure 14 shows, ' for the 3a- entry angles, time past landing versus
angle froth vertical, a. There are two interpretations of this figure. First,
one may consider a as being the angle between vertical and a line of sight
from the lander to the SM. Figure 1 .1 is then a history of the SM angular
position as a function of time past landing. Second, one may consider a as
being-the angle between vertical and the edge of the lander antenna beam.
Figure 14 then indicates post-landu._ visibility time versus landing slope.
For example, if the antenna field of view is 120 degrees (60 degrees on
either side of the antenna boresight) and there is no landing slope, the SM
will be visible (within the antenna field of view) until a = 60 degrees. This
indicates a pos.-landing visibility time of approximately 17 or- 31. 5 minutes
for Ye = -33.4 or -19.8 degrees, respectively. rf thero is a 15-degree
adverse slope, the SM will be visible unt41 a' = 45 degrees, indicating a
post-landing visibility time of approximately 13 or t4 minutes for Ye = -33. 4
or -19. 8 degrees, respectively. (Recall that the design point in Figure 1L
of AV	 250 ni/sec, 0	 60 degrees was chosen to give a mininium posi-
landing visibility time of 12 minutes for an 4dverse slope •i 15 degrees by
'pounding the allowable AV-0 region by tpl = 12 minutes anil (3 td = 15 degrees
for entry angles of -33. 4 and -19. 8 degrees, respectively. )
Figure 15 shows, for the 3a- entry angles, the relative distance
between lander and SM as a function of time past landing. * These results are
also for the design point of Figure 12. By using Figures 14 and 15, one
may determine the position of the $M relative to the lander (in terms of
angle and range) as a function of time past landing.
The relative traiectories of the A/L and SM are presented in
Figure lo. Using a 5-hour separation maneuver of AV = 250 to/sec,
d - 60 degrees, the trajectories were generated for a nominal entry angle
of. -27. 4 degrees. The A/L is held in its entry attitude-for the entire post-
separation traiectory. The line-of-sight from the A/L a.itenna boresight to
the SM (d) varies from approximately 43. 5 to 36. 8 degrees during transit
from separation to entry, indicating that the SM is well within the A/L
21
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2.1	 3
VEHICLE CONFIGURATION/ WEIGHTS
General Desien Considerations
The mechanization and general configuration of the Flyby - Video
Data SM is strongly dependent on he incorporation of similar hardware
used in subsystems on Hughes earth communications satellites and the
Surveyor spacecraft. In addition, the Mars 1973 mission profile, use of
.he Titan III-C booster with its payload and interface specifications, the
A/L interface requirement, and sterilization canister/ environment aspects
all place constraints and requirements on the SM total configuration. Also,
the need to manufacture, assemble, test, and integrate at a total systems
level has.a major influence on the overall design and layout. Although the
SM design is of primary concern, the study did include a modification of tY
initially specified A/L, canisters, and Titan III-C adapter. These items
are briefly considered in this section, -but the section is primarily con-
cerned with the SM structural design, arrangement rational, and the
resulting mass properties.
A/L, Canister, and Adapter Redesign
The A/L and canister configuration specified by LRC at the initiation
of the MSSM study is shown on Figure 17. This hardlander configuration
was intended to be interfaced with _a nonsterilized Orbiter SM design. To
accommodate- the Flyby Video Data design concept and incorporate a new
communications system into the larder design, a series of minor modifica-
tions were made.
The solid propellant deflection engine was removed from the A/L,
since the SM, not the A/L performs the deflection riineuver near Mars
-encounter. The A/ L weight was increased from 978 to 1100 pounds to
accommodate the communications system and the change in the aeroshell
diameter to 121 inches required to maintain the same mass to area ratio.
The A/L-to-SM interface ring diameter was changed to match the SM
central cylinder diameter of 67. 5 inches. The ring height was charged to
minimize A/L-to-SM separation, which enhanced spin stability and mini-
mized canister and ring weight. The ring is part of the A/L -Ind is included
in the 1100 pounds.
The A/ L diameter increase resulted in an increase in the canister
dia*nete' (and weight) to provide adequate clearance. The diameter was set
at 125 inches to provide 1. 5 inches of A, L - canister clearance. The weight
of the forward section of the canister was estimated at 69 pounds. The aft
canister weight was increased by the diameter change and also a height
increase required for encapsulation of the total spacecraft plus adequate
clearance. The aft canister structural weight, 128. 8 pounds, plus an allow-
ance for a pressure and, vent system. 50 pounds, and canister separation
cable, 3 pounds, yields a total of 181. 8 pounds. The end of the aft canister
is removable to allow access during assembly and testing.
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The function of the capsule - Titan III-C adapter is to provider a
n.echanica. coupling that is capable of withstanding the booster and capsule
loads during the boost phase. One end of the adapter is hard-trotted to the
120-inch diameter tr.nstage at eight points. The other end is attached to
the 67, 5-inch diamoter central ring of the SM at four points. The SM attach-
ntent usee explosive separation bolts becauf a the spacecraft is detached
from the adapter at earth injection. The adapter must pass through the aft
canister, and this is mechanized with a firm field. joint. The height of the
adapter is chosen to minimize weight and still provide adequate lord bearing
and stiffness,
The adapter structural weight of 77, 2 pounds is based on the use of
al' tminum semimonoque construction, end stiffening rings, and the capsu.+.'
and booster loads-. Tilt capsule weight at launch is approxint4tely
11+09 pounds, and Titan 111-C. booster dynamic characteristics are those used
in the design of current Hughes comm -tnication satellite systenis. The
adapter also includes an umbilical line ( 35 pounds) for post - ster lization
testing and Titan li'.-C to SM communications and canister ryrotechnique
trp,c.rdtioii loAtc 0	 The Wal adapter weight is i 1", 2 traundsa.
Figure 18 illustrates the arrangement of thte A/ L. SXi (with arses
extended), canister., a-ui adapftr Witt respect to the Titan lil -C transtage.
This general corfigura"n anO the dianonsions given are applicable to Lite
retnaining Flyby deaigo prasontation.	 -
The posit,: city of naotwting the cipeule oth* r than shown in Figure ! g
ids+ briefly e%plor.:d. The weight of the SM. design can be reduced if the
A/ L, ret#ter titan SM. is rusted with the adapter. This approach wns not
pursued because of the relac a_ane& to pass  a -toad bearing structure thresh
tote setrothelt. The adapter wa<iet can be redeced it th# SM attaci: points
diameter were ir_v reased bLCause the height of tie adapter can be reduced.
A xevere SM solar panel interiaue < probe and increase in SAS structural
Weight results, therefore, this possibitity was exd hided, Aa other possibility
is to i-terf.-ce she adapter between the A/ L and S1A, but the associate
ud pier structural weight mcreaase, sbrG4W 4"m4tor increase, and stpara-
t{ in prcbltm# dirt not warrant furth#r investigatic,n,
b*A Structure *ad rsoCo uratio
The SM suboystem equipment is nw"t*d to to structure which p#Q^
vides a central location and, thereby im espetWont rnoduts, isolation from
t).e A/ L loads, stifieniAg to withst" boost phases forces, and tf sweat pro-
perties to enhance iubsyscorn temperature control. In providing these and
other featuras, the previously mentioned consieierattions and constraints art
applicobto. #°'igurs l4 is a# 4aboard profile of the Flyb f - Vidco I1.atin SM
whuh titustrates the structural and subsystem aspects of thv design.,
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Upper Cylinder
A simple cylindrical section, 67.5 inches in diameter, interfaces
with the A/ L and adapter and provides a central mounting location for the
equipment. The diameter satisfies the A/ L interface structure diameter
Limits, *6 inches about that given it: 1`'igure 17, and passes conveniently
between the high gain antenna and solar panels to mate with the adapter,
The minimum cylinder height, 21. 5 inches, is fixed mainly by the internal
height required for the reaction control systetrt propellant tanks and A/ L
,configuration limits. In general, it is desired to minimize Elie height to
reduce Sao and canister weight and -increase the ,-pin axis moment of inertia
to enhance spin axis stability. i'he cylinder weight, 21. 1 pounds, is based
on	 cun5trut tUHi With a strength tiltl!uctl as adequate for
support of anticipated loads. An upper and central rink are used to attach
the cylinder to the A/ L interface and adapter, respectit.- ly, along with squib .
activated separation bolts. The rinks weigh 11. 7 and 11. b pout:ds, respec-
tively, and the bolts weigh 11.6 pounds. Tile cylinder volume is iocire than
ample to Mouse the subsystems and provide for eas, • accessibility.
Attached to the outside of tiie cvlinder are two thernoal-louvers for
internal compartment temperature control, two radial jet supports (1. 2
pounds), and a star sensor positioned such that stray light froin the struc-
ture presents-no problem and nominal viewing is perpendicular to the spin
axis. _Two mercury- tube nutation dampers and= 4 pounds of halance weights
Pre attached to the inside of the cylinder. The communication, t ransmitter
drivers and traveling-wave tubes ('1't1 T) are attached directl y
 behind the
louvers.
Solar Panels
Eight trapezoida! solar panels are attached to the cylinder at the
adapter interface in a plane norrrtatl to the spin axis. rihis orientation
achieves the minimuttt panel weight consistent with the requirement of
supplying 145 watts of electrical power at the sun-to-Mars distance and
40-degree sun inridenc2 angle. In addition, shadowing probletits are elim-
inated. The outer 113-inch diameter bounding the panels is set by the aft
canister dimension, U11f' antenna and spin jet positions, and margin
required to achieve spacecraft separation at earth infection. The -inner
dimension of the panels allows for the maxintuu} planar array diameter
and clearance for the SNI-to-adapter interface: wUle n.aintaining 37.4
square feet of panel area required to produce ti e ti; watts. A series of
sixteen support tubes, with a total weight of 7. tt ,,,,)mils, attached behind
the panels and to the cylinder provide support	 the boost phase.
Planar Antenna
The S-band high-gain planar antenn.t is mounted at the adapter end
of the SM with its nominal electrical axis Coiig the spacecraft spin axis.
It is attached to four thermal louvers that support and radiate heat energy
through it. The planar antenna outer diameter, 60 inches, has been maxi-
mized consistent with solar panel/adapter interface constraints. A lower
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cover or ring weighing 2 pounds constrains the antenna. The antenna plane
location relative to the solar panel plane enables solar energy incidence
angles of 40 degrees to be used without shadowing the panels. The antenna
is constructed from rectangular cross slot cavity sections, and is energizea
by a waveguide running from the transmitters, between the louvers, to its
backside.
Equipment S:-.elf
Most of the SM equipment, electronics, batteries, and propellant
tanks, are attached to one side of a shelf that is fastened to the cylinder in
the plane of the solar panels. The four louvers and planar antenna are
attached to the opposite side. Its weight of 21 pounds and aluminum con-
struction are adequate to sustain boost loads and conduct heat energy from
the equipment to the louvers. The shelf concept enhances accessibility,
testing, and installation while the SM is in development. Ir addition, the
equipment on the shelf, as well as the other SM items, is arranged to
achieve static and dynamic balance. The equipment sizes are based on
similar Hughes unit dissensions unless the items, such as tanks, are
specified.
Axial Jet Deployment Arms
Two arms which are pivoted about an attachment to the solar panel _
struts are extended immediately after spacecraft separation from the Titan
III-C. These arms have the axial reaction control jets and backup semi-
-omnidirectional antennas attached to them. The arms place the jets far
enough outboard the spacecrafl- such that jet impingement on the A/L is
insignificant. The use of coiled propellant lines to supply the axial jets
will eliminate internal line flaking, trapping potential valve-jamming
materials, and will provide a spring action for arm deployment. The design
allows for mission completion even if both arms should fail to extend, since
two of the axial jets protrude past the panels while in the stowed position.
In addition to the centrifugal forte keeping the arm ; extended, a positive
lock will assure permanent arm extension. The .lexible coaxial cables for
the antennas present no special problems. The estimated weight for two
axial jet deployment arms is 3. 2 pounds.
Peripheral Equipment
Four spinup/spindown reaction control jets are attached in pairs to
struts just below the solar panels. They are positioned to eliminate signi-
ficant jet impingement on the panels and sensors. and provide a large
moment for spin control.
Two radial jets are mounted to struts and are in a plane near the
SM-A/ L interface. Their position eliminates significant jet impingement
on the panels. One jet produces thrust through the spacecraft cg and the
other through the SM cg. It is desirab;e to keep their thrust axes as normal
to the spin axis as possible an(! passing throu g h the cg to eliminate axial
components of velocity when only radial components are required.
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The four sun sensors are attached to struts just below the solar
panels. Two have nominal viewing directions normal to the spin axis and
the other two -15 degrees from the shin axis.
Sixteen half-wavelen gth dipole antennas are inotMltcd outboa d of the
solar panels. Their orientation is chosen to yield a satisfactory receiving
pattern for collecting
 AI . scientific_ data. .-ind provide adequate clearance for
spacecraft separation fronithe canister. :antenna feed lines are 1liuunted
belov, the solar panels and run to tile •
 [`liF receivers inside the• cylinder.
A thermal blanket :s placed a roiLvid the equipment and tied down to
the cylinder, shelf, and upper fiberglass support \,vhich mi loses the
cylinder itt th A.' 1. end. 'l he thermal blanket and tie-downs xvigh
4. 3 pounds, and the upper thermal blanket support wvii;hs r -; pounds.
An 11-pound weight is inclilIie(i : •1 tite 5M design to account for ele,.-
trical wires and associated harnesc;c!- -vcded for interconnection of the
units.
Seoaration Analvsis
During separation of tfie spacecraft from tLe aft canister. the two
bodies will be in near contact for approximatel y 30 inches of lt:otion, with
approximately 4 inc}les of inininium clearance available. C'onsequ ntly, a
preliminary analx-sls was made, assuming existing separa ion hardware.
This indicated that the use of the simplest, uncalibrated s%ster-^ is accept-
able, and that tile use of calibrated springs would further .ia, rease the
margin. The paralreters which were used in the anal y sis are:
Mass of spacecraft	 -10 slugs
Mass of booster 	 1-13 slugs
Transverse inertia of spacecraft 	 255 slug-ft2
Relative separation velocity 	 2 fps
'Tile Ilse of six springs was assumed (spring constant == 30, 5 lbi in.
deflection	 3 inches). This prt)vided a separation velocity of 2. 1 fps, Using
uncalibrated spring s, tipoff rates and clearance chan t
 s v.cre calculated to
be as sh0%%ll in Tabie 5. The spacecraft lateral 	 dice to separation
forces was calculated to be `.'.03 fps, worst vase, and 0.03 fps rss. This
results in a clearance loss tai 1. 08 inches per foot .,f axial motion. Tile
collfitturation has a 4-inch clearaice available as conmared to '. + -inch
ti-il nimum clearance requirt- ment.
 A separation analysis, assUilling that
tilt` Separati011 SpringS \Vero MSCd in calibrated sets, reduces the clearance
lass per foot from 1. 08 to 0.43 inch. This is the present procedure for
many spacecraft, and is a readily available technique if the additional mar-
lins are needed. Although the flyby-Video Data SM de.iign only uses four
springs, it can be assumcd they ,p roduce the effect of six springs; therefore,
the analysis is valict fo g the Video design.
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rJet In-ipingement Analysis
The axial jet operations pri g to A/L separation constitute a
potential interface problem. In this configuration, a orobleni of far field
impingement upon the A/L heat shield may .exist because the aft heat shield
of the A/L is approximately 36 exit diameter from the exit. This configu-
ration was selected for a first-order analysis of the temperature rise that
might be expected in the heat shield, and the possible loss in net force of
the thruster.
Rocket Research Corp. engine performance and dimensions wer
assumed and r.re summarized below:
i
Propellant (liquid)
Thrust
Chamber pressure, pi	 c
Chamber temperature, T 
Nozzle area ratio, e
Nozzle exit radius, re
Nozzle semitone angle, 0
Decomposition products (50 percent)
Hydrazine ( N2114)
5 -)ovnd s \	
//
120 Asia (maximum)
2260° R
40
0. 575 inch
6 degrees
Specie Mole fraction Ki
N 2
	
0.28
H 2	0.44
NH 3	0.28
This composition was assumed frozen in flowing through the nozzle
from chamber to exit plane. Therefore, at the exit plane the gas mean
molecular weight m = 13. 5, and the gas constant R = (1714)(29)/13. 5 =
3680 ft 2 /sec2 OR. The mixture specific heat ratio, Ymax, was computed
as 1. 26. This value of Y was fixed for all plume calculations. Exit plane
static pressure, temperature, and Mach number were computed from
isentropic nozzle flow-equations as p e = 0. 198 psi, T e = 604o R, Me = 4. 6.
These exit plane conditions were input to an axisymmetric, inviscid
method of characteristics computer program. At each computed flowfield
point, the Mach number, pressures, temperature, density, velocity, and
stream angle, 0, were obtained with respect to yet axis.
Jet impingement pressures and .heat transfer were desired at X
36 r e . This is sufficiently far downstream so that Newtonian hypersonic
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Su.nie additional clarification of die terminology may be in order for
the l;aranieters suniniarized in the spin perforiiiancv data, as follows:
j;	 principal axis tilt angle between principA axis of maxin:uni
moment of inertia (MOI) and the normal to the plane contain-
;ng Lhc- spin eLs, said plane being nurnial to the geometric
longitudinal axis of Lhe spacecraft
1.	 distance fruni spin no •r. •r.le plane to cg plane, both planes
being normal to the geometric longitudinal (roll) axis of Lhe
Spacecraft
!0 = thrust vector unisali;onryient normal to fhe transverse plane
Y - thrust \ , L-(-
,
tor ntisalignnicnt in transverse plane
Flyby-Video Data; Mars Landk- r and Module Spinup After Buuster
Sel)aratiun
Fypical paraincl •rs.
A	 roll .'10I - 3,90 Slug -ft `'
B - pitch-ya,%v M01 - 294 slug--ft"
N	 numbers of nuzzles - 2
P	 principal axis tilt - 1 degree
L	 distance from nozzles to cg - 20 Lnches
v L
	 tolerance on L 0. 1 inch
1) - nozzle position .ii;.tmet.er = 108 inches
angular nozzle misaligniiient normal to roll plane = 0. 25 degree
l = angula. nozzle misalignnient in roll plane = 0. 25 degree
t = ';.nitial tipcff rate - 1. 4 (leg / sec _
F = thrust io Lei per nozzle - 5 pounds
AF--- thrust tolerance per nozzle = 4 percent
Spinup (thrusting) interval	 ?.5.4 seconds
Spin rate at end of spinup 25 rpin
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RSS body fixed transverse torclue (clue to variot!s error sources
above) as a Perce:ltag;e of the available Spinup torque = 2 percent
Nutation angle resultin g, from spinup = 0. 8 degrees (body nutation
rate - 9. 2 rpm)
Attitude error resulting; from spinup = b.0 degrees (illCrtial
nutation rate	 .51.4 rpm)
I'ime delay twovten s2paratiun start and Spinup ~tart = 2 secoticis
Attitude error resultim, from timt- dela y ztnd tiE)uff rate.
2.:i degrees
Total attitude e rror	 7. 5 de,,rc, s
Locus of Spin
Axi, after Spinup
7. 5
	 Spacecraft Attitude
Total Attitude'
	 after Spinup
P:rror
^fltti.tude Error
6°	 Buildup During;
Spinup
Booster 	 2. 8, `^ Spacecraft
Attitude	 Attitude
at Separatiun	 at Spinup
attitude	 Inititation
Error
Buildup
Prior to
Spinup
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Flyby-Video Data: Mars Support ,Module Sninul)After 1.ander
St" ar al. ion
l ypical parameters:
1 ,011 Mof 71. 5 slue-ft `'
B - pitc}i-yaw MOI - 37.4 slur-ft2
N -- nutllbt'r of nozzles	 .'
J3 - principal axis tilt - 0. 5 ("el;ree
1. = distance froth nozzles t0 cc - 10 inches
Al-, - tolerance on 1. - 0. 1 inch
1) - nozzle position diameter - 108 :aches
d	 angular nozzles misalignment nurnlal to roll plane 0. 25 degree
Y - angular nozzle misalignment normal to roll plane 0. 25 degree
w -
s	
initial spin rate = 5 rpm
00 = initial nutatior- angle - 1 d-gree
F -- thrust level per nozzle 4 pounds
OF - thrust tolerance per nozzle s 0. 16 pound (4 percent)
Spinup (thrusting,) interval -= 11.4 seconds
Spin rate at end of spinup = 60 rpm.
RSS body fixed transverse torque (due t_ various error sources
above) as a percentage of the available spin torque 	 1. 1 percent
\utatiun angle alter spinup = 0. 25 degree (body nutation
ra*e - 54 rpm)
Attitude charge resulting from spinup < 0. 2 degree (inertial
nuta°ion rate = 114 rpm)
Fivbv-Video Data; Mars Lander and Viodule Desoin Prior to
Separation.
Tvpical parameters:
A = roll N10I = 381 slug-ft2
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B = pitch-yaw MOI = 289 slug-ft2
N = number of nozzles = 2
P = principal axis tilt - 1 degree
L = distance from nozzles to cg = 20 inches
AL = tolerance on L = 0. 1 inch
D = nuzzle position diameter = 108 inches
angular nozzle misalignment normal to roll plane = 0.25 degree
y = angular nozzle misalignment i_T' the roll plane = 0. 25 degree
w  = initial spin rate = 25 rpm
60 = initial nutation angle = 0. 9 degree
F = thrust level per nozzle - 4 pounds
OF s thrust tolerance per nozzle = 0. 16 pound (4 percent)
Spindown (thrusting) interval 26. 6 seconds
Spin rate at end of spindown 5 rpm
RSS body fixed transverse torque (due to various error sources
above) as a percentage of the available spindown torque = 2 percent
Nutation angle resulting from spindown = 6. 2 degrees (body
nutation rate = 1. 54 rpm)
Attitude change resulting from despin = 1. 5 degree (inertial
nutation rate = 6. 4 rpm)
11Initial_	 ^)/ Nutation Circle
Space-	 after Despin
Attitude
V	 'tial Nutation Circle
Spacecr f^ t
\
Attitude after
Despin
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The spin control electronics are shown in Figure 22. At the
separation switch signal, spinup is initiated. Command backup is available
if needed. Spinup is terminated by an accelerometer signal, and command
backup is also available. The despin command changes the accelerometer
gain to 6J rpm and initiates the despin to 5 rpm, which is sensed by a cen-
trifugal s-,-,,itch. Module separation is delayed after despin to provide nuta-
tion darnpi;lg, and spinup of the module is delayed to ensure clearance from
the larder. The "enable separation" command comes from the SM
sequencer.
Nutation Damping Requirements/ Implementation
Tti, application of the passive, mercury tube nutation damper to
stable, spin-stabilized configurations has been so successful it should pose
no problem for the MSSM mission. A nutation damper will be required, and
the time constant may be in the range of 5 to 20 minutes for the MSSM/AI,
combination and the MSSM alone. That a single damper may not be adequate
for both configurations has been established by a computer program utilized
for the design of such dampers. The time constants are 5 minutes and
40 minutes for the MSSM/ AL combination and the MSSM, respectively.
Further parametric studies would be required here. In any event, satis-
factory performance could be obtained by using two dampers approximately
18 inches long, 1-inch in diameter, and weighing 1. 2 pounds each.
Attitude Control System Design and Performance
The use of control jets pulsed in synchronism with the sp ;_n to
re-orient the spin axis has accumulated many satellite years of flight experi-
ence. The application of these proven components, techniques, and proce-
dures to the MSSM mission is a design exercise consisting Primarily of the
selection of a satisfactory combination of design and performance parameters
within the framework of existing hradware wherever possible. From the
standpoint of system design, there is no sharply defined optimum such as
minimum weight, minimum power, minimum size, and so forth, and the
great flexibility in performance afforded by the variable pulse width capabil-
ity allows much latitude in design requirements. A basic aspect of spin
stabilization performance is that the spin axis is never very far from where
it was the last time its attitude was known — a fact which often permits a
relaxed confidence in mission operations. Furthermore, failure modes in
the attitude control system are inherently less disastrous for spin-stabilized
spacecraft than they are for three-axis stabilized spacecraft. An open or
leaking jet or the saturation of a reaction wheel can play havoc with a three-
axis stabilization system, whereas an open jet hardly perturbs a spin-
stabilized vehicle. The spin-stabilized versus three-axis stabilized compar-
ison has been made many times with varying conclusions depending upon the
mission, the payload, the point of view, ground rules, and so on. A detailed
comparison here would require a specific design study of a three-axis sys-
tem, which is not available for this mission. Quantitative comparisons of
the two approaches are, therefore, not considered in this discussion. It
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should be noted that the specific design parameters discussed below might
be altered somewhat were it necessary to meet specific performance
requirements in several areas. Lacking definitive specifications, the
design effort was centered around meeting somewhat broadly defined mis-
sion objectives and included adequate flexibility for particular performance
variations without affecting hardware design, cost, or mission operations.
Functional Description and Overall System Design Characteristics
Attitude control for a spin-stabilized spacecraft is a matter of pro-
viding transverse torque pulses in a desired average inertial direction to
"precess" the angular momentum. vector. This precession of the angular
momentum vector is accompanied by a bounded nutational motion (i. e. , a
coning of the spin axis about the angular momentum vector). The attitude
control system design must consider this nutational motion as well as the
precession of the angular momentum vector, while minimizing the velocity
imparted to the spacecraft. The heart of the attitude control system (and
the velocity control system) is a p ropulsion system capable of being elec-
tronically controlled and having a predictable accuracy in flight, as defined
by calibration data taken during flight acceptance tests. Specific design and
performance of the propulsion system are presented in more detail, but for
the present, only the control aspects are considered. Attitude and velocity
control, while operationally similar from the control aspect, are function-
ally different for the mission, and are thus treated separately.
In view of its mission-critical role, the attitude control system (and
velocity control system) are redundantly implemented, for the most part.
For attitude maneuvers, an axial jet pair is operated in opposing directions
to produce a couple which does not contribute to translational velocity,
except for a small mismatch in thrust. There are two pairs of axial jets,
as illustrated in Figure 23, which is a schematic of jet arrangement and
alignment. All axial jets are aligned with their thrust axes parallel to the
nominal spin axis of the spacecraft and are racially positioned so that there
is no difficulty with plume impingement on the A/ L.
Control of the axial jets for attitude maneuvers is effected by an elec-
tronic system which has been flight proven many times, and since its incep-
tion at Hughes in 1959, has been known as the JCE (jet control electronics).
The heart of this electronic control system is a synchronous controller that
provides control jet pulses of any desired duration, spaced one spin period
apart, and starting at any desired point in the spin cycle relative to a plane
containing the spin axis and the sun. This "start angle" remains constant
during any particular maneuver, even though the plane containing the spin
axis and the sun line is moving during the maneuver. Such a mode of preces-
sion is called rhumb line precession, and is considered in greater detail.
The operational essence of the precession maneuver is that a given initial
attitude and a desired final attitude explicitly define the "start angle" for thejet control pulses.
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Jet Control Electronics. The electronic circuitry associated with the
orientation control and velocity control subsystem includes signal amplifiers
for the sun sensors, power switches for the jet control valves, and data
processing circuits for selecting and operating the various control modes.
JCE for spin-stabilized spacecraft, as defined herein, have experienced
many satellite years of trouble-free operation in eight satellites launched
over the period 1961 to 1968. Although the details of the command and
control circuitry for the MSSM differ slightly from previous systems, the
basic circuits remain unchanged.
The primary control element is a phase-locked loop containing a
counter synchronized with the spin. The counter is reset to zero each
revolution by a sun sensor pulse (,Ti-pulse). Beginning with thely-pulse, the
counter (controlled by the voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) proceeds to
count 512 pulses (nominally) before the next^p-pulse occurs. If mor,2 or
less than 512 pulses are counted during the spin period, the error is
detected by an analog error detector that adjusts the oscillator frequency so
that the synchronous counter is never more than one count in error uut of
512 counts. When the counter counts exactly 512 pulses between successive
T-pulses, the loop is in luck. Operations which depend on the phase-locked
loop synchronous signals will operate only if the loop is in lock. In addition
to providing a synchronous reference frequency for pulse mode operation of
control jAts, the JCE provides for starting a jet pulse at any desired angle
from a sun pulse and terminating the jet firing at any desired angle. The
jet firing angle register and the pulse width controller (Figure 24) accept
commands for axial jet operation. In addition to the jet start angle and jet
pulse width, the control circuitry accepts a pulse number command which
results in the enable jet latch being reset when the selected jet has fired the
commanded number of pulses. (See "Reset A ll signal in Figure 24. ) Note
that the pulse width controller operates with the axial jets only, the radial
jet pulse width being fixed at 90 degrees. The firing angle (start angle)
command may, of course, apply to any jet, depending upon the condition of
the enable jet latches. Angular resolution for jet fire start angle is
360 _ 512 or 0. 7 degree, and the start angle error is a maximum of
±0. 35 degree.
For continuous mode operation of the axial jets, the firing duration
"clock" is the satellite spin, whose period is precisely known from ground
station processing of ^P-pulse data. The number of spin periods of continu-
ous firing to produce the desired axial AV is stored by command in the spin
period counter, which resets the enable axial jet latch after the required
number of periods. (See "spin reset" on Figure 24. ) The resolution on axialjet continuous firing is one spin period, which corresponds to a AV resolu-
tion of 0. 05 fps. Note that axial jets always operate in pairs which are
selected by the control mode circuit logic —two jets firing in opposite direc-
tions to produce a pure couple for re-orientation without AV, and two jets
firing in the same direction to produce AV with no transverse torque. The
latter capability is not essential, but is convenient for the circuitry needed
to fire jet pairs for re-orientation.
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Nominal operation of the jets is controlled by the phase-locked loop
(for pulse mode operation) and by the spin period counter for continuous
mode operation (axial jets only). The function of the JCE (nominal mode)
may be summarized by the following list of commands which operate the
system;
1) = jet start angle magnitude
2) = pulse number
3) -: pulse width (axial jets only)
4) = jet select
5) z continuous fire (axial jets only)
6) = spin peri-)d count
7) = enable axial jets
S) = enable radial jets
Given the above system, a simple, reliable, inexpensive back-up
mode of operation is available in the event of failure in the phase-locked
loop or in some other particular components of the JCE system. This
back-up system, called the quadrant mode system, requires some additional
logic circuitry and two additional sun sensors (*-pulse only), and is essen
tially independent of the nominal JCE s-y-tem. The quadrant mode system
requires fewer commands to operate, has significantly fewer parts and less
complexity, is less expensive, and has also had successful flight testing
(Syncom II). It was discarded as the primary mode of control mainly
because of reduced accuracy in re-orientation and AV maneuvers, but was
considered adequate for a back-up mode. An alternate approach would be
to simply use two of the primary JCE described above.
The *-simulator represents a rate memory mode which, when the
spin axis is within 10 to 15 degrees of the sun line, is switched into the sys-
tem to provide pseudo qf- pulses until more favorable sun angle geometry is
again established.
Quadrant Mode Control. Given the primary jet control system
described above, a back-up mode of synchronous pulsing operation is readily
available with the addition of two sun sensors and some logic circuitry.
This back-up mode would be utilized only in the event of failure in the syn-
chronous controller and is called the quadrant mode, a simple technique
which requires less complexity on-board and allows for reduced command
and control requirements. Figure 25 defines the basic attitude control geom-
etry. A cone of half-angle 0 is defined by the sun line and the spacecraft
angular momentum vector, H. A transverse torque pulse of magnitude M
and duration At is applied, the effective center of the torque pulse occurring
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Figure 24. Jet Control Electronics
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at an angle* from the plane containing the spin vector and the sun line (see
figure). The result is a change, dP, in angular momentum vector orienta-
tion and a corresponding change, 0, in the "sun angle" (P.
For reasons explained later, the torque pulse angle,*, is restricted
to the following fixed values:
Tr
2
and
= 0, Tr
If * - 0, the H vector will precess toward the sun line. If Z = n , the H vec-
tor will precess away from the sun line. Thus, no matter what the attitude
of the spin axis, it will precess either toward or away from the sun line,
depending upon *being 0 or Tr.
If a series of torque pulses are applied at constant	 Tr/2, the H
vector will generate a cone around the sun line at constant. For *
- Tr/2, the direction of travel of H is simply reversed, but again 0 is
constant. Figure 25 contains all of the spin axis precessing geometry
necessary for the mission. Only two modes of precession are available for
the back-up quadrant mode, and all "maneuvers" are made by an appropriate
combination of the two modes.
Figure 26 illustrates a typical attitude maneuver. It is clear that
there is a preferred order of the precession mode which minimizes maneuver
time. If 0 2 is smaller than $ 1 , the * = 0 mode is performed first, then the
Wr Tr/2 or q► = -Tr/2 mode is executed. The converse is true if ¢2 is larger
than 0 1 ; then the T = f Tr /2 mode is executed first, followed by the * = W
mode. The torque pulse width is 90 degrees of spin, allowing four simple
sun sensors to easily control any desired maneuver.
Consider four * -pulse sensors symmetrically placed around the
periphery of the spacecraft as indicated in Figure 27. The jet control
function of the sensors is very simple. Depending upon wh ► _h of t'^A four
modes of precession is desired, one of the sensors is selected to mart the
jet pulse each revolution. The succeeding sun sensor pulse always turns the
jet off. Thus, there is available a 90-degree pulse which produces a torque
in one of four possible directions. For example (using jet No. 1), if sensor
"a" turns the jet on, sensor "b" will turn it off. The result is a torque pulse
whose average direction during its 90 degrees of rotation is away from the
sun (t = w mode). To precess toward the sun, sensor "c" would turn the jet
on and sensor "d" would turn it off (dt= 0 mode). The * = A/2 mode would
use sensor "d" for jet initiation and sensor "a" would cause turn-off. The
following tabulation lists all possible modes.
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Jet number
Sun sensor
^Y = 0 n =n/2
1	 2
c	 a
i	 2
a	 c
1	 2
d	 b
1	 2
b	 d
T.:e on-board command and control logic would be set up to receive the
following commands:
1) Select jet for attitude maneuver
2) Select mode (*- mode) for first precession
3) Select jet start sun sensor
4) Select number of pulses for first precession
5) Select * _ mode for second precession_
6) Select jet start sun sensor
7) Select number of pulses for second precession
The above simile commands are stored and verified prior to a man-
euver, and the execute command is then sent at the appropriate time, taking
into account the long delay time in propagation. The seven commands above
may be retained for re-execution (reverse the order of the * - modes) to
return one spin axis to very nearly the original attitude (cruise attitude) which
existed prior to the maneuver, at which point the star sensor would be avail-
able for precise determination of attitude, after which a "touch-up" maneuver
may be made if desired.
An alternative to the quadrant mode is to simply provide complete
redundancy in the JCE. In this case, only two sun sensors would be used,
one for each JCE. Whether to use two JCE or one JCE and one quadrant
mode system is a design choice which may be made in a subsequent phase
of the study.
Attitude Determination — Sensors and Performance
The spacecraft attitude is determined by finding the angle between a
spacecraft reference axis (the spin axis) and two celestial bodies. The sun
avid the star Canopus have been selected for this mission. The star Canopus
is a particularly desirable navigation star because it is very bright(-0. 9 magnitude), it is close to the ecliptic south pole, and is in a sector of
the heavens where there are few bright bodies.
The spacecraft attitude is not explicitly required for implementing the
on-board control function. The output of the sun sensors and the star sensor
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are telemetered to mission control where the attitude is computed.
Necessary attitude correction commands (jet start angle and number of pulses)
are then transmitted to the spacecraft. The on-board timing cycle is based
on the spin period, which is simply the time between sun pulses from a given
sun sensor.
The attitude of the spacecraft can be determined, provided the spin
axis is no less than 15 degrees from the sun and is no more than 5 degrees
out of the ecliptic plane, based on a 20-degree field of view for the star
sensor. If either or both of these conditions is violated, a programmed
search maneuver is initiated until the sun and Canopus are visible.
The attitude of the spacecraft can be determined to better than
0. 5 degree.
Sun Sensors. The sun sensor assembly consists of four identical
units mounted on a precision bracket (Figures 28 and 29). Two sensors are
mounted 90 degrees with respect to the spin axis, and two are mounted at
45 degrees with respect to the spin axis (Figure 30). The bracket and sensor
assemblies are painted with a special white paint which has low absorptivity
in the solar spectral range and high emissivity in the infrared spectral range
to ensure that sensor temperatures do not rise above 100 0
 F. Each sensor
consists of an n/p silicon photovoltaic cell, a load resistor, and two clam-
like aluminum shells (Figure 31). The cells are bonded to the housing with
an epoxy-fiberglass combination used to bond solar cells to the solar panel
substrates on the Early Bird and ATS satellites.
A narrow gap between the clam shells defines the fan-shaped field of
view of the sensor. The shims placed between the two aluminum sensor
halves at the three screw locations determine the width of the sensor slit,
which is 0. 007 to 0. 008 inch. This width, in conjunction with the 32-minute
angular size of the sun, results in a nominal pulse width of approximately
1. 25 degree (Figure 32). The field of view of each cell is ±75 degrees from
the normal to the cell surface.
Each unit produces pulse pairs once per revolution ( )Pand T 2
 pulses).
The NY and IP2
 pulses are telemetered to ground (after appropriate shaping).
With both prelaunch and in-flight calibration of the unit, and by smoothing the
data over a number of measurements, the sun angle uncertainty can be
reduced to 0. 2 degree.
The equation which relates the NY, `P2 pulses to the sun angle 4) for a
sensor mounted 90 degrees from the spin axis is
cot cp = cot I sin ( T - \P 2 - 35 degrees)	 (6)
where -1) is the angle between the spin axis and the sun sensor.
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I is the inclination of the `1' 2 sensor half with respect to the ^ sensor
half, and 35-degrees is the angular separation, in a spin sense, to preclude
the ^P and TL pulses coinciding when 0 = 90 degrees.
Inspection of Equation 6 indicates that the minimum sun angle
detectable is equal to the slit inclination angle, I. Hence, if a minimum sun
angle of 15 degrees is desired, the slit inclination angle must be reduced to
at least 15 degrees. This is considered undesirable because the error in
sun angle increases sharply as slit inclination decreases (Figure 33).
This problem can be alleviated by mounting sun sensors at 45 degrees
as well as 90 degrees with respect to the spin axis.
The i-ninimum detectable sun angle is plotted as a function of slit
inclination on Figure 34 for both the 45- and 90-degree mounting case. It is
seen that some benefit is obtained for the 45-degree mounting case. For a
minimum detectable sun angle of 15 degrees, a slit inclination angle of
21 degrees is required.
The principal physical characteristics of the sensor assembly are
tabulated below. High reliability is obtained, since only two components
with relatively low failure rates are used, and two sensor assemblies are
incorporated in the spacecraft design.
Weight
	 0. 25 pound assembly
Power	 None
Reliability	 0. 9999 per 1Y and )Y2 pair (7 years)
Accuracy	 0. 5 degree unsmoothed data
0. 2 degree smoothed and calibrated data
Slit inclination	 21 degrees
Figure 33 shows plots of the sun sensor error coefficients _or the
45- and 90-degree mounting cases.
The error coefficient curves are used in determining the total error
in apparent sun angle which results from errors in %k - T? pulse and slit
inclination
The following example gives typical sun sensor attitude errors.
Sun angle = 60 degrees; Sensor mounting = 45 degrees; I = 21 degrees
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Error
Source
Error
Magnitude
Error
Coefficient
Error in
Sun Position
b(41
 -	 2 ) 0.	 1 2. 9 0. 29
SI 0.	 1 -0.9 -0.09
RSS error 0. 302
The errors contributed by the sun sensor are seen to be relatively
small and are consistent with the overall attitude control pointing accuracy.
Star Sensor. This sensor is intended to allow the identification of
Canopus and measure the angle between Canopus and the spin axis of the
vehicle, fora vehicle with spin axis within 5 degrees of the ecliptic plane.
Canopus is a logical space navigation choice because of its brightness and
its nearness to the pole of the ecliptic.
The instantaneous field of view of the sensor consists of two fans of
approximately 0. 5 by 40 degrees each. The centers of the fans are at
90 degrees to the spin axis, and the long dimension of one fan is parallel to
the spin axis. The long dimension of the other fan is at a small angle to this
axis. Thus during a spin, the fans will each view any star briefly, with a
time between views depending upon distance along the fan, which corresponds
to the angle desired. Figure 35 shows a possible layout of'such a sensor.
The angle of Canopus from the ecliptic pole is close to 14 degrees.
Then, with the maximum angle of spin axis to ecliptic of 5 degrees, the angle
of Canopus to spin axis normal can reach 19 degrees in either direction. A
fan dimension of f20 degrees has been chosen for preliminary design
considerations. A larger angle may be selected to provide for larger
excursion of the spin axis, or additional stars may be consdered. The
signals produced by the fans crossing stars are telemetered to the ground,
where a map of star intensity versus angle can be used to identify Canopus
and measure the delay between fan crossings to determine the Canopus -
spin axis angle. Knowing the angle of spin axis to sun line and the date,
computer programs are available from the Surveyor program to generate the
sequence of star and planet signals which would be produced during a
spin cycle.
It is believed feasible to identify Canopus automatically if sun sensor
signals can be used to indicate spin angle phase, as then gating can be used
to restrict the view to avoid all of the most confusing objects (planets and
brighter stars). The sun sensor can provide a signal indicating the time of
passage of the ecliptic plane by the star sensor field of view whenever the
sun is not less than 15 degrees from the spin axis. Then, Canopus is bound
to appear in the region of 90 t 14 degrees or 270 f 14 degrees after this
time (with the addition of errors in locating the time of passage). As the
gated region is widened about the poles to allow for errors, the first object
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reached brighter than Canopus (when not very near a planet) would be Sirius,
at 50 degrees from the ecliptic pole. Thus, it is apparent that quite large
	 _=
errors can be tolerated by an automatic identification scheme which selects
the brightest object in regions which have been angle-selected by the sun
sensor. With such a scheme, a telemetered signal sequence during a spin
cycle could be used for verification of Canopus selection. The star nearest
in intensity to Canopus which might be seen would be Vega. The Canopus /
Vega ratio is 1. 7.
The photomultiplier to be chosen for this sensor is the Electromech-
anical Research (EMR) 541N-01-14, which has been determined to be
sterilizable. It is stated by EMR that the quantum efficiency drops to 0. 12
to 0. 14, from the 0. 18 to 0. 20 presterilization value. (The lower range is
approximately the same as the tube used in the Surveyor Canopus sensor. )
Sensitivity. The noise bandwidth for a spinning sensor can be shown
to be Af = nfs (b kf) where fs is spin frequency (60 Hz worst case), b is
angular field of view (0. 5 degree), and kf is the ratio of information band-
widht to noise bandwidth (0. 6 for single RC), or Of = 600 Hz.
This is coincidentally the same as for the Surveyor Canopus sensor,
although the modulating scheme was different. Because the same light
collecting area was chosen, the signal-to-noise ratio will be the same;
approximately 10.
Baffle. Stray light entering the field of view by multiple reflections
has been a problem in the past, necessitating a fairly extensive development
program on the Surveyor Canopus sensor. That experience has been drawn
upon in the design of the light baffle illustrated in Figure 35d. It should be
noted that before final design, any portion of the spacecraft falling outside
the plane defined by the front of the baffle must be evaluated as a source of
reflected light. In the first Lunar Orbiter moon flight, the Canopus sensor
(made by ITT) was unusable because of stray light. The solar panels may
assist in shading the sensor, but this would need further evaluation.
Image Dissector Star Sensor. The image dissector basically allows
an electronically produced scan. The spinning vehicles provide a built-in
scan, making such a device with its added coamplifications unnecessary.
The JPL Mariner Canopus Tracker used a Columbia Broadcasting
System (CBS) image dissector with a modulation scheme facilitating closed-
loop tracking, which is not contemplated for this mission.
The International Telephone and Telegraph (ITT) Lunar Orbiter
Canopus tracker program was unable to obtain a suitable CBS image dissector,
and redesigned to use an ITT image dissector rather late in the program.
Failure Mode Consideration. The spacecraft carries four sun sensors
and one star sensor. These sensors are highly reliable, and the chance of a
failure is considered remote. The sun sensors are used for both attitude
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determination and control of the thrusters. For attitude determination only,
one sensor is required; so, if three should fail, the attitude determination
function would not be inhibited.
Thru., ,ter control in the back-up quadrant mode is accomplished by
turning on the thruster with one sun sensor and turning it off with the next
sun sensor. Thus, four sun sensors are needed to perform all necessary
maneuvers in the quadrant niode. The capability to perform all necessary
maneuvers in the primary mode exists so long as one sun sensor and the
phase-locked loop are operational. This is true because in the synchronous
mode only one sun pulse is used as a timing reference, and selected thrusters
can be turned on and off at arbitrarily selected angles in the spin cycle.
The star sensor is used only for attitude determination and not in a
control loop. If the star sensor should fail, the attitude determination cask
is made more difficult and the attitude accuracy is somewhat degraded, but
the control function is not impaired.
Several methods have been considered for attitude determination if
the star sensor fails. The high gain antenna could be used to give attitude
information to within 1 or 2 degrees. This involves rotating the spacecraft
to point at earth to find the direction of maximum gain.
Another method that does not involve rotation of the spacecraft is to
use sun angle data gathered over a period of weeks or even a month. Knowl-
edge of the trajectory and the change in measured sun angle can be used to
determine attitude to within a degree or two.
Re-Orientation Maneuvers — Execution and Performance.
The preferred mode of jet operation results in a particular perfor-
mance for various items, including. change in orientation per pulse, nutation
angle, maneuver time, and fuel weight. This section presents the equations
needed in evaluating the re-orientation system performance. Also presented
are performance curves for the range of expected system parameters.
System Performance - Parameter Relationships. In Figure 36, jets
1 and 2A are Firing, producing the indicated torque, The figure indicates
that for a constant thrust, the torque, M, produced by the jet varies in
direction as it rotates about the spin axis. At the time the thrust is turned
on, the torque is at Ml. When the jet has moved through the firing angle,
A, the torque has moved to M2. It is apparent that some energy is wasted
since at the start of thrust a component of torque about an orthogonal axis
exists. This is cancelled during the second half of the pulse. The bigger
the firing angle, the less efficient the pulse. It can be shown that the pulse
efficiency is
Efficiency = si An 0/2	 (7)
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This is plotted in Figure 37. It is seen from the Figure that for a 45-degree
pulse the efficiency is ov,;r 97 percent. Even if the pulse is 90 degrees
wide, the efficiency is still 90 percent.
Rotation magnitude: The re-orientation angle per pulse (2 jet firing)
is
/pulse = 183 F Q 0	 sin 0 212	 0/2 JI  (w 8 )
(8)
where
F = thrust per jet, pounds
Q = lever arm, feet
I = moment of inertia about
r	 spin axis, slug •ft.2
w e = spin speed, rpm
0 = firing angle, degrees
Nominal
A / L Plus SM SM Only
(4 to 5) (4 to 5)
(6. 08 (6.08)
390 72
25 60
45 45
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8. 04 x 10 3 FQ
Ir (w 2s )
6/pulse - (9)
1.83 x 10 -3 Ir (w s)
in 9/2
Isp^	 1 A/2 J
Wf/degree = (12)
1. 88 x 10 - 3 Ir (w S )
I	 Q
sp
Wf/degree = (13)
For a thrust pulse of 45 degrees, Equation 8 becomes
Figure 38 is a plot of angular rotation per pulse as a function of axial
jet thrust for both 45- and 90-degree thrust pulses. During the mission the
thrust will decrease from 5 pounds to about 3 pounds because of the nature of
the blow-down system.
Maneuver time: The total elapsed time required to re-orient through
each degree of the maneuver is
. 328 I	 ( w )
at/degree =
	
sin 9/2	 (10)
FQ A	 9/2 J
For a 45-degree thrust pulse, Equation 6 becomes
7.48 x10 -3 I (w )
At/degree =
	 r	
s	 (11)
Fe
Figure 39 is a plot of re-orientation time per degree as a function of axial
jet thrust for both 45 and 90-degree pulses.
Fuel weight: The fuel weight required to re-orient the vehicle 1
degree is
For a 45-degree thrust pulse, Equation 12 becomes
Figure 40 is a plot of fuel weight per degree of rotation as a function
of specific impulse for both the 90- and 45-degree cases.
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Imparted AV: In the nominal system as described above, there is no
net velocity increment imparted to the spacecraft because the two opposedjets fire simultaneously. If a malfunction occurs and only one axial jet can
be fired at a time, some AV is imparted to the vehicle.
The velocity increment imparted per degree of re-orientation is
AV	 5. 88 x 10-2 1  (w S ) (14)
w2	 sin A/2[ 8/2
For a 45-degree thrust pulse, Equation 10 becomes
AV	 6.04 x 10 2 Ir (w S )
wQ
where w is the spacecraft weight.
Figure 41 is a plot of velocity increment per degree of re-orientation
as a function of roll moment of inertia for a family of rotation speeds.
Point Design Performance. The nominal firing angle to be used fcr
re-orientation maneuvers is 45 degrees. Figure 37 indicates that the pulse
efficiency is 97. 5 percent.
The average thrust available for re-orientation of the cruise vehicle
is about 4. 5 pounds. The spin axis re-orientation per 45-degree thrust pulse
with two jets firing is 0. 9 degree. For the SM alone, the average thrust is
about 4. 0 pounds. The spin axis re-orientation per 45-degree pulse with two
jets firing is 0. 74 degree. These minimum values are consistent with the
overall mission pointing requirements. If pulses smaller than 45 degrees
are used, a corresponding reduction in minimum angular rotation is achieved.
The maneuver time for each degree of rotation for the nominal system
is Z. 7 seconds for the total vehicle, and 0. 7 second for the SM alone. The
nominal rotation speed for the total vehicle is 25 rpm, and for the SM alone
is 60 rpm. Maneuver time can be decreased if firing angle is increased.
Figure 42 is a plot of re-orientation time as a function of firing angle for the
total vehicle. It is apparent that increasing the firing angle above 90 degrees
is relatively ineffective.
The fuel weight per degree of re-orientation is 0. 014 pound for the
total vehicle with a 45-degree pulse, and 0. 006 pound per degree for the
SM alone.
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Another performance factor of some importance is the nutation angle
buildup during re-orientation maneuvers, the maximurn nutation angle being
given by
M A t	 1
Iw
s	 sing (a-- 1)
where
M. = torque
pt = pulse width
v' s = spin, rad/sec
I = spin MOI
v = roll-to-pitch MOI ratio
For the parameters of the mission under consideration, we have
TI = 1. 3 degrees for the MSSM-A/L combination
TI = Z. 5 degrees for the MSSM alone
Re-Orientation Maneuver Execution. To execute a re-orientation
maneuver, one of the two following sequences is selected, depending on
whether the synchronous mode or the quadrant mode is selected.
Subsequence A: re-orientation:
1) Synchronous mode
a) Select firing start angle magnitude
b) Select pulse width
c) Select number of pulse
d) Select thruster pair number
e) Enable axial jet pair
2) Quadrant mode
a) Quadrant Felect command
b) Select number of pulses
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C) Select thruster pair number
d) Enable axial jet quadrant mode
e) Quadrant select command
f) Select number of pulses
g) Select thruster number
h) Enable axial jet quadrant mode
The re-orientation commands may be sent, verified, and executed
individually, or they may be stored on board, verified, and executed auto-
matically in sequence. The former approach would be the nominal mode
during the cruise portion of the trajectory, while the latter procedure would
be used just prior to encounter.
Re-Orientation Maneuver Error Analysis. The most stringent
attitude maneuver accuracy requirement is placed on the final re-orientation
of the SM which directs the planar antenna toward earth after A/L separa-
tion. All other attitude maneuvers have relaxed requirements on accuracy
and, in addition, there is always ample time for attitude adjustment by earth
station command. In view of the importance of the final re-orientation prior
to relaying data back to earth, a definitive analysis of the error sources will
be included.
For this error analysis, the attitude maneuver may be defined in
terms of two convenient angles - 6 in the plane containing the spin axis and
the sun, and 9 about the sun line (see Figure 43). Errors in 6 are called in-
plane errors, and errors in 9 are called out-of-plane errors. A
re-orientation maneuver may be analyzed in terms of the following variables;
O i = initial sun angle
f = final (desired) sun angle
09 = total nominal (desired) rotation about the sun line
^, = nominal phase angle between sun pulse and torque pulse
centroid.
Error sources are defined as follows:
69 = error in the attitude of the spin axis (out-of-plane
component)
60 i = error in initial attitude of spin axis (in-plane component)
a ^
l
 = error in torque pulse phase angle due to centroid error
and electronic error
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	S^2	 = error in torque pulse phase angle due to initial errorin 0
	6H	 = per unit error in total impulse of control jet
An attitude error, SA, in rotation about the sun line affects pointing
accuracy directly as the sine of the sun angle ^i
	
E . = sin	 S A
After precession, the attitude error is
E f = sin ^ f SA
sin 6f
C i (out-of-plane error)
sin ^.i
In other words, the final out-of-plane error in spin axis attitude is a
function of the initial error E i , and the final and initial sun angles, provided
there is no error in the torque phase angle, L^ . If an errors ^ exists, the
total precession angle remains nominally the same, but there is now a rota-
tion error, 59f,  around the sun line, given by
2
	
SA f = DA 
sec L
	
=	 AG	 S^
	
tan 4	 sin ^ cos 4
In this case, the final attitude error (for ^ error only) is
sin 6f S'^
	
E f = AA	 (out-of-plane)
sin ^ cos ^
The error in ^ arises as a result of error in 6 i , so that the wrong
value of ^ is computed. Also, J^ is in error due to pulse centroid error and
electronic error. The error in t^ as a result of error in 6i is
sing
64) 2  =
	
	 S0i
AA sin ^i
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and the total error in his
1/2
b^ = (b^ l 2 + b^22)
The resulting final attitude error in spin axis orientation (out-of-
plane) is
1 /2
o =
	
DA sin f	 sin 	 bbl + b 2f
	
sin cosh —2	 2	 ^lD8 sin
The following values are chosen for the first maneuver
AA = 20 degrees
d i = 40 degrees
^ f = 25 degrees
b p i = 0. 5 degree
b^	 = 2 degrees
1
bH = 5 percent of total impulse
The angle ^ is computed from
-1	 tan 1 /Z ^f
= tan	 JA/ln
tan 1 /Z i
Substituting numerical values (in radians) in the above equations, we have
	
►^ = tan-1
	0. 35 /In 0. 222
	
= tan-1 0.707
= 0. 615 radians
= angle to center of
torque pulse, measured
from the sun line
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	0.423	 0. 111	 4	 _3	 1/2
E f =	 0. 35 sin cos
	
0. 0505 x 0. ?58 x l 0	 + 1.22 x 10
= (0. 314) (0.0373) = 0.0117 radians
= 0. 671 degree (out-of-plane)
Thus, the re-orientation from cruise attitude to the entry attitude will
have a 0. 671-degree rss error, neglecting jet impulse error. The total
error in the direction of precession due to jet impulse errors is
p	 =	 15 degrees x b H
15 degrees x 0. 05
	=	 0. 30 degree
This error divides between the in-plane and out-of-plane errors as follows
80	 =	 0. 3 cos 20 degrees = 0. 282
0	 =	 0. 3 sin 20 degrees = 0. 102
The rss out-of-plane error is 0. 68 degree.
Despin and spinup add 1. 5 degrees and 0. 2 degree, respectively, so
that the initial error prior to the second re-orientation may be
1/2
(0. 68) 2 + (1. 5) 2 + (0. 28)2
= 1. 75 degrees (worst case)
Re-orientation to the cruise attitude then uses the following values:
AA	 =	 20 degrees
	
4i =	 25 degrees
	
4f =	 40 degrees
	
50i =	 1. 75 degreee
5 4J i 2 degrees
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The final error in attitude after return to the cruise attitude, computed from
the above procedure, is
E f = (0. 35	 472	 ' 0 . 021 x 9. 38 x 10 -4 + 1. 22 x 10- 3 1/2
(0.475) (0.0785) = 0.0373 radian
= 2. 14 degrees
The error, b p, remains the same as above (0. 3 degree), so that the
total rss error for all maneuvers, beginning with re -entry attitude
maneuver, is
Total error = (2. 14) 2 + (0. 282) 2
 + (0. 102) 2 + (1. 7)2 1/2
2. 75 degrees,
which agrees reasonably well with the summary of encounter maneuver
errors generated early in the study which estimated the encounter maneuver
error by the rss of despin/spinup errors and precession errors without
taking into account errors in W and i.
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Failure Mode Analysis. Excluding catastrophic failures, one may
postulate various failures and then describe specific procedures and maneu-
vers for continuing the mission. Su •_h an exercise would not be particularly
productive at this time because of the redundancy and operational flexibility
already described. However, a typically difficult failure situation may
be considered as follows. It is 12 hours before encounter, and ail com-
mands for the encounter maneuvers have been stored on board and verified.
The encounter maneuver sequence has been initiated, as evidenced by loss
of the high-gain antenna signal, and more than sufficient time has elapsed
for the SM to re-orient itself to the cruise attitude, but no signal of any kind
is apparent. In other words, telemetry contact is lost, and the encounter
maneuver sequence has not proceeded as planned. The question now is:
How should the mission proceed?
It must be assumed that command contact is available; otherwise,
under the above conditions, the mission will fail. The first consideration
is to arrive at what might be called the most probable failure, which in this
case may be an interruption of the encounter maneuver sequence. Since the
initial re-orientation was actually observed to start, it would be reasonable
to assume that the spacecraft at least reached the entry attitude. This is the
key question in re-orientation failure — namely, in what attitude did the
maneuver terminate? Prior to encounter, the spin axis does not leave the
ecliptic plane, so that a starting point for failure mode operations is much
easier to postulate. For the more difficult situation kinder consideration
here, one must postulate a crude attitude from which to begin operations.
First, one would exercise any redundancy features of the telecommunica-
tions system. Now the spin axis-earth angle must be greater than
60 degrees, because the 120-degree beamwidth telecommunications system
cross-slot antenna cannot be picked up. The earth-MSSM-sun angle is about
40 degrees, leaving at least 20 degrees between the spin axis and the sun
line, as shown in Figure 44, which defines:
Region A - spin axis is not in this region.
Region B - if spin axis were in this region, a rotation about
the sun line would result in contact with the earth.
Region C - rotation about the sun line would not result in
contact.
Thus, one would first ascertain if the spin axis were in Region B by
commanding a quadrant mode (q=n /2) precession about the sun line. This
would be done in several steps to preclude passing up the contact attitude
and having to return. If contact is established during this precession, atti-
tude data becomes available, and further maneuvers may then be planned.
If no contact is made, it may be assumed that the spin axis is in Region C.
Quadrant mode precession would then be initiated, using either a series of
pulses commanded directly from the ground station, or employing the 4
simulator if applicable. The ^ = 0 or n mode would be used to get the spin
axis out of Region C, after which a rotation about the sun line would result
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in contact. The above maneuvers would require a maximum of 6 minutes
actual maneuver time (worst cases assumed throughout) and possibly 2 to
3 hours of planning and decision making in the ground station.
Althougli single axial jet re-orientation maneuvers are highly
improbable in view of the redundancy available, an analysis was made of the
AV resulting from a re-orientation maneuver with a single axial jet. Fig-
ure 45 shows the results, which indicate a significant AV if large
re-orientation is required. Note that a complete (360-degree) rotation
results in nominally zero AV.
Spacecraft Velocity Control System Design and Performance
The addition of a radial jet(s) to the propulsion system provides for
spacecraft velocity control without re-orientation of the spacecraft. Syn-
chronous pulse mode operation of a radial jet provides for a lateral or
radial increment of velocity in the average direction of radial thrust, while
continuous firing of an axial jet produces a velocity increment in the direc-
tion of the angular momentum vector. Vector combination of the two veloc-
ity increments is employed to achieve any desired velocity maneuver.
Functional Descriotion and Overall Desi gn Considerations
Three approaches were considered for obtaining a particular vector
velocity increment. One approach was to re-orient the spin axis to the
desired AV direction and then fire the axial jet(s) continuously until the
desired AV was obtained. This re-orientation approach to AV implemen-
tation has several disadvantages, depending upon how many jets are actually
used. If the axial jets are positioned to thrust in one direction only, rather
large attitude maneuvers may be required (up to 180 degrees) to obtain the
desired direction of AV. If both directions of axial thrust are provided for
(see Figure 23), two additional jets are required, and they must be placed at
a radius large enough to preclude impingement on the A/L. With only two
axial jets thrusting in a single direction, one iet is redundant, and all atti-
tude maneuvers result in a velocity being imparted to the spacecraft. This
velocity due to re-orientation is objectionable, being difficult to accommo-
date on large maneuvers and requiring excessively complex maneuver tac-
tics, to say nothing of the residual error in AV, said error being excessive
for the small, third mid-course maneuver (see Figure 45). After due con-
sideration, this reorientation approach to AV was discarded in favor of the
fixed attitude AV maneuver, tbu. eliminating the other major disadvantages
of the first approach; namely, aegraded communications capability in the
latter stages of the mission, additional command storage and flight control
complexity at encounter, and increased probability of failure to reacquire
the high-gain antenna. The fixed attitude AV approach was selected, for
which there are two specific schemes for achieving the desired AV.
Without change in attitude, the nominal mode for AV maneuvers is to
first fire the appropriate axial jets to obtain the desired axial component of
AV. Two forward thrusting or two aft thrusting jets are fired simultaneously
l
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to preclude attitude perturbation and nutation. A radial jet is next fired in
the synchronous, pulsed, mode to impart the desired radial component of AV.
One method of obtaining the correct magnitude of each AV component is to
use linear, integrating accelerometers appropriately placed (on the spin
axis) which terminate the maneuver when the stored AV is reached. Some
difficulties accompany this approach, including accelerometer output bias
due to misalignment and spacecraft cg off-set, and extraneous acceleration
due to small nutational motion. :Command and control functions also become
more complex. However, without making a detailed, quantitative tradeoff
study, the metered or closed-loop AV approach was rejected in favor of an
open-loop approach based on jet calibration data. In this approach, the AV
is determined on the basis of propellant tank temperature and pressure and
total "on" time in a particular mode (pulsed or continuous). Adequate accu-
racy is available from the jet acceptance tests, which would include coii,
prehensive testing over the entire range of pressure and temperature for
both modes of operation. The above approach greatly simplifies the on-
board circuit complexity and the maneuver execution while providing suit-
able accuracy both in magnitude and direction. Later in this section, the
subject of AV errors is discussed in greater detail under Velocity Maneuver
Error Analysis.
The control of the radial jets is accomplished by the JCE in the same
manner as axial jet control for re-orientation. In order for radial jet oper-
ation not to produce attitude change, the thrust direction should pass through
the spacecraft cg, which has one location for the combined configuration and
another location for the SM alone. Thus, one of the radial jets is aligned to
thrust through the combined cg, this jet being used for all radial AV mid-
course maneuvers. The shift in cg due to propellant consumption is small
enough (less than 1 inch) so that when the jet is aligned through the average
location of the cg, the moment arm never becomes large enough to seriously
affect attitude during AV maneuvers. The reason for performing the axial
maneuver first is to preclude the entire attitude perturbation from the radial
maneuver directly affecting the axial maneuver. Maximum change in atti-
tude during radial jet operation would not exceed 0. 06 degree per foot per
second at radial AV. There are several ways of handling this attitude
perturbation. For example, the attitude change for a given radial AV is
known a priori, so that part of the axial AV may be done in the pulsed mode
to adjust the attitude to compensate for the change in attitude when the
radial AV is performed. For the small angles involved here, the spin axis
attitude change does not affect maneuver accuracy. Another possibility is
to utilize both radial jets aligned in a manner to produce attitude torques of
opposite sign (but not necessarily equal) and to program the radial jet
maneuver between jets so that the net attitude change is zero. Another
solution is to correlate thrust level, cg position, and alignment so the
overall attitude perturbation is minimized. (i. e. , since thrust level
decreases as propellant is consumed, a larger moment arm may be allowed. )
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The fixed attitude approach to AV maneuvers offers the greatest
operational flexibility and the least complexity in on-board circuitry and
command logic, while providing adequate accuracy for mission require-
ments.
Velocitv Maneuver Execution and Performance
In all likelihood, several velocity corrections will be required prior
to the encounter phase. The midcourse correction capability is 65 m/sec.
There will probably be three or four velocity corrections during the transit
phase. After separation of the A/L, the SM must be placed on the proper
flyby trajectory. The maximum AV required for this maneuver is
100 m/sec.
The spacecraft is not re-oriented prior to performing a AV correc-
tion. The AV vector is made up of a velocity increment in the axial direc-
tion, OVa, and a velocity increment in the radial direction, OV R (see Fig-
ure 46).
The angle, a , is the angle the radial jet is canted with respect to the
perpendicular to the spin axis, in order that the jet thrust direction passes
through the cg.
System Design and Performance. A midcourse velocity correction is
computed from spacecraft tracking data and the desired Mars encounter
conditions, and this vector is then broken into two components: along the
axial direction and along the direction of the radial jet. The appropriate set
of axial jets is selected, either the forward firing or aft firing pair. The
axial jets are always fired two at a time in a continuous mode for an integral
number of spin periods. The number of spin periods required is determined
from the calibration curves for the particular jets involved.
The radial corrections are performed with one jet firing in the pulsed
mode once each revolution. A 90-degree firing angle is nominally selected.
Once the radial component of AV is found, it is necessary to select the delay
angle (point in spin cycle at which the jet is turned on). The total number of
radial jet pulses is then determined from the jet calibration curves.
In general, the required AV will not be in the direction of either the
axial or radial jet. Thus, some penalty in expended fuel must be paid
because the AV correction is made up of the vector sum of the two available
thrust vectors. Figure 47 is a plot of the AV expended to obtain one unit of
AV correction. The parameter is radial engine cant angle. If the desired
AV is in the direction of the axial jet (in the direction of the spin axis or
opposite the direction of spin), one unit of correction is obtained for one unit
expended. The same is true in the radial direction. If one , unit of correc-
tion is desired in a direction 45 degrees from H 0 , for example, then
1.4'.4 units are expended for every unit desired for a cant angle of zero.
The penalty can be found from Figure 47 by drawing a line from the origin in
the direction of desired correction and out to the appropriate cant angle.
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The cant angle for the total vehicle is 3 degrees. If it is assumed
that the direction of AV is random, then the average penalty is 28 percent.
Axial jet erformance: The time required to perform a AV maneuver
in the direction of the axial Jet is given by
w AV
At = 2g F	 (16)
where
At is total elapsed maneuver time, seconds
w is vehicle weight, pounds
F is thrust per engine, pounds
AV  is velocity increment in axial jet direction, fps
g is earth's gravitational acceleration, fps 
The axial jet firing is continuous in this mode. Figure 48 is a plot of
time required per foot per second of axial ,V.
The number of spin periods required to complete the axial maneuver
is given by
1	 w (AVa) ws
N = 2g(60)
	
F	 (17)
where
w
s
 = spin, rpm
The number of spin periods is transmitted to the spacecraft, followed
by a start command. The number of spin periods is counted down to zero to
complete the maneuver.
The fuel weight required to perform an axial AV is approximated by
w AV
wf = gI a	 (18)
s 
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where
I s p is the specific impulse of the fuel, seconds.
Figure 49 is a plot of fuel weight per foot per second as a function of
vehicle weight.
Radial jet performance; The radial jet system consists of two jets.
One jet is mounted so that its thrust line passes through the cg of the com-
bined A/ L plus SM. This jet alone :s used to perform AV corrections in the
radial direction (AV r ) prior to Ian-ter separation. The other jet is mounted
so that its thrust line passes throtigh the rg of the SM alone. This jet is
used for OVr maneuvers after l,ader separation. This system allows for
AV r maneuvers to be performed with no re-orientation for the combined
vehicle, and also for the SM after separation with a minimum number of
jets. The nominal firing angle is 90 degrees for all radial velocity correc-
tion maneuvers.
Once the magnitude of the radial velocity increment is determined,
it is necessary to determine the total number of radial jet pulses required
for the maneuver. The velocity increment per pulse is given by
AV	 _	 601 F8 (sin 0/2)	 19)pulse	 g 360 w os	 0/2
Figure 50a is a plot of AV per pulse as a function of radial jet thrust
for the A/L plus SM. Spin speed is the parameter. Figure 50b is a sim-
ilar plot for the SM alone spinning at 60 rpm.
Figure 51a is a plot of the number of pulses required per foot per
second of radial correction. The figure is for the total vehicle and for
several spin speeds. Figure 51b is a similar plot for the SM spinning at
60 rpm.
The total elapsed time to perform a radial correction is given by
11.2wAV -
tr	
F0 •sin 8 21
L 0/ 2 J
	 (20)
Figure 52 is a plot of the time required for each foot per second of
radial correction. Both the combined vehicle and the SM alone are plotted
on this figure. The maneuver time required for a 50 fps radial correction
for the cruise vehicle would be about 37 minutes and require 950 pulses.
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The fuel con^3umed per radial jet pulse is given by
FA	 60
w f 
pulse	 I sp (rpm) 360	
(21)
Figure 53 is a plot of fuel weight per pulse for the combined vehicle
and for the SM only.
'The fuel weight required for a radial maneuver is given by
w AV
w	
rf e g I	 sin 0J2	 (22)
sp ( 0/2 )
The fuel weight pei foot per second is plotted on Figure 54 as a
function of spacecraft weight for several specific impulses.
Point Design Performance. Table 9 is a summary of the point
design velocity and attitude control capability for the SM attached to the
it/L, and for the SM alone.
Velocity Maneuver Execution. In order to execute a velocity maneu-
ver, a series of commands must be transmitted to the spacecraft. For an
axial AV, the number of spin periods for continuous thrusting and thruster
to be fired must be determined. In commanding a radial maneuver, the
total number of thrust pulses must be determined and also the thrust start
time (thrust start angle) in the period. The thrust on time or firing is fixes.
at 90 degrees. The complete sequence of commands is given below.
Continuous thrusting:
1) Synchronous mode
a) Select number of spin periods x 100 (MAG)
b) Select number of spin periods (MAG)
c) Jet continuous command
d) Polarity control command
e) Enable axial jets
2) Quadrant r._ode
a) Select number of quarter spin cycles x 100 (MAG)
b) Select number of quarter spin cycles (MAG)
c) Jet continuous command
d) Polarity control command
e) Enable axial jets quadrant mode
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Radial jet thrusting:
1) Synchronous mode
a) Select thrust start angle magnitude (MAG)
b) Select number of pulses x 100 (MAG)
c) Select number of pulses (MAG)
d) Select jet
e) Enable radial jet
2) Quadrant mode
a) Quadrant select command
b) Select number of pulses x 100 (MAG)
c) Select number of pulses (MAG)
(1)	 Select jet
e) Enable radial jet quadrant mode
f) Quadrant select command
g) Select number of pulses x 100 (MAG)
h) Select number of pulses (MAG)
i) Enable radial jet quadrant mode
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Velocity Maneuver Error Analysis. A detailed consideration of
error sources and their effect on velocity maneuver accuracy has been made
to show that the open loop approach to maneuver execution is feasible. The
primary source of error is the uncertainty in total impulse delivered by a
particular jet. Other contributions to AV error are almost insignificant
insofar as the MSSM mission is concerned. Specific consideration of jet
impulse error is treated earlier in this section, the analysis here being
primarily a parametric study. All previous missions involving Hughes-
built satellites have been controlled directly from a ground station in a
qu,)si-closed loop fashion. That is, a maneuver would be made and then
evaluated by ground-based measurement. Thus, accuracy has not been a
significant factor to date in view of the particular mission operations. Con-
ditions are different for the MSSM mission; and thus, a more definite
analysis of maneuver accuracy has been undertaken.
Analysis: The effects of the following error sources on the accuracy
of performing a AV maneuver are determined:
8)k = error in qi-sun sensor pulse location
btp 2 = error in-4,2-sun sensor pulse location
bal, ba t
 = errors in star pulse locations
bpi = error in radial jet pulse centroid location
bm = error in spacecraft mass
bia = error in magnitude of axial jet impulse
bir = error in magnitude of radial jet impulse
bz = error in spacecraft cg location
µa = axial jet misalignment
µr = radial jet misalignment
E = spin-axis tilt due to dynamic unbalance
bw = spin speed error
Assuming that the axial jet is firing in a continuous mode and the
radial jet is firing in a pulsed mode the total axial AV and radial AV com-
bine to produce a resultant AV as shown in Figure 55.
OVa = total AV in axial direction.
AVr = total AV in radial direction
OVt = resultant AV
96	 n = cant angle of radial jet
The error sources listed previously will contribute to two types of
errors in AVt: either an error in the magnitude of AV t or an error in the
direction of AVt . This is shown in Figure 56.
AV td = desired AVt
AVta = actual AVt
S = directional error in AVt
AV. = magnitude error in AVt
However, directional and magnitude errors in OV t are equivalent in
the sense that a directional error (with no magnitude error) can be reduced
to some equivalent magnitude error in the axial jet and some equivalent
magnitude error in the radial jet. This relationship is shown next. The
purpose in doing this is the following. It will be shown that the individual
effects of the error sources (whether they produce magnitude or directional
errors in AVt) can be determined directly or from a single family of par-
ametric curves. These individual errors can be rss to produce a resultant
error on the magnitude of AVt and an indication of the maximum directional
error in AVt.
Equivalence of magnitude and directional errors in V t : Suppose
that there is only an attitude error in the spacecraft but no impulse magni-
tude errors in the axial or radial jets. Then, at worst, as in Figure 57.
there is only a directional error in AVt equal to the attitude error, but no
error in the magnitude of AVt, i. e. , I DVta) = I OVtdI-
It is desired to find an equivalent magnitude error in OVa and an
equivalent magnitude error in AVr to produce the actual AV t, AVta. This
is illustrated in Figure 58.
b	 = attitude error (for example, of spin axis)
AV ad'
AV rd' = desired axial, radial, and total AV, respectively
AV td
	
AVta	= actual AVt due to attitude error
	
4z	 = angle AV td makes with axial or spin direction
	
Sae	= equivalent magnitude error in axial jet
	
Sre	= equivalent magnitude error in radial jet
ao
AV,
nVt
I
n
I
tilov
r
Figure 55. Total Axial and Radial AV Figure 56. Magnitude and Direction Errors
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Figure 57. Directional Error in AV 	 Figure 58. Magnitude Errors in AV  and AV 
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Nominally (i. e. , with no attitude error), there is
AV ad -
 
AV rdsin ,l = AV td.cos di
AV rdcos q = AV tdsinD
However, with the errors, there is
(AV ad +ba e ) - (AV rd +br e ) sin q = AV td cos ((P+ b)
(Avrdt bre ) cos TJ = AV td.sin (D + 6)
Using
cos (-D + b) = cos a) - b sin D
sin (,^ + b) = sin 4^ + b cos D
and subtracting Equations 23 and 24 from 25 and 26 results in
b a  - 8r  sin Tl = -b AV td.sin
8r  cos t1 = 5 AV td.cos OD
Hence,
6AVtd. cos obr _e	 cos 11
bae = 8AVtd [cos -D tan Tj - sin (D]
(23)
(24)
(25)
(26)
(27)
(28)
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Figure 59. Effect of MagnituL4 e Errors in
OVa and AV  on AV 
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Equations 27 and 28 give the equivalent magnitude errors in AV a andAV r
 so as to produce the same error in OVt as an attitude error of "b".
It should be noted that an attitude error in the spacecraft produces
only a directional error in OV t ; but magnitude errors in AV a
 and/or OVr
will produce both a magnitude an i a directional error in OVt.
Effect of magnitude errors in AV and AV, on AV f, : The next step is
to parameterize the effect on t o t e individual magnitude errors in AVa
and AV r . The situation is shown in Figure 59, where
ba = impulse magnitude error of axial jet
br = impulse magnitude error of radial jet
bt = error in AV t, which is not necessarily parallel with AV 
From the cosine law,
(60 2 = (b a) 2
 + (b r )2 - 2 ( 8 a )(6 r ) cos (90 0 -'1)
= (6a) 2
 + (6r) 2
 - 2(ba)(8r) sin0
Define the following parameters
AV
k = AV 
a
r
Pa = percentage error in magnitude of AVa 7-
	
x 100	 (31)
a
Pr = percentage error in magnitude of AV r = 5r x 100	 (32)
r
Pa
P = P
	
(33)
r
(29)
(30)
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^	 1-j
Thus,
ba = pa AV  x 100
	
and
(34)
b r = pr AV  x 100
Equation 29 then becomes
b t = AV r p r	1 + k2 p 2 - 2 k p sin 1 1	 (35)
Also, from Figure 59
(AV t ) 2 = ( AV r cos rj ) 2 + (AVa - AV  sin il ) 2	(36)
Using the parameters defined as before, Equation 36 becomes
AV  = AV r 1 + k2 - 2 k sin	 (37)
Define pt = percentage error in magnitude of AV 
then
pt = AV x 100
bt
t
	 (38)
where
b t	 pr	 l+k2 p 2 -2kp sin -q
-	 (39)OVt VI + k 2 - 2 k sin j
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Define a normalized parameter, F, to be
F 	 bt	
- 
V 1 + k 2 P 2 - 2 k P sinT	 (40)
pr AVt	 1+ k - 2 k sin n
Equation 40 is plotted in Figure 60, and is to be used as follows: It
will be shown that all of the error sources can be reduced to either equiva-
lent magnitude errors in AVa and AVr or directional errors in AVt. In the
first case, for a given pa, pr, k, andq, the percent error in magnitude of
AVt , pt , can be determined from the curve. In the second case, the attitude
error gives bt/ AVt directly as seen by Figure 61.
If E a is the attitude error of the spin axis, for example:
AV	 AV= E a ta = E a AVt	(41)
or
Pt = OV - E a	 (42)t
Thus, the effect of each of the error sources on the parameter, pt,
defined by Equation 38 can be determined either from using Figure 60 or
Equation 42. These can then be rss to produce an rss "p t ", which is a
measure of the combined error in AVt.
Define this rss "pt" to be
P	 " "t = rss pt
It should be pointed out that knowing Pt will give the rss magnitude
error in AVt but does not give the directional error in AVt directly. How-
ever, the maximum directional error in AV t can be determined from Pt.
This can be seen from Figure 62.
Assuming the desired AV t is known, the radius of the dotted circle is
Pt AVt, and the actual AVt can be anywhere on the circle. Three cases are
illustrated in Figure 62, where the actual AVt 's are AVtl, AVt2, and OVt3-
In each case, the magnitude error is the same; viz, P t AVt ; but the
(43)
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directional error in the first case is shown as E 1. There happens to be no
directional error in the second case, whereas the maximum directional
error, E m , is shown in the third case. But
60E m ^ OVt = Pt (converted to radians)	 (44)
so that the magnitude error and the maximum directional error is contained
in Pt.
The contribution to AVt of each of the error sources is discussed
next. In each case, the object is to minimize the amount of computation by
normalizing ar_d/or transforming the problem in such a way as to take advan-
tage of Equation 40 (or Figure 60) or Equation 42, i. e. , to find an equivalent
Pa, Pr, p , and ea defined by Equations 31, 32, 33, and '-2, for each error
source.
Magnitude errors in AV,, and OVr: Jf the percent error in the axial
jet, pa , and the percent error in the total AV, Pts as a function of "k" can be
found directly from Equation 40 or Figure 60 by using the following
parameters.
pa
P=—
Pr
Pr = given
Error in sun pulse and star pulse locations. The sensor configuration
consists of two slit: one in a plane containing the spin axis, and the other in
a plane inclined with respect to the spin axis by an angle ^, as shown in
Figure 63.
It can be shown that the relationship between iy, 0, and t is
sinik = Cut	 (45)
cot
Differentiating Equation 45,
26 T c o s XP _	 c tb	 d)
cos g
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or
W Cot t COs
S^=	 s	 2	 S T	 (46)
csc cD
For a given error ink -pulse location of S T (sec), Equation 46 gives
- the spin axis attitude error, which in turn gives p t directly from Equation42.
The same procedure can be used for the error due to the star sensor, sincs
it will operate in the same manner.
Error in radial jet pulse centroid location. Assuming the radial jet
fires in a pulsed, synchronous mcde, a centroid error in the radial jet will
produce a directional error in OVt out of the AVa - AYr plane. This direc-
tional error in OVt can be computed from Figure 64. dr 
= ws AVrSTC'
where S T c = error in centroid jet location (seconds).
W &V 45T
_ n r 	 S	 Y	 C
pt AVt
	 AV 
or using Equation 37, we get
1
p = w STt	 s c
	 1+k2-2ksin _q
where the expression in the bracket can be computed from Equation 39 uy
setting P= 0 and 1'r = i. Hence, Figure 60 can be used to determine pt
using these values for P and p .r
Error in spacecraft mass: The AV's produced by firing the axial jet
continuously and the radial jet in a pulsed mode are
Fa AtaAV = M	 (47)
OV T = G F r tr	 (48)
1 u7
whe re
Ata duration of axial jet burn
Atr = duration of radial jet burn
G = geometry factor
An error in the spacecraft mass will produce magnitude errors 'n AV  and
AV sincer
b (AVa ) ? ba = Fa 2 to b M	 (49)
M
b (AV r ) _ b r=
-  G F 2 tr b M	 (50)
M
where 8M = mass uncertainty.
Now, in order to use Figure 60, we must compute p and p r for this
case
br = - &^ 1.
 
LM— from Equations 48 and 50
L
	
r	 SM	 (51)
	
Pr OV	 Mr
bMSimilarly, Pa	 M
:. P = Pa = 1	 (52)P r
Hence, for a given percent error in mass, Figure 60 can be used to compute
pt with these values io r P and pr.
3
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Error in spacecraft cg location: The shift in the cg will be due to the
burning of the propellant. Since the axial jet is fired continuously, the
errors due to a cg error will cancel during one spin period.
The radial jet is fired in a pulsed mode, so there will be a net torque
during one spin period if there is a cg error. However, this torque is per-
pendicular to the radial jet direction and will cause a rotation of the space-
craft about this direction. But this does not affect the magnitude of OVr.
There are not effects of a cg error on the magnitude of AV t if the following
sequence is used. The axial jet is fired first to produce the desired Va,
and the radial jet is fired next to produce the desired AV r . There will be no
AVt magnitude errors, although there will be a net spacecraft attitude error.
Axial and radial jet misalignments: The situation is shown in
Figure 65.
If the axial jet is fired alone, there will not be a radial component of
velocity, but there will be both an axial and radial component of the error,
i. e. ,
ba = - µr &V r cos rl	 (53)
b = _ µ AV sin rl	 (54)r	 r	 r
The errors when firing both jets are then
6  = - µr AV  cos q	 (55)
and
5r = - Nr AV  sin rl	 (56)
Again, to use Figure 60, an equivalent p ano p r must be found for this case.
b
Pr	 AV = - µ r sin ^}	 (57)r
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4p
	b a
	- µL cos q
	
Pa AV
	 k
a
cos ^I
P = pr = kNr sin n k cot q	 (58)
Hence, Pt can be computed from Figure 60 by using the values for p and pr
computed from Equations 57 and 58.
Spin axis tilt: If E is the spin axis tilt, Equation 42 can be used
directly to compute pt , i. e.
pt
	 (59)
Spin speed error: A spin speed error will produce a *iming error in
the duration of jet firing. Define the following quantities:
AVap = axial AV per pulse
AVrp = radial AV per pulse
Na number of axial pulses
N  = number of radial pulses
Ata = duration axial jet is fired during one spin period
A tr = duration radial jet is fired during one spin period
Note that here, one pulse pertains to the duration either jet is on
during one spin period.
If WS = spin speed,
eta =W?Tr 
since the axial jet is fired continuously and
s
__	 p	 = Tr X = some fraction, since the radial jet is pulsedtr	 W _
For example, if the radial jet is fired for 90 degrees of spin,
	 = 1/4
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g
r
t
Now,
N 
a 
F 
a 
Ata N aFa
 2n
AV  = Na AVa P =	 M	 = M
	
(60)
ws
N 
r 
F 
r 
Atr N 
r 
F 
r 
x 2n
AV „
 = N r AVrp	 M	 = M w	 (61)S
- N F k2n
	
Sa = error in AVa =	 a a 2	 6 W	 (62)
M 
WS
and
- N F X 27r
	
6  = error in AV  =	 r r 2	 bws	 (63)M w
S
Using Equations 60 and 61,
S a = - AV  bws	 (64)
WS
Sw
S r = - AVr	 s	 (65)
°'s
Therefore,
bw
	
Ipa l =	 S	 (66)
WS
bws
	
I pr I -	 (67)
WSs
Again, to use Figure 60, an equivalent p and p r
 must be determined. From
Equations 66 and 67,
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P =
 1	 (68)
6w
P r =	 s	 (69)
WS
Summary: The effects on the total AVt due to each of the error
sourcesaiebeen tabulated under each of the sections. The results have
been normalized in the sense that the percent error in AVt , pt , contains both
the magnitude error in AV t and the maximum directional error. Further-
more, the errors have been normalized in such a way that p t can be readily
computed as follows. Either the error produces a p t directly, as in the case
of an error in sensor pulse location or spin axis tilt, or Figure 60 can be
used, since an equivalent pa, pr, and p has been computed for each error
source. Next, the individual contribution to pt of each error source can be
rss to produce a resultant pt.
A typical example with the assumptions listed below has been plotted
in Figure 66.
As sumptions
Cant angle of radial jet = 3 degrees
Spin rate = 25 rpm
Jet thrust (radial and axial) = 5 pounds
Accuracy of sun sensor and star sensor = 0. 5 degree
Mass uncertainty = ± 1 percent
Jet misalignment (radial and axial) = t0. degree
Spin axis tilt = 0. 25 degree
Spin speed error = ±1 percent
Impulse magnitude error in radial jet = 5 percent
Impulse magnitude error in axial jet = 4 percent
Spacecraft mass = 1100 pounds
Roll MOI = 312 slug . "L 2
This number can be related to the actual pulse location error (6'r) by
Equation 46.
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Propellant Budget Analysis. The propellant requirement for the
overall mission has been etermined by analyzing the requirements for the
individual phases of the mission. The maneuvers requiring the expenditure
of fuel are: 1) spinup and despin, 2) re-orientation, and 3) velocity
corrections.
The fuel used for spin and despin is given by
21rA W
 I
w =
S r
sp	 60I
S 
where
w sp is the spinup or despin fuel, pounds
Aw s is change in spin speed desired, rev/min
I  is moment of inertia about spin axis, slug ft 
^ is perpendicular distance from spin jet to spin axis, feet
Change in spin speed is required several times during the mission
as follows:
1) Spinup at booster separation, from zero to 25 rpm
2) Despin prior to lander separation, from 25 to 5 rpm
3) Spinup after Lander separation, from 5 to 60 rpm
The re-orientation fuel r ,
	rement of the spacecraft can be deter-
mined from the performance curves or from the point design summary table.
Re-orientation is required to accomplish the following:
1) Maintain proper angle between antenna and earth. Total man-
euver of approximately 90 degrees.
2) Align lander prior to separation (no greater than 90 degrees).
3) Realign antenna to earth after separation of the lander.
There may be up to four midcourse corrections prior to encounter.
The total correction capability is 65 m/sec (213 fps). In computing the fuel
required, it is assumed that each velocity correction will be in a random
direction. Hence, the 28 percent fuel penalty discussed above applies. Addi-
tionally, it was assumed that one-half of the total correction would be per-
formed with the radial jet. Since the radial jet sweeps through an angle of
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90 degrees while it is firing, each pulse is only 90 percent efficient. This
fuel penalty was assessed.
After lander separation, a AV correction must be applied to the SM
to place it in the proper Flyby trajectory. The maximum maneuver here is
100 m/sec (329 fps). In order to determine the fuel weight, the same
reasoning was applied here as above. The fuel budget summary is presented
in Table 10.
Failure Mode Consideration. In a mission of this duration, cc,st,
and complexity, it is necessary to provide a good degree of redundancy. If
one-to-one redundancy cannot be provided, then the system must have built
into it means by which the functions may be carried out using the remaining
operative subsystem. One-to-one redundancy exacts a high price in weight
penalty.
In the design of the velocity control system, the thrusters were con-
figured so as to provide a substantial back-up or failure mode capability.
Figure 67 shows the placement of the velocity control thrusters. There are
four axial and two radial jets.
Table 11 gives the jets used for the several required velocity man-
euvers in the normal operating mode. Thruster 5 is mounted so its thrust
line passes through the cg of the combined vehicle, and the thrust line of
thruster 6 passes through the cg of the SM.
Axial jet failure:
One jet fails — If any single axial jet fails, the axial AV maneuver
can still be accomplished with the one remaining jet by firing for twice the
time.
Two jets fail — If two jets fail that fire in opposite directions such as
2 and 3 or 1 and 4, this is really equivalent to the single jet failure above.
Doubling the firing time is all that is required.
If the two jets that fail fire in the same direction such as 2 and 4 or
1 and 3, then the fix is not as simple. To achieve the desired AV correction,
it would be necessary to rotate the vehicle so that operative jets can be fired
in the appropriate direction. Although a nonstandard procedure, the mission
would be accomplished. In this case, the pure couple is not available for
reorientation, so the AV due to the reorientation must be accounted for.
Three jets fail — If three jets fail, the procedure for the double jq^
failure is instituted. The vehicle is reoriented to point the operative jet in
the direction to accomplish the correction. This highly nonstandard proce-
dure would probably be adequate to accomplish the maneuver requirements.
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TABLE 10. MSSM PROPELLANT BUDGET
Maneuvers
Velocity
Increment,
m/sec
Propellant
Weight,
pounds
Initial spirrup of lander and module to
=25 rprn -- 1.05i
Midcourse corrections typical allo^ation - 64. 8 69. 0
1st midcourse 60.0 63.9
2nd midcourse 3.0 3.2
3rd midcourse o.6 o.6
4th midcourse 1. 2 1.3
In-transit attitude corrections to maintain
proper angle between boresight and earth
( =90 degrees) high-gain antenna -- 1.38
Attitude maneuver to align lander
(=90 degrees) -- 1.38
Spindown of lander a i module to = 5 rpm - - 0.84
Spinup of module to = 60 rpm -- 0.4
Attitude maneuver to align antenna toward
earth (=90 degrees) -- 0.57
Deflection maneuver 100 34.2
Propellant required 108.8
Propellant available 120.0
Contingency 11.2
A midcourse AV correction in an arbitrary direction will,in general,consist
of firing a pair of axial jets in the continuous mode as well as pul..ing the
radial jets in synchronism with spin. Thus, the weight required for a man-
euver must be computed using the components of AV in the axial and radial
jet imp» lse directions. The weights listed above take into account the vec-
tor addition of radial and axial AV's to achieve the required spacecraft aV.
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TABLE 11. NOMINAL JET USAGE
AV Maneuver Jet(s) Fired
Combined Vehicle
Axial AV
Forward 2 and 4
Aft 1 and 3
Radial AV 5
Support Module
Axial AV
Forward 2 and 4
Aft 1 and 3
Radial AV 6
Radial jet:
Aeroshell/lander plus support module — If the nominal radial jet
(jet 5) fails, there are two possible courses of action, as follows.
1) Use jet 6. The AV correction could be accomplished, but since
there is a lever arm between the lire of force of jet 6 and the
cg of the combined vehicle, an unwanted rotation will result.
This can be taken out after the AV maneuver is completed.
2) The vehicle could be reoriented so that the maneuver could be
performed with the axial jets. If both radial jets fail, the pro-
cedure would definitely be used.
sport module alone — Same- as 1 and 2 above.
It is apparent from the discussion above that a great deal of flexibility
is built into the system, and ,jet failures, both single and multiple, could be
tolerated with little consequence other than initiating a nonstandard procedure.
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REACTION CONTROL SYSTEM
In view of the accumulated flight experience of hydrazine thruster
systems and the accuracy available from calibrated thrusters, the velocity
maneuvers (and some attitude maneuvers, if necessary) may be made it an
open loop manner by commanding a specific on time for continous mode
thrusting or a particular number of pulses for pulsed mode operation. The
es: ential element of the system design for this study is adequate accuracy
rather than feasibility, the latter havirg been firmly established in extensive
design, development, and flight experience. The following discussion
defines the Mars spinning support module (MSSM) positioning and orientation
system in terms of hardware either existing or under development and, in
the light of past and continuing experience, in the application of control
thrusters to space vehicles.
Description and Performance
A description of the thruster (propulsion) system selected for the
MSSM may be best conveyed by diagrams of the system function and system
components. Detail design and assembly are not represented, such details
being unwarranted in this preliminary study.
Functional Description of the RCS
Two independent propulsion systems would be arranged on the MSSM
to provide thrusters, as indicated in Figure 23. There are two diamet-
rically opposed pairs of axial jets and two radial jets. Each system carries
one-half the propellant for the mission, so that complete redundancy may or
may not be available, depending upon the amount of propellant actually used
and the postulated failure mode. The radial jets are aligned differently, one
thrusting through the combined cg of the spacecraft and the other thrusting
through the cg of the MSSM alone. Nominally, therefore, utilization of the
radial jets L3 restricted to one jet prior to and the other jet after separation
from the lander. However, this situation does not preclude partial redun-
dancy because slightly degraded AV performance may readily be obtained
utilizing a radial jet operating at some moment arm, as indicated previously
under Functional Description and Overall Design Considerations, which also
considers the relatively small motion of the combined cg resulting from
propellant consumption.
Figure 68 is a schematic of the reaction contro l, system (RCS)
arrangement. Each tank contains a temperature transducer and each system
has a pressure transducer, these data being necessary for entering the
calibration curves to ascertain the number of pulses or duration of firing to
achieve a particular velocity increment or attitude change. Re-orientation
may, in general, be monitored by the attitude sensors, the calibration curves
being required essentially for the AV maneuvers.
The spinup/despin jets operate in pairs to produce a pure couple.
Note that a spin change requires both tank systems to produce the pure
couple about the spin axis. This arrangement simplifies the plumbing,
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requiring only one feed line to each spin jet cluster. Should one of the RCS
systems be lost, spinup or despin may still be accomplished with a singlejet (one jet for spinup, one jet for despin), although the dynamic performance
would be somewhat degraded. Loss of one of the RCS systems would not be
a serious failure mode for spin changes, provided adequate propellant
remained in the other system to effect despin and MSSM spinup. Initial spin-
up (at zero g) would be assured by one of several approaches. A small
flapper valve could be used to prevent propellant loss from the lines, or the
use of surface tension screens could be considered. Another possibility is
that it may not be possible for the propellant to return to the tanks under
zero g. The best approach would be a matter of design study.
The axial jets operate in oppositely directed pairs to produce a pure
couple for re-orientation, and in unidirectional pairs to produce axial AV.
As in the spinup/despin case, almost double redundancy is available in the
axial jets because of the specific combinations of failures required before the
mission is seriously degraded. (See Failure Mode Analysis and Failure
Mode Considerations earlier in this section. )
Deployment of the axial jet clusters may be passively accomplished
without the use of electrical signals, squibs, or activation. This technique
was successfully used ontwo Applications Technology Satellite (ATS) missions
for deployment of eight VHF antennas. The flexible connection for the
hyrazine line would not present any problem. Two approaches would be
considered: 1) a flexible bellows line and 2) a coiled line of suitable
diameter and number of coils.
The thrusters are controlled through electrically operated valves,
there being at least one valve per thruster. Series-redundant valves could
be used if desired, as on the Intelsat IV satellite. (Note: Intelsat IV has a
design lifetime of 7 years. ) The four spin jets attached to the mission-
critical propellant supply may possibly not be optimum from a reliability
standpoint. Series-redundant valves might be used on these jets, or the spinjets could be separately supplied by their own sniall propellant tanks for an
additional weight of about 2 pounds.
Other elements of the system, including pressure and temperature
transducers, pressure chz rge valve (for nitrogen), and fill and drain valve
are items of existing, flight-proven hardware ana hardly need consideration
in this preliminary study.
Design and Performance
The RCS design and performance are summarized in Table 12. The
propellant feed system is of all-welded construction to minimize weight and
leakage. Liquid and gas manifolds and all component attachments (except
thrusters) use welded joints. High strength titanium is used for the tanks,
lines, and gas and propellant fill valves, and the pressure transducers are
of stainless steel. Where titanium-to-stainless steel joints are required,
diffusion-bonded transition joints are used. A propellant mass fraction of
0. 85 is typical as a result of design effort to minimize tankage and fixed
hardware weight.
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TABLE 12. PROPOSED HYDRAZINE RCS DESIGN
AND PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
Propellant Monopropellant hydrazine
Pressurant Gaseous nitrogen
Feed design Blowdown pressurization and centrifugal
force expulsion (spinup is accomplished
by using propellant trapped in lines under
pressure to supply centrifugal field on
propellant in tanks during initial stages
of spinup)
Pressure range 275 to 125 psi (typically)
Thrust range 5 to 3 pounds force (typically)
Specific impulse 225 to 200 lbs-sec/lb 	 (typically)
range
Pulse width 125 milliseconds to 15 minutes
Total impulse =22, 000 lb-sec
delivered
Operating tempera- 40° to 120° F
ture range
Propellant weight - 12 0 pounds
Pres surant weight -2 pounds
Hardware weight -39 pounds
Tank outer diameter 14. 2 inches
Initial fill fraction 55 percent
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Catalytic hydrazine thruster designs are available from several
suppliers, including Rocket Research, Walter Kidde, and Hamilton Standard,
the latter thruster design having been successfully flown on ATS-3 and sub-jected to a wide variety of spacecraft maneuvers mover the past year.
A Rocket Research thruster design is shown in Figure 69. It is
based on the 5-pound engines designed for a Jet Propulsion Laboratory
sponsored program for a Ling-Temco-Vought project. Table 13 lists
pertinent design characteristics and summarizes component weights of the
rocket thrust chamber assembly (TCA). Table 14 presents a performance
summary, and Figure 70 gives additional performance data.
A Walter Kidde thruster assembly is shown in Figure 71. The
designs referred to here do not necessarily represent the specific design
to be used on MSSM, but are presented as typical of the componen*s which
could be used. The series-redundant valve selected for Intelsat IV is shown
in Figure 72. In view of the relatively short lifetime requirements and the
rather low duty cycle required for the MSSM mission, a single valve per
thruster would suffice, as in the ATS-3 hydrazine system. The series-
redundant valve is shown for the purpose of defining typical component
development. Table 15 is a summary of the valve characteristics.
The valve assembly is the most critical component relative to overall
mission performance and success. Hughes has placed great emphasis on
valve design and performance in all of its RCS system experience, and a
company-sponsored valve evaluation program is under way to extensively
test several designs obtained from various manufacturers. Any MSSM
system design would benefit directly from this program.
The amount of specific design and performance data on typical RCS
components is too great to include in this preliminary study. Present RCS
technology is more than adequate for the mission requirements, and further
discussion of design details would best be left to a more appropriate phase;
of the program.
Total Impulse Accuracy
Given a state-of-the-art positioning and orientation system, the
question most pertinent to the MSSM mission concerns the accuracy with
which a maneuver may be made without inertial instruments. The answer
hinges directly, on predicting the total impulse in a particular sequence of
thrust pulses, whether that sequence be one long, continuous pulse or any
number of successive pulses of particular duration. In this connection, it
should be noted that the Intelsat IV procurement specifications require a total
impulse accuracy considerably more stringent than required for the MSSM
mission. Factors affecting total impulse, particularly for pulse mode
operation, are propellant temperature, tank pressure, number of pulses,
length of pulse, and catalyst bed temperature. A specific task of the
Intelsat IV thruster development program is a complete mapping of pulse
performance as a function of all pertinent variables. The result of such a
test program is an extensive set of parametric curves which might be called
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TABLE 13. ROCKET RESEARCH TCA DESIGN AND
WEIGHT SUMMARY
Design Summary
Catalyst Shell 405
Upper bed 25 to 30 mesh granules
Lower bed 1/8-  by 1/16-inch  pellets
Bed diameter 1. 1 inch
Bed length
Upper bed 0. 25 inch
Lower bed 0. 75 inch
Total bed length 1. 00 inch
Nozzle 80 percent bell contour
Expansion ratio 100:1
Throat diameter 0. 135 inch
Exit diameter 1. 35 inch
Material selection
Thrust chamber Haynes 25 (1,605)
Injector Inconel 600
Capillary feed tube Inconel 600
Reactor star ioffs Titanium 6A1-4V
Valve mount plate Titanium 6A1-4B
Weight Summar
Thrust chamber 0. 132
Nozzle 0.042
Catalyst 0. 108
Injector 0. 075
Feed tube 0.007
Thermal standoff assembly 0.056
Total thrust chamber weight 0.42
Hydraulic research valve weight 0.80
Total thrust chamber assembly weight 1.22
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TABLE 14. ROCKET RESEARCH TCA PERFORMANCE SUMMARY
Final
Initial	 (3:1 blowdown)
Condition	 Condition
Propellant tank pressure, psia	 300	 100
Propellant tank temperature, °F 7C 70
Valve pressure drop, psia 6" 7 11.5
Injector and capillary feed tube drop, psia 23. 0 3.7
Catalyst bed pressure drop, psia 7. 3 3.4
Downstream charnber pressure, psia 200.0 81.4
Delivered thrust, lb-ft 5.00 2.05
Ammonia dissociation, percent 6. 2 63. 8
Delivered characteristic velocity, fps 4. 252 4. 136
Delivered thrust coefficient 1.759 1.757
Delivered specific impulse, lb-sec/lb	 232. 5	 231. 3
Flow rate, lb/ sec	 0. 0215	 0.0091
Bed loading, lb/in 2 -sec	 0.0264	 0.0096
thruster calibration curves. These performance curves are obtained for a
particular TCA and its associated valve, lines, and propellant supr 1 --nder
carefully controlled environmental conditions. A typical page of calib_ation
curves for a hydrazine thruster is shown in Figure 73. The variable
"impulse bit" is the average impulse per pulse and (for the particular data
presented) is applicable only to a specific tank pressure and pulse interval.
The MSSM reaction control system would have a set of calibration
curves for each jet (except the spin jets, which do not require any precision).
These curves would be in three parts. 1) total impulse (lb-sec) versus "on"
time for continuous firing (axial jets only), 2) total impulse versus number
of pulses for 45-degree pulse width (all axial and radial jets, at nominal
spin of lander plus module), and 3) same as 2), for 90-degree pulse width.
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Figure 72. Cross Section of Hydraulic
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TABLE 15. SUMMARY OF VALVE CHARACTERISTICS
Valve type
	 Torque motor drive, flapper operated
Seat design
	 Metal-to-metal
Internal leakage	 1. 0 atm cc/hr GN2 over range of 350
to 50 psig
Pressure ratings
	 350 psig operating, 700 psig proof,
1000 psig burst
Response time
	 2 to 4 milliseconds valve operating time
Flow rate	 0. 0224 lb/sec N 2 H4
 at 20 psig maxi-
mum at 70°F
Weight	 0. 80 pound
Power requirements
	 40 watts maximum
Position discrimination
	 Microswitch
Major materials
	 CRES 304L, tungsten carbide
Another set of calibration curves would apply to the nominal spin of
the module after separation from the lander. These calibration curves
would govern the operation of the RCS during all phases of the mission and
must cover the entire expected range of pressure and temperature.
The most important performance parameter for the RCS is the accu-
racy of the total impulse for any particular maneuver. This accuracy is a
function primarily of the number of pulses (for pulse mode operation). For
continuous firing, the accuracy is slightly better than the best accuracy
attainable in the pulse mode. Table 16 summarizes the 3vvariation in total
impulse accuracy for typical MSSM duty cycles. The accuracy is 4 percent
for continuous firing, based on a duration of at least several spin periods.
In terms of actual maneuvers, the accuracy summarized in Table 17
means that any velocity maneuver or precession maneuver will be in error
(3a-) by the indicated amount. In other words, using the parametric perform-
ance curves discussed previously under Re-orientation Maneuvers and Veloc-
ity Maneuvers, and the values of Tables 16 and 17, typical maneuver accu-
racies are shown in Tables 18 and 19.
The pulse train centroid location error does not mean that the final
spin axis attitude will have the same error. A 1-degree re-orientation
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TABLE 16. ACCURACY OF PREDICTING IMPULSE BIT
Duty Cycle,
milliseconds
Pulse Number
in
Pulse Train
Accuracy (3T) of
Predicting Average
Impulse Bit of Pulse
Train, percent
500 ON 2 to 6 ±20
1500 OFF 6 to 10 ±10
(Typical for axial and
radial jet 90-degree puls- 10 or over f 5ing with lande r and mod-
ule together)
250 ON 2 to 6 +30
1750 OFF 6 to 10 ±15
(Typical for axial jet 45-
degree pulsing with lander 10 and over 5
and module together)
250 ON 2 to 5 f 30
750 OFF 6 to 10 ±15
(Typical for axial and
radial jet 90-degree puls- 11 and over f 5
ing with module)
125 ON 2 to 10 f 30
875 OFF 11 to 50 *10
(Typical for axial jet 45-
degree pulsing with 51 and over t5
module)
which takes off in the wrong direction by 4. 5 degrees (Table 19) has a final
attitude error of 1 x tan 4. 5 degrees = 0. 078 degree.
Typical test results on pulse centroid accuracy for a 5-pound hydra-
zine thruster are given in Figure 74. The data are for a 75-millisecond
nominal pulse (i. e. , 75 milliseconds between solenoid valve voltage "on"
and "off"). Thus, for an ideal rectangular pulse, the nominal centroid
time would be 37. 5 milliseconds, indicating a significant lag of the actual
centroid. This average shift in centroid is taken into account in the com-
manded start angle for pulse mode operation.
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TABLE 17. ACCURACY OF PREDICTING IMPULSE
BIT CENTROID LOCATION
Pulse Number Accuracy (3o-) of PredictingDuty Cycle, Average Centroid Location
milliseconds in of Pulses in a Pulse Train,Pulse Train
milliseconds
500 ON 2 to 6 ±50
1500 OFF 6 to 10 f40
10 and over f20
250 ON 2 to 6 ±30
1750 OFF 6 to 10 ±30
10 and ove r ±11 
250 ON 2 to 5 ±30
750 OFF 6 to 10 ±30
11 and over f 11
125 ON 2 to 10 ±30
875 OFF 11 to 50 ±30
51 and ove r ±11 
TABLE 18. 3a AV ERRORS
Configuration Maneuver Amount,fps
3a- Error,
fps
Combined Axial AV 1 0.04
5 0.20
50 2.0
Radial AV 1 0.05
5 0.25
50 2.5
MSSM Axial AV 1 0.04
5 0.20
50 2.0
Radial AV 1 0.05
5 0.25
50 2.5
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TABLE 19. 3v ERROR IN PULSE TRAIN CENTROID LOCATION
Configuration Maneuver Amount,degrees
3a- Pulse Centroid
Error,
degrees
Combined Re-orientation 1 4.5
5 4.5
20 1.7
MSSM Re-orientation 1 4.5
5 4.5
20 1.7
Reliability and Environmental Considerations
The positioning and orientation subsystem, as discussed above, has
mechanical, but not propellant, redundancy. To preclude the trapping of
unusable propellant in one system in the event of thruster valve closed fail-
ures, an interconnect line containing a normally closed, squib-acuated valve
could be incorporated. In view of the inherently high reliability already
demonstrated by the type cf system proposed here, such an additional safe-
guard hardly appears warranted. It is being used in Intelsat IV because of
the 7-year life requirement.
An extensive program. for leakage measurement would be a part of
the RCS test plan. With all-welded fabrication, leakage is minimized. Typi-
cal predicted leakage for the MSSM mission, extrapolated from Intelsat IV
data, is indicated in Table 20.
The area of component reliability and failure modes for the RCS sys-
tem has been and continues to be exhaustively treated at Hughes as a normal
activity in the various hardware programs. A summary of various failure
considerations and the preventive features employed is given in Tables 21
and 22.
Sterilization has been examined at length in the Voyager studies at
Hughes, from which it was concluded that the entire hydrazine system could
be sterilized in a loaded configuration.
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TABLE 20. PREDICTED MAXIMUM LEAKAGE RATES
Component Maximum Leak Rate, 1-Year Pressure Loss,
atm cc/hr of helium percent
All gas-exposed
surfaces 0.011 0.018
Axial solenoid valves 6 0.37
Radial solenoid
valve 3 0.18
Tangential solenoid
valves 6 0.37
Capped propellant fill
valve 0.50 0.22
Rest of liquid-
exposed surfaces 0.076 0.03
Maximum total subsystem
pressure loss in 1 year 1. 18
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TABLE 21. PRIMARY FAILURES
Component Failure Mode Preventive Features
Thruster Catalyst bed 1)	 Design considerations
deterioration 2)	 Preconditioning of catalyst
Catalyst bed
powdering 3)	 Extensive qualification pro-gram featuring demonstra-
Retainer ring failure tion of twice required life
over full environmental
range
Propellant Leakage 1 )	 Cap with redundant seal
fill valve 2)	 Gas leak test
3)	 Position valve to "see"
liquid only
Filter Passage of contaminant 1)	 Inspection
2) Flushing and purging sub-
system manifolds
Clogging shut 1) Flushing and purging sub-
system manifolds
Tanks Leakage i 1)	 X.-ray weldsI 2)	 Leak test
Rupture 1)	 Surveyor-developed design
consideration, proof pres-
sure test, plus one-in-ten
burst test
Pressure Mechanical/ electrical 1)	 Design consideration
transducer failure 2)	 Previous history
Leakage 1) X-ray welds
2)	 Leak test
Total Manifold rupture 1)	 Hughes-developed fabrication
subsystem and handling features
Leakage 1)	 Use of all-welded design with
minimum of mechanical seals
2)	 Position mechanical seals to
be exposed to propellant dur-
ing mission life
Particulate 1) Flush and purge tanks and
contamination manifolds
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TABLE 22. PRIMARY FAILURE MODES OF
i'HRUSTOR VALVES
Failure Mode	 Preventive Features
	 I
Failure to open	 1) Valve thermal control
2) Use of compatible materials
3) Filtration of contaminants
4) Design of electrical connection
5) Control of wire flexing
Failure to close	 1) Spring design and material
selection
2) Series-redundant seat design
3) Filtration of contaminants
Leakage	 1) Filtration of contaminants
2) Series-redundant seat design
3) Leak test and X-ray inspection
4) Use of hard seats and poppets
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TELECOMMUNICATIONS
The Flyby-Video Data SM telecommunications subsystem provides
for continuous SM communications with the NASA DSN during, the 1973-74
Mars mission. This function is esTecially important during the Mars
flyby phase when the SM relays 10 bits of lander video data at a nominal
bit rate of 16, 000 bits/sec. Prior to flyby, the SM accepts DSN commands
and transmits SM and A/L telemetry data. These functions are all per-
formed at S-band frequencies and allow for SM range and range rate deter-
mination by the DSN.
The SM telecommunications subsystem also receives A/L entry and
video data at a frequency of 400 MHz, UHF, during the flyby phase. The
video and entry data rates are 16, 000 and 2000 bits/sec, respectively.
In addition, the telecommunications subsystem decodes DSN com-
mands for the SM and A/L, encodes SM and A/L telemetry data, and
converts the A/L UHF data into S-band data.
Video Data Link
The SM to DSN video data communications link uses a bit rate of
16, 000 bits/sec. Since entry data also must be relayed, but at a lower rate
of 2000 bits/sec, the video link capability is adequate for both functions.
Trajectory analysis indicates the maximum SM to DSN range r t flyby is no
greater than 160 x 10 6
 km for the direct entry mode arrival period.
The 1973 DSN configuration is expected to include two 210-foot
antennas, one at Goldstone, California, and the other at Woomera,
Australia, each with 400 kw radiated power capability. Since two DSN
stations are not adequate for continuous communications with the SM, the
85-foot antenna systems also will be used. These and other significant
DSN parameters are given in Table 23. In addition to the data in Table 23,
a PCM/PSK/PM modulation technique is used because of its efficiency and
wide acceptance, as indicated by its anticipated use for all future missions
conducted from the NASA DSN.
The quality of the received video data, or its bit error rate (BER),
is set at 10' 3 based on present engineering practice. This value of BER
implies a specific signs'-to-noise ratio (SNR) that must be sustained by the
video data transmission link. The determination of the SNR is based on the
conservative design practice of directly adding all communication link
tolerances to obtain a worst-case dB design margin.
Although the modulation technique has been specified, the coding
technique must be decided upon. A convolutional encoding approach has
been selected to minimize the SM telecommunications subsystem video link
requirements. The video link performance is 'ncreased by approximately
4. 8 dB, with acceptable SM hardware complexity, over a link using standard
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coding. The DSN burden is increased because sequential decoding requires
additional computational equipment. This approach also was considered in
past Voyager studies. Should the selection prove unacceptable, the SM and
Flyby trajectory design have adequate margin to absorb the redesign neces-
sary to follow the standard coding technique.
Since it is desirable to isolate the required transmitter power and
antenna gain for tradeoff studies, the SM communications parameters listed
in Table 23 have been estimated. A -3 dB loss also is included in the video
link to account for the use of a narrow-beam high gain antenna over its half
power region of operation.
Figure 75 plots the required transmitter power-antenna gain pro-
duct, in dB, as a function of bit rate and range. The corresponding modu-
lation index (MI) of the data subcarrier on the carrier frequency is selected
to minimize the total power-gain product consistent with satisfying carrier
and channel thresholds. The MI is 1. 84 radians for the bit rate range
plotted. The link margin for generating the data is a worst-case sum of the
individual link tolerances.
The data presented in Figure 75 have been replotted in Figures 76
and 77 for the nominal video and entry data bit rates. Figure 76 plots the
transmitter-antenna product as a function of range, and Figure 77 plots
the required transmitter power and antenna gain that will sustain the desired
bit rates. These plots are in a convenient format for use in antenna and
transmitter design and tradeoff studies.
Planar Antenna
The SM video data antenna is designed to produce its maximum gain
in a direction along the SM spin axis. This allows the antenna to be firmly
mounted to the SM structure and still maintain uninterrupted communica-
tions with the earth when the spin axis is directed at the earth. Also, since
the antenna must radiate in the same direction the solar panels are viewing,
it must not obscure the solar panels from the sun's solar energy. The
inner diameter of the panels, therefore, determines one maximum antenna
dimension. Also, since the minimum distance between the SM and A/ L and
canisters is of concern, the antenna di: tension in the spin direction is min-
imized. These geometrical constraints along with the desire to maximize
the antenna gain and maintain a beamwidth compatible with attitude control
accuracy results in the selection of a planar antenna.
Figure 78 shows the relationship between gain, halfpower beam-
width (HPBW), and planar array surface area. The lain is computed by
using
G = 71(4-.r)  A/X2
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whe re
0 = aperture efficiency (70 percent is used based on expected
large diameter array performance)
A = actual surface area
A = free space wavelength
The HPBW has been empirically found to be 58. 4 (X/ta m ) where am is the
mean radius, ( A /7r)	 . Using the Figure 78 data and stated constraints,
the following planar antenna parameters have been selected:
Gain	 29. 2 dB, on axis
HPBW	 5. 2 degrees
Area
	 17.0 square feet
71	 70 percent
Polarization
	 Right-hand circular
A general planar antenna sketch and a feed system are shown in
Figure 79. A low-gain cross-slot antenna used during the mission cruise
phase is an integral part of the planar antenna. F 1 and F2 are tied
together by a matched power divider, with F 3
 and F4 similarly coupled.
A coaxial directional coupler is used to couple the proper amount of power
from the main line and direct it to F 3 and F4. F5 is the cross-slot antenna
terminal. Figure 80 is a Surveyor antenna constructed from rectangular
cavity backed sections. Based on Surveyor weight, the Flyby - Video
design antenna system is estimated to weigh 14 pounds.
High Power Transmitter
Figure 77 indicates that a transmitter with approximately 37 watts
of power output suffices with the 29. 2 dB antenna to satisfy the video data
link requirements. A 40-watt transmitter is used for the SM subsystem
because it can be readily implemented from Survevor or Mariner type
S-band equipment. Two Hughes 20-watt TWTs operating in parallel are
included in the transmitter design. The transmitter weight is estimated to
be 20. 6 pounds, including a 3-watt transmitter used during the cruise phase
of the mission. The margin of 3 watts provided by the 40-watt transmitter
allows for a video transmission rate of 17, 000 bits/sec at the Mars
distance.
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Telemetry Link
The SM-to-DSN telemetry link is designed to relay A/L data at a
rate of 1050 bits/hr, z0.3 bits/sec, plus SM subsystem data at a reason-
able rate of at least 3 bits/sec during the entire mission. Also, during
midcourse correction and pre-A/L separation, a rate as high as 2000 bits/
sec is required. The planar antenna operating with a low power transmitter
could perform this function, but the need for continuous spacecraft attitude
corrections to direct the beam at the earth and loss of telemetry during
encounter attitude maneuvers veto its use for the total mission. Instead,
a wide beamwidth cross-slot antenna and low-power transmitter are used
for this link during the first 90 days of the mission and the planar antenna
used from 90 days to encounter except during the brief encounter maneuver
period.
The particular mission geometry and required SM radiated power to
sustain the telemetry link results in the selected cross-slot antenna and a
3-watt transmitter. The cross-slot antenna which weighs 0. 5 pound is an
integral part of the planar antenna having a hemispherical gain of at least
-6 dB with a peak on-axis gain of approximately 3 dB and a gain which falls
off to -1 dB 60 degrees off the axis. By placing the antenna flush with the
surface and in the center of the planar antenna, it uses the planar antenna
as a ground plane to increase its efficiency. The cross slot may cause
more planar antenna energy to be transferred to the sidelobes, thereby
slightly decreasing the planar antenna gain and beamwidth. A 3-watt S-band
solid-state transmitter is presently under development at Hughes.
The SM-to-earth line nominally will be within 60 degrees of the
spin axis,
	 implying at least -1 dB is available with the cross-slot antenna.
A link analysis yields the plot of telemetry bit rate capability versus range(Figure 81).
	 The data are plotted for the 3 and 40-watt transmitters
working with either the DSN 85-foot or 210-foot antenna.
	 The plot indicates
3 to 4 bits/sec can be sustained to an SM-to-earth distance of approximately
70 x 10 6
 km or 110 days of flight time using the 3-watt transmitter and
210-foot dish.
	 Also, during the encounter maneuver phase of the mission,
24 bits/sec is available if the 40-watt transmitter and 210-foot dish are
employed.	 Figure 82 is a plot of the required cross-slot gain versus range
required to support telemetry or DSN commands at a rate of 3 bits /sec.
- Various combinations of SM transmitter power and DSN transmitter and
receiving antenna sizes are also shown.
	 This figure allows the acceptable
SM attitudes and therefore cross-slot gains to be studied as a function of
the designated parameters.
To maintain the telemetry link after 110 days, the planar antenna
is used.	 A series of four SM attitude maneuvers may be required to keep
the antenna pointing at the earth if 90 days after earth injection is assumed
as discussed in the Trajectory/Navigation section.
	 Figure 83 plots the
planar bit rate capability as a function of range for various dish sizes,
DSN-to-SM planar electrical boresight angles, and SM transmitters.
i
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Two Surveyor-type turnstile antenna are placed on the SM extending
arms and used as backups in the event a nonstandard attitude or equipment
failure occurs. Their composite gain pattern provides a sphere of coverage
ranging from 0 to -9 dB. Figure 82 can be used to study the semi-omni
antenna performance, just as the cross slot was used as a function of the
indicated parameters. Figure 84 plots the omni antenna bit rate capability
versus range for various SM transmitters and DSN antenna. A typical omni
gain of -6 dB has been selected. Use of the SM 40-watt transmitter and
DSN 210-foot dish provides for telemetry via the omni out to Mars encounter.
The Omni antennas are estimated to weigh 1. 0 pound.
The use of an omni antenna may result in significant frequency and
amplitude modulation on the links due to SM spin. This effect is minor if
the planar or cross-slot antennas are used because of gain symmetry about
the spin axis. In the worst case, two-way tracking and continuous communi-
cations could not be maintained via the omni antenna, but commands could
be input to the SM and telemetry received on an intermittent basis. A tele-
communications system dynamic switching arrangement would have to be
effected to provide complete capability.
Command Link
The DSN-to-SM command link must be maintained throughout the
mission. A command bit rate of 1 bit/sec and BER of 10 -
 are assumed
acceptable. The SM cross-slot antenna feeding a typical Surveyor-type
receiver is adequate to sustain a bit rate of 960 bits/sec out to a range of
200 x 10 6 km. This value is based on usage of the 210-foot dish. The omni
antenna system will maintain 304 bits/ sec. Using the 85-foot dish, 3. 3 bits/
sec can be sustained via the cross-slot antenna at Mars encounter. The
planar antenna has not been coupled to a receiver; therefore, SM commands
cannot be received via the planar antenna. The command link analysis is
based on the nominal values and tolerances presented in Table 23. Table 24
gives additional command link data.
Tracking
The SM telecommunications subsystem must function as a trans-
ponder to provide the DSN with range and range rate information for deter-
mining the spacecraft flight path. Nominally the cross - slot- receiver-
transmitter loop provides this function during the early mission phases.
These plus the planar antenna are used later in the mission. A Mariner
type coherent two-way range and range rate system is envisioned.
A pseudo-random noise (PRN) code is phase-modulated on the uplink,
phase demodulated and phase modulated on the down link, and correlated
with the original PRN up-link code. The correlation process yields the
round-trip propagation time used to determine range. The previous link
analyses did not include the effects of ranging. Approximately 1dB of loss
in the link margin is expected, based on the use of a ranging channel,
0.45 radian MI, and loss proportional to cos t MI. The critical video
link margin plus minor SM redesign will accommodate this effect. Range rate
presents no additional channel requirements.
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S-band communication link performance is summarized in Table 24,
A/ L to SM UHF Link
The SM receives entry and video data from the A/L during the
descent and postlanding mission phases, respectively. As in the case of
the SM-to-DSN video link, the nominal video data transmission rate of
16, 000 bits/sec is a bounding design requirement. Using the data from
Table 23 and assuming PCM/FSK/FM is satisfactory with respect to A/L
encoding and modulation and SM receiving equipment design simplicity, the
plots in Figure 85 have been generated. Shown are the A/L p'us SM antenna
gain as a function of relative range required to sustain the selected bit rates.
Since the A/L transmitter and antenna gain are given, the SM
antenna/ receiver must be designed to sustain the required gain during the
variable geometry descent and postlanding phase. The A/L transmitter
power is 50 watts and the antenna gain is symmetrical about its roll axis
and approximated by
GAIN = 6 - log 10 (1 + cos 0) 3. 5 dB
The SM UHF antenna consists of a circular array of sixteen half-
wave length, 7. 38 inches, center-fed elements. The elements are spaced
around the circumference of the solar panels at a distance of 56. 5 inches
from the spin axis. This arrangement yields a simple fixed array which
provides adequate gain and clearance between SM and canister.
A radiation pattern formed by a single half-wave dipole in free
space has a theoretical maximum gain of 2. 14 dB. A 2 dB loss can be
expected, due to the proximatey of the antenna elements to the spacecraft,
reducing the maximum gain to about 0 dB. When fed in phase progression,
a multielement circular array will produce a pattern which is a circularly
polarized on-axis but becomes linearly polarized with phase and amplitude
cancellation at right angles to the array. Such a pattern resembles a
cardioid in shape with the gain falling off by 6 dB at 90 degrees. In addition,
the finite number and spacing of the elements will cause a ripple effect on
the pattern, which becomes more pronounced at angles of lower gain. The
ripple is difficult to estimate, but it was assumed that allowing for a worst-
case loci of exponential form with a -2 dB effect at 90 degrees was pessi-
mistic but reasonable.
When all the elements are fed simultaneou.aly, in phase, the standard
half-wave dipole pattern is formed. Since this pattern is linearly polarized,
there will be a 3 dB attenuation for receiving circularly polarized signals.
The worst-case ripple, due to element spacing, is approximated by an
exponentially increasing attenuation with angle with about 2 dB loss at
50 degrees off boresight.
Provisions can be made via a "phasing network" to feed the elements
in phase progression or in equal phase. In Figure 86 both patterns are
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displayed. Using the previously mentioned considerations, the patterns
were plotted according to the following formulas:
Cardioidrnatte	 = 120 tog10 '5(1 + cos 0 } ]e(3. 17)(10-3)(0) dBP	 L	 . ^
Toroid pattern = C20 1og10 ( cos (IT/2 )((Cos 0)^ 3] e (4. 5)(10-3)(0) dB
A standard UHF receiver completes the SM UHF antenna/receive unit.
Using the relative range and angle data from the video data phase,
the data shown on Figure 87 are plotted. The SM plus lander gain is plotted
as a function of the range from the start, to, to the end, tf, of video trans -
m?ssion for the cardioid and dipole antenna patterns. This is done for
the range of expected A/L entry angles, ye. Also shown is the gain required
to support 16, 000 bits/sec. The use of the dipole antenna will yield con-
tinuous video data for the range of anticipated situations, whereas the
cardioid will not because the total gain falls below requirements at the
steeper entry angles. This analysis also includes the effect of the lander
on a 15-degree slope producing the lowest A/L antenna gain.
During the entry phase, the maximum slant range is 5300 km, which
requires approximately -7 dB to sustain 2000 bits/sec (Figure 85). Since the
A/ L gain is greater than 0 dB because the A/ L-to-SM line with respect to
the A/L axis is within 70 degrees, and the SM gain can be maintained above
-4. 2 dB over the expected angle range B to B' (Figure 86), the entry data
link gain is more than adequate. The -4.2 dB may have to be obtained by
switching patterns, at points A or A' (Figure 86). Even though the cardioid
pattern may be acceptable during the entry phase, the dipole must be used
during the video phase.
The UHF antenna system is estimated to weigh 3. 0 pounds. Two
UHF receivers weigh 4. 7 pounds.
As in the case of the S-band link, the SM will spin modulate the
UHF carrier. In addition, the relative range rate between A/L and SM will
produce a doppler shift. Since no carrier tracking is provided in the FM
UHF link, the RF predetection bandwidth must be sized to include the
doppler effects. The total frequency excursion for a complete rotation of
the SM is twice the value of peak doppler shift, Of, defined by
wIOf	 2]1r 60 I sin o s1 sin 00
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whe re
A o = angle between A/ L-SM line and spin axis of the SM
A s - angle between spin axis and line drawn through the antenna and
cg of SM
r = distance from cg to antenna, inches
X = free space wavelength of signal, inches
w  = frequency or rate of rotation of SM, rpm
The largest doppler shift occurs when , sin A s o `sin A o 1 = 1.
In the longitudinal case where the transmitting or receiving antenna
is moving in a straight line toward or away from the point of observation,
the doppler shift is related to antenna velocity by the following expression:
f _: VK
whe re
f = doppler shift, Hz
V = velocity of antenna, ips
The maximum doppler rotation and longitudinal shifts are 24 Hz and
11. 2 kHz, respectively. The parameter values used are w s = 60 rpm,
r = 56.5 inches, V = 4.2 km/sec, and A= 29.5 inches.
A sample calculation showing the relationship of the doppler frequency
shift to predetection bandwidth sizing in the PCM/FSK UHF link is given
below. Let
BIF, = RF predetection bandwidth, Hz
Afc = RF carrier peak deviation, Hz
f 	 = bit rate frequency, Hz = bit rate (BPS)/2, for proposed NRZPCM data, = Afc
Afi = carrier frequency deviation due to oscillator instability, Hz
AfD = carrier frequency deviation due to doppler shift, Hz
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The RF predetection bandwidth may be specified as
BIF 2 I Afc + Afi + AfDJ	(70)
For fB = 16, 000/2 = 8 kHz, Af D has been computed previously as 11. 2 kHz,
worst case.
If an oscillator stability of 10 6 is assumed,
Af. = 10 6 f = 400 Hz1	 c
Thus, for a worst-case predetection sizing,
BIF ? 2[8+  11.2 + . 4] kHz
39. 2 kHz	 (71)
Note that this specification is perhaps unduly confining since the doppler
shift is worst case and for predetection filters typical of the linear phase
variety the skirt attenuation has a gentle slope. Thus, movement of the
PCM modulated carrier spectrum within the RF bandwidth by an amount
equal to even the maximum doppler shift is not disastrous (in fact, the
portion of the modulated carrier spectrum which is thus moved away from
the filter's band edge will be attenuated less than for perfect alignment with
the carrier). In any case, the RF bandwidth that can realistically be used
is somewhat less than the computed worst-case estimate.
Signal Processing
Tile telecommunications subsystem signal processing includes
decoding of DSN commands for the SM and A/ L, encoding SM and A/ L
telemetry data, and transforming UHF to S-band data.
Commands and Telemetry
Table 25 lists the SM command and telemetry channels based on
anticipated requirements.
The telemetry channels are based on the use of three commutators:
Commutator I 	 General Support Module Data
Commutator II	 Attitude Data
Commutator III	 Aeroshell/Lander Data
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TABLE 25. TELEMETRY AND COMMAND REQUIREMENTS FOR
SUPPORT MODULE
Subsystem
Commands
Telemetry
Channels
Basic	 Spares Basic
	 Spares
Flight control 30	 6 40	 8
Telecommunication 30	 6 20	 4
Signal processing 20	 4 6	 2
Propulsion 20	 4 22	 4
Vehicle and mechanisms 20	 4 30	 6
Power 20	 4 20	 4
Subtotal 140	 28 138	 28
Total 168 166
Each commutator has 64 frame positions. Synchronization will take three
positions, and identification will take one. Sixty frame positions are available
for spacecraft data.
It is assumed that second and fourth level subcommutation is
pe rmitted.
It had been assumed earlier that there are 8 bits/word. Therefore,
there are 512 bits/frame.
Commutator I - General Support Module Data
Primary cruise mode commutator
Subsystem Telemetry
FC Flight control
18 words in 6 frame positions
16 words subcommutated to fourth level; four positions
2 words single commutation; two positions
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TCM Telecommunications (RF and Command)
22 words in 16 frame positions
8 words subcommutated to fourth level, two positions
14 words single commutation; 14 positions
SP	 Signal processing (Telemetry)
8 words in 5 frame positions
4 words subcommutated to fourth level; one position
4 words single commutation; four positions
PR	 Propulsion
10 words in 4 frame positions
8 words subcommutated to fourth level; two positions
2 words single commutation; two positions
VM	 Vehicle and Mechanisms
36 words in 11 frame positions
32 words subcommutated to fourth level; eight positions
2 words subcommutated to second level; one position
2 words single commutation; two positions
PO	 Power
24 words in 15 frame positions
12 words subcommutated to fourth level; three positions
12 words single commutation; 12 positions
A/L Aeroshell/Lander
12 words in 3 frame positions
12 words subcommutated to fourth level; three positions.
Commutator II - Attitude Data
Subsystem Telemetry
FC: 40 words in 40 positions
8 words subcommutated to fourth level; two positions
26 words single commutation; 26 positions
6 words supercommutated (2X); 12 positions
PR: 20 words in 14 positions
8 words subcommutated to fourth level; 2 positions
12 words single commutation; 12 positions
TCM: 4 words in 1 position
4 words subcommutated to fourth level; one position
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SP: Same as TCM
VM: Same as TCM
PO: Same as TCM
A/ L: Same as TCM
One spare frame position
Commutator III - Aeroshell/Lander Data
Subsystem Telemetry
A/L: 54 positions, number of words unknown
FC, TCM, SP,
PO, PR, VM:
	 4 words in 1 position, subcommutated to fourth
level for each subsystem
The two command decoders and signal processor which mechanize
the telemetry and command functions are estimated to weigh 5. 7 and
10. 0 pounds, respectively. Theyare assumed to be similar to existing
Hughes equipment.
A star data processing unit is used to convert the signals from the
star sensor into forms suitable for telemetry to earth. This information is
used to help determine the attitude of the spacecraft. The processor
measures the amplitude of the star pulses and converts these signal- into
digital form. The angle of the star pulse from the sun reference is also
measured and stored to be transmitted to earth later via telemetry. The
star sensor will produce two pulses per star. Data from four stars (eight
star signals) can be stored. In order to simplify spacecraft equipment, no
attempt is made to identify pulse pairs in the spacecraft. This processing
can easily be done on the ground. The processor has selectable threshold
levels, so that only stars of a given magnitude are observed. An angle
gate is also provided to limit the angles over which stars will be detected.
The star processor unit will be constructed from space-qualified integrated
circuits and discrete components which have been proven on other space
programs. The unit will weigh about 3. 0 pounds and require about 2. 5 watts
of power. A block diagram of the star processor is shown in Figure 88.
The pulses from the star sensor go to a peak detector which converts
the pulse amplitude to an analog signal. The analog-to-digital converter
converts the analog signal to a 4 bit (32 state) digital signal representing the
star magnitude. The pulses from the star sensor also go to a threshold
circuit which provides a signal to the star detector only for star pulses
above a specified amplitude. One of several (e. g. , four) amplitudes can be
specified by command. The star detector will produce a logic signal,
synchronized with the basic clock of the unit on the trailing edge of the star
pulse.
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The angle increments into the angle counter represent 512 counts
per revolution or 0. 7 degree per count. The counter is reset by the gun
reference signal. Thus, the content of the counter represents the angle
from the sun. The gate counter allows the processor to be operated on
segments of the revolution. The gate start angle and gate width will be
inserted into two registers by ground command. The sun reference signal
will transfer the start angle to the counter. At completion of the count, the
gate will be set to 1, allowing detected star pulses to set the control flip-
flop. The gate width will then be counted and the gate set to 0 at completion
of the count.
When a star above the specified magnitude and within the specified
sampling interval has been detected, the star magnitude and angle will be
transferred in parallel to an eight word (13 bits/word) storage register.
This register will hold data from four stars since each star will be viewed
twice. The stored data will be serially transferred to the telemetry sub-
system on command.
UHF To S-Band
The specific means of providing the data transfer from the UHF relay
link to the S-band DSIF link is a proper trade study. Conceivably (although
not attractive from a minimal SM power standpoint), two subcarriers could
be used to effect the transmission of data from both the SM and the A/L with
their data streams uncorrelated with each other. Alternately, a single.
digital data stream can be constructed from demodulated relay link PCM,
combined appropriately with the SM digital data and subsequently trans-
mitted on a single subcarrier via the S-band carrier. The latter approach,
which is more efficient, has been assumed for this study. In this configura-
tion: ; the SM hardware must frequency demodulate the relay link FSK data,
condition it, suitably interleave it with the locally generated Shl digital data,
and phase modulate the composite PCM stream onto a subcarrier for subse-
quent phase modulation of the carrier S-band down-carrier. The subcarrier/
carrier modulation index must be compatible with the PRN code which can be
simultaneously modulating this carrier.
Command Storage and Sequencer
The terminal sequence commands will be loaded into the command
storage and sequencer unit approximately 3 days before encounter and exe-
cuted autorra tically when initiated by ground command. A block diagram of
a command storage and sequencer unit for controlling the terminal sequence
is :shown in Figure 89. A ground command will start the sequence counter
which will generate the commands in proper sequence at the specified times.
Commands in the sequence which can be specified during spacecraft develop-
ment will be prewired as part of the output matrix controlled by the sequence
counter. Magnitudes and discrete commands which will be de germined after
launch, such as the parameters for the attitude maneuvers, will be loaded
into a serial shift register approximately 3 days prior to encounter to be
executed later at the proper time in the sequence.
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The initial conditions for the command sequencer will be determined
well in advance of the time for the terminal sequence. Attitude maneuver
parameters and other variable commands will be read into the shift register
and verified via telemetry. The orientation mode (synchronous or quadrant)
will be selected and the sequence counter reset to its initial value. At the
time for initiation, a start command will be sent to begin the sequence.
Ten-second count pulses will be generated by a crystal oscillator and timer.
The timer will also generate other timing signals required by the sequencer.
When the sequence counter reaches the time specified for a given command,
a command pulse will be generated and sent to the associated subsystem.
Any given command output can be energized several times in the sequence.
If the sequence counter indicates that a magnitude command is to be exe-
cuted, the shift control flip flop will be set and one word (8 bits) will be
shifted out of the shift register into the associated subsystem. The sequence
counter will continue to count unt;l the last command in the sequence has been
executed, and then the counter will stop. If desired, the sequence can be
stopped and later restarted by ground command.
The command sequencer unit can be constructed of space-qualified integrated
circuits and discrete components that have been proven on other space pro-
grams. Packaging techniques for command decoders and other electronics
units used on various satellites can be used on the command sequencer. One
such technique uses a dual packaging approach for the integrated circuits and
major discrete components. The integrated circuits are packed on a "stick"
termed MICAM (Micro Connection Assembly Method), as shown in Figure 90,
and the major discrete components are housed in welded modules. Use of the
MICAM circumvents the need for soldered interconnections at the integrated
circuit and component level. Consequently, components contained both in
cordwood welded modules and in MICAIA subassemblies are not thermally
stressed during assembly.
The command sequencer can be packaged into a unit similar to that shown in
Figure 91. The unit will weigh about 2. 5 pounds and require about 3. 0 watts
of powe r.
The totit telecommunications subsystem is shown in block diagram form in
Figure 92. In addition to the redundant omni antenna and command decoders
previously discussed, backup transmitter, receivers, and transponders are
provided. A dpdt cominandable switch allows either transmitter to be
connected to any antenna. An sp, three-position switch, provides the trans-
miosion path to the desired low gain antenna. An spdt switch connects either
omni to receiver A. Receiver B is permanently connected to the cross-slot
antenna. It also may be desirable to provide a path from the cross slot to
to receiver A. Selector logic, similar to teat used on Surveyor, allows for
various receiver/ decoder paths. Diplexers are included to allow for simul-
taneous receive/transmit. Weight allowances of 1. 5, 5. 5, and 1. 3 pounds
are provided for RF switches, cables/clips, and diplexers, respectively.
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POWER/ THERMAL
Power
General Requirements
The SM must supply approximately :.5 watts of continuous power to
the A/L during the mission and sustain its own subsystems during low-power
cruise and high-power terminal phases of the mission. In keeping with the
state of the art, solar panels and batteries are selected for solar energy
conversion and electrical storage, respectively. The panels are used
primarily for low powcr, and the batteries supply the high power.
Solar Panels
Table 26 lists the steady-state cruise mode power requirements, with
a total of 85 watts being the required panel output power. The maximum SM-
to-sun range is fixed as Mars aphelion, a pproximately 250 x 10 6 km. This
is greater than the 232 x 10 6
 km obtained from trajectory analysis; therefore,
a conservative design results. Also, since the SM spin :axis is directed
toward earth at Mars encounter to maintain communications, the sun's energy
makes an angle of approximately 40 degrees with respect to the spin axis.
Weight of the panels is minimized for this design by attaching them to the
SM cylindrical section in a plane normal to the spin axis. Based on a solar
cell conversion factor of 3. 30 watts/ft 2 , 15 percent radiation degradation and
voltage mismatch, and 90 percent area utilization factor, 37. 4 square feet
of panel area is required to supply 85 watts of power. Eight trapezoidal
panels are used to generate the total power. This number is a reasonable
balance between weight and dimension constraints, manufacturing, and
assembly. This arrangement of the panels on the SM structure allows for a
wide range of acceptable spin-axis orientations with respect to the sun,
especially early in the mission. Figure 93 illustrates the use of this flexi-
bility in designing the mission sequence. The solar panel power output is
plotted as a function of SM-to-sun distance for various solar incidence angles.
The data do not include losses due to voltage mismatch. If properly designed,
the power subsystem would have the highest mismatch near earth and
virtually none near Mars. The dotted line in Figure 93 represents the panel
power capability based on the atttiude control history presented in the
trajectory/ navigation section. The minimum power output is 96 watts, well
above the 85 watts required to sustain the steady-state power level. It is
anticipated that an n/p type solar cell, similar to those used on Hughes
satellites, will be used for constructing the panels. The cells have glass
cover slides. The panels are estimated to weigh 36. 8 pounds.
Batteries
T' *tery capacity requirements are dictated by the system loads
during the encounter minus 12 hours through the flyby phase of the mission.
A detailed command/ time sequence was generated for this phase and used
to generate a power and energy histogram. The results appear in Table 27.
These results are conservative because the sequence was started 5 rather
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TABLE 26. CRUISE MODE STEADY-STATE LOADS
Power Required,
watts
Unit Unregulated Regulated
Transmitter (low power, 3 watts)
Assume 15 percent efficient ---- 20.0
Flight control ---- 10.0
Telemetry and command ---- 6.5
S-band receivers 3.0 ----
Aeroshell Jlande r 25.0 -- --
SM thermal control 5.0 ----
Battery charge regulator--- 1.5 ----
Boost regulator
Assume 75 percent efficient 9.0 ----
Subtotals 43.5 36.5
Totals 80.0
Contingency and high power operation 5.0
Total 85.0
Solar panel power to be supplied 85.0
J.
rAssumes that the battery will be disconnected from the bus (after
being fully charged) for most of transit.
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than 12 hours before encounter, based on earlier studies.. The reduction in
battery size and weight using 12 hours is insignificant because of the very
low charging rate, 1. 7 w-hr/hr, in the additional available time. To enhance
system reliability, two batteries are used, each sized such that the mission
can be completed on a single battery if necessary. Additional safety is
provided by the use of isolating diodes between each battery and the bus,
!Figure 94). In this way, failure of a single battery during the mission will
disconnect it from the line, thereby preventing a rapid discharge of the
remaining battery.
In determining battery size, a minimum period of 1. 5 hours between
the end of the SM deflection maneuver and the start of flyby, a battery
charging rate of 6 percent and a discharge limited to 80 percent of capacity
are assumed. Under these conditions, the battery can be sized as shown
below for the flyby case:
Battery energy used = 112. 5 + 116.2 = 228. 7 w-hr
Battery charge rate for a battery of approximately
285 w-hr is 1. 7 w-hr/hr.
Recharge energy = 1. 5 x 1. 7
	 = 2. 6 w-hr
	
Battery energy required = 228. 7 - 2. 6
	 = 226.1 w-hr
	
Battery capacity per battery = 226. 1= 0. 80
	 = 282 w-hr
Two batteries with a capacity of 283 w-hr each, totaling 566 w-hr,
satisfy the requirements. Power calculations indicate that the maximum
current drain on a battery will-be on the order of 5 amperes, assuming
single battery operation. Since the capacity of each battery is approximately
12 amp-hr, the maximum discharge -rate will be approximately 40 percent
of capacity. Although detailed functional performance characteristics of
sterilizable batteries are not known presently, the discharge rate indicated
appears to be approximately 50 percent of the anticipated maximum
discharge capability.
The energy-to-weight ratio for a sterilizable silver-zinc battery of
this capacity is approximately 20 w-hr/pound; therefore, the total battery
weight is 28. 3 pounds. Although no fully operational sterilizable batteries
exist presently, the development of fully sterilizable (prolonged soak
at 135°C) silver-zinc primary and secondary batteries is in an advanced
stage. The studies under way at JPL of battery cells provided by Electrical
Storage Battery, Inc., are well documented.
Battery Charger/Booster
Overcharging the batteries will be prevented by the battery charger
booster, which will contain a charge current limiting function. It is antici-
pated at this time to essentially disconnect the batteries from the bus after
being fully charged. Although a thorough knowledge of sterilizable
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silver-zinc battery characteristics does not presently exist, it is felt that a
long period of float charging could prove detrimental. When the solar panel
output is insufficient to sustain system loads, the batteries will automatically
be connected to the bus. This procedure is similar to that followed on the
Mariner spacecraft.
Boost Regulator
The boost regulator provides regulated power to the transmitters,
UHF receivers, and the command storage and sequencer, as well as the
flight control and telemetry subsystems. The concept of a central reg ., ator
was chosen primarily on the basis of minimizing overall cost, weight,
thermal, and electrical dissipations. Additional advantage of the existing
redundancy of the transmitter can be realized by having separate regulators
with current limiting for each transmitter. In this way, a short circuited
transmitter could be removed from the bus and the system could continue
operating on the remaining transmitter. However, there would be attendant
penalties in the areas previously mentioned.
The steady-state regulated power requirements for cruise mode
operation is 36. 5 watts. Assuming a regulated bus voltage of 30vf1 per-
cent, the boost regulator out put current is approximately 1. 2 amperes. The
maximum regulated load requirement is expected to be 6 or 7 amperes.
It is estimated that an efficiency of 75 percent is reasonable at the lower
output, while 85 to 90 percent can be achieved at the higher output. The
boost regulator weight is 8. 5 pounds.
Figure 94 is a block diagram of the power subsystem.
Although not part of the SM power subsystem, two A/L battery char-
gers are incorporated into the SM design. The SM and A/L battery charge
regulators weigh 10. 5 pounds.
The rmal
The SM equipment compartment temperature must be maintained
between 40° to 10U° F to prevent freezing of the hydrazine propellant and
maintain reasonable equipment operation, especially the batteries. Also,
materials and equipment mounting must include a consideration of heat
energy conduction and radiation. In addition, equipment outside the SM
cylindrical section and A/L-SM interfaces must include a thermal design.
Louvers/Equipment Mounting
Table 28 displays the estimated thermal power dissipations used to
develop the thermal subsystem design for the SM. Data are shown for
steady-state conditions as well as critical peak power modes. Also shown
are the solar incidence angles and intensities anticipated throughout the
mission. To keep the SM compartment temperature below 100° F, six active
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TABLE 28. THERMAL ENVIRONMENTAL PARAMETERS
Thermal Power Dissipations, watts
Steady-State Titan
Cruisel Separation Maximum Highthrough Power with
Min.	 Max. DSN Loc Thrusting3
Transmitter (3 watts/ 17.0	 17.0 120.0 120.0
40 watts RF)
Flight control 10. 0	 10.0 10. 0 15. 0
Central command decoder 2. 5	 2.5 2.5 2. 5
S-band receivers 3. 0	 3. 0 3. 0 3. 0
UHF receivers 0	 0.0 0.0 2. 5
Battery charger/booster 1. 0	 4. 5 4. 5 4. 5
Boost regulator 8. 5	 9. 3 23. 0 24. 0
Signal processing unit 4.0	 4.0 4.0 4.0
Command storage/sequencer 0. 0	 3. 0 0.0 3. 0
Lander battery charger 1 0. 0
	 10.0 0.0 0. 0
Lander battery charger 2 0. 0	 0.0 0.0 0. 0
Lander sequencer 0. 0	 2.0 0.0 0. 0
Thermal control heaters 0. 0	 5.0 0.0 5. 0
Battery 0.0	 0.5 1.0 4.0
Total thermal dissipation 46.0	 70.8 168.0 187. 5
Solar incidence angle 0° to 45° 40° to 50° 30° to 40°
Solar intensity 140 to 51
cm2 140 60 to 58 Mc
= Only one lander battery is charged at a time.
Durations:
1. Steady State Cruise
a. Minimum. This is the primary thermal dissipation mode and is
prevalent throughout transit.
'o. Maximum. This thermal dissipation mode will exist for several
hours at a time during transit.
2. Titan Separation through DSN Lock
The mode is initiated by separation and continues until the support
module is commanded off. Duration is approximately 60 minutes.
3: Maximum High Power With Thrusting
This thermal dissipation mode occurs near the final portion of the
mission and lasts for approximately 2 hours.
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'.hermal louvers are used. Four are mounted to the equipment shelf and
planar antenna and transfer heat energy between the two. The antenna
doubles as an electrical and thermal radiator. The other two louvers are
attached to the side of the SM. The high heat energy transmitters and
associated TWTs aie mounted directly behind them. The electronic equip-
ment bolt-down area requirements for adequate heat transfer to the shelf
and side louvers are listed in Table 29. The estimates are based on the
physical characteristics of similar Hughes equipment. It is estimated that
15 square feet of louver area is adequate using designs comparable to those
used on the Mariner spacecraft (bimetallic construction to affect shutter
response to temperature changes). The Flyby - Video Data louver weight is
15. 6 pounds. Another attractive louver system configuration is to mount all
equipment and louvers about the SM central cylinder.
Thermal Blanket
To prevent the SM compartment temperature from dropping below
40 0 F, a thermal blanket surrounds the equipment and is attached to the
inside of the cylinder. The blanket weight is estimated as 6. 5 pounds
assuming the use of thin aluminized mylar (or its equivalent) sheets with
possibly some insulating material in its construction.
Propellant Lines
The propellant lines that feed the axial jets may need heaters to pre-
vent propellant freezing. It is estimated that the temperature between the
A/L and SM may stabilize at approximately 160°F. If so, heaters may not
be required.
SEQUENCE OF EVENTS
Tnt roe] nrHon
In order to examine in detail the subsystem requirements imposed
by the system mission requirements, a typical mission profile was gener-
ated. This was used as a basis to construct a mission sequence of events
which would include considerations of telecommunications link requirements,
scheduling of midcourse and attitude maneuvers, as well as electrical power
and energy requirements. This was done for the case of launch on
12 July 1973 and encounter on 22 January 1974. The scheduling and magni-
tude of attitude maneuvers was based on the analysis presented in the
T raj ector /Navigation section, power and thermal considerations as dis-
cussed in the Power-Thermal section, and communication aspects presented
in the Telecommunications section.
Scheduling of attitude and midcourse corrections during transit was based
primarily on two c insiderations:
1) The period between the last attitude and midcourse maneuver
occurring at approximately E-5 days and the maneuver before
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the last one should be maximized. In this way, the longer
tracking period prior to the last midcourse correction would
permit a higher accuracy for the final stages of the trajectory.
2) By maintaining the earth within 5 degrees of the true boresight
of the high-gain antenna, the down-link transmission rate can be
maintained above 200 bits/sec using the 3-watt output of the
transmitter and receiving on the 210-foot dish. The pertinent
capabilities were presented in the Telecommunications section.
3) The spin-axis attitude with respect to the sun direction must be
greater than 10 to 15 degrees for proper operation of the sun
and star sensors.
Using similar techniques, the attitude correction magnitudes and
their optimum scheduling within the mission can be optimized for any mis-
sion.
Typical Detailed Sequence of Events
The following information contains a typical detailed sequence of
events for the cruise and terminal phases of the mission and the attitude/
velocity control subsystem.
Cruise Sequence
Pre-Launch Status of Support Module
Flight control on.
Transmitter low power on.
Transmitter high power TWT filaments ors.
Transmitter to cross-slot (or possibly omni) antenna.
Commutator 1 (SM cruise) selected.
Star sensor off.
200/bits/sec bit rate selected.
*Launch.
*Boost.
*Parking orbit. Separate `orward canister.
'Injection to Mars trajectory. Support module, aeroshell/
lander, aft canister, adapter, and Titan last state still
connected.
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*Titan last stage engine cutoff.
*Attitude rotation Nk ith Titan last stage. Align SM spin axis
parallel to ecliptic (t5 degrees) and approximately 45 degrees
to the sunline (toward earth).
*Verify attitude.
*Transmitter to high power.
Separate payload from Titan last stage. Aft canister goes with
Titan. Impart AV = 2 fps, 0 = 2 deg/sec.
(A) Spinup to 25 rpm (Subsequence C).
(A) Enable squib circuits for axial jet/on v r_i antenna mechanisms.
(A) Extend axial jets and omni antennas.
Acquisition by DSN. Establish two-way link.
•	 Transmitter to cross-slot antenna.
•	 Transmitter to low power.
•	 Aeroshell/lander to cruise mode.
•	 Select commutator 2 (attitude data).
•	 Select commutator 3 (aeroshell /lander data).
• Select commutator 1 (SM general data).
•	 Wait approximately 1 day.
•	 Turn on star sensor.
•	 Transmitter to high power.
•	 Select 2000 bits/sec bit rate.
•	 Select commutator 2 (attitude data).
Star data received in real time. Data
storage not required at this time;
however, the data can be stored and
recalled if desired.
•	 Select 200 bits/;>ec bit rate.
•	 Transmitter to low power.
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•	 Turn off star sensor.
•	 Select commutator 1 (SM general data).
•	 Reorient to desired cruise attitude if necessary. The
maneuver would be done according to Subsequence A
with commutator 2 selected. After ma:euver completion,
attitude verification using sun and star sensor would be
made.
•	 Establish transponder mode to get tracking data.
•	 Wait half day to several days.
• Select commutator 3 (A/L data).
•	 Activate A/L for thorough checkou:. (It may be possible
to activate the UHF link and perform the checkout through
it if the SM and A/L are designed in this way).
•	 Transmitter to high power.
•	 Select 200 bits/sec bit rate.
• Return A/L to cruise mode.
•	 Select C r	-iutator 2 (attitude data).
•	 Select commutator 1 (SM general data).
•	 Select 10 bits/sec bit rate.
•	 Transmitter to low power.
• Continue to evaluate A/L data.
•	 Cruise. Continue acquiring tracking data.
First midcourse correction maneuver at approximately I + 5d. Sur. i:1ci-
dence angle at approximately 40 degrees. Range approximately
1. 5 million km.
• Select commutator 3.
• Select commutator 2.
•	 Turn on star sensor
•	 Turn off star sensor.
1
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•	 Wait for attitude verification before thrusting. Star data
probably cannot be received in real time, even using trans-
mitter high power. Star data will be stored on board and
transmitted to DSN for evaluation.
•	 Axial jet thrusting continuous (Subsequence D).
•	 Radial jet thrusting (Subsequence E).
•	 Turn star sensor on.
•	 Turn star sensor off.
• Select commutator 3.
•	 Select commutator 1.
Star data will be stored on board and transmitted back to DSN for
evaluation.
•	 Cruise. Continue tracking.
Second midcourse correction maneuver at approximately I + 30d. Sun
incidence angle approximately 15 degrees. Range approximately
10 million km.
•	 Same steps as for first midcourse correction.
•	 Cruise. Continue tracking.
There will be no sun sensor data from approximately I + 30d to
I + 60 d. At approximately I + 30d, the bit rate may have to be
lowered from 200 to 10 bits/sec in order to maintain good data
quality while in low power.
First attitude rotation to point planar antenna at earth = I + 92d. Rotation
to be approximately 60 degrees. Center of antenna beam to be approximately
4. 5 degrees away from earth center. Sun incidence angle, i, to be approxi-
mately 15 degrees.
• Select commutator 2.
•	 Turn on star sensor.
•	 'Turn off star sensor.
Wait fo g
 attitude verification before thrusting. sitar data
will be stored on board and transmitted to DSN for
evaluation.
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• Reorientation maneuver using Subsequence A.
•	 Transmitter to high power.
•	 Select 500 bits/sec rate.
•	 Transmitter to planar antenna.
Verify receipt of good data at 500 bits/sec.
•	 Turn on star sensor.
•	 Turn off star sensor.
• Select commutator 1.
Star data will be stored on boa. . and transmitted
to DSN for evaluation.
•	 Cruise. Continue tracking.
Check out 16, 000 bits/sec bit rate capability at approximately I + 106d.
Center of planar antenna beam to be on earth center. Sun incidence angle,
i, to be approximately 10 degrees.
•	 Transmitter to high power.
•	 Select 16, 000 bits/ sec bit rate.
• Select commuator 2.
•	 Select commutator 3.
•	 Select commutator 1.
Select 500 bits/sez bit rate.
•	 Transmitter to low power.
:ttitude
Cruise. Continue tracking.
Second 	 rotation to point planar antenna at earth at approximately
I + 140d. Rotation to be approximately 9 degrees. Center of antenna beam
to be approximately 4. 5 degrees away from earth center. Sun incidence
angle, i, to be approximately 25 degrees.
•	 Same steps ao for first attitude rotation.
•	 Cruise. Continue tracking.
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• Load command storage and sequencer with terminal sequence
commands at approximately E-3d.
•	 Activate aeroshell/lander for final checkout at approximately
E-36 hours.
•	 Transmitter to high power.
•	 Select 16, 000 bits/ sec bit rate.
• Select commutator 3.
• Select commu __ for 2.
• Select commutator 1.
•	 Transmitter to low power.
•	 Select 500 bits/sec bit rate.
Verify readiness of aeroshell/lander and support
module for encounter phase. Verify data quality
in all commutators at 16,000 bits/sec bit rate.
Terminal sequence:
Time Executed
E = Encounter
Commands minutes
Pre-Encounter Phase (see Note B)
Aeroshell/lander to internal power E -	 300:00
Turn on UHF receivers E -	 299:50
Command storage and sequencer on E - 299:40
Select 30 bits/sec bit rate E -	 299:30
Transmitter to high power E -	 299:20
Execute terminal sequence (starts counter E - 299:00
storage and sequencer.
	 Following
commands are automatically executed).
Reorient to entry attitude (SntSequence A). E -	 298:30
Activate aeroshell/lander E -	 283:30
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Despin to 5 rpm (Subsequence B).
Wait 30 minutes for status evaluation.
Separate.
Spinup to 60 rpm (Subsequence C).
Reorient to cruise attitude (Subsequence A).
Transmitter to planar antenna.
Transmitter to low power.
Select 2000 bits/sec bit rate.
Deflection AV thrusting (Subsequence D.
axial jets, and Subsequence E,
radial jet).
Select commutator 1.
Command storage and sequencer off.
This completes the automatic
sequence.
Encounter Phase
Transmitter to high power.
Select 16,000 bits/sec bit rate.
Select Commutator 3.
Encounter (Touchdown)
Select 500 bits/sec bit rate.
Transmitter to low power.
E - 282:30
E - 252:30
E - 252:00
E - 251:00
E - 236:00
E - 235:50
E - 235:40
E - 235:30
E - 115:30
E - 115:20
E - 23:30
E - 23:20
E - 23:10
E - 0
E + 30:00
E + 30:10
NOTES:
1. Events performed by Titan programmer.
A. Events automatically com- landed.
B. The terminal sequence - pre-encounter phase is shown starting at
E-5 hours. The complete pre-encounter phase can be moved to an
earlier or slightly liter time if desired. For example, if the initial
command of the pre-encounter phase were moved to E-24 hours, the
phase would be completed approximately 3 hours later. The encounter
phase would still be initiated at the sarr,e time.
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Subsequences
Subsequence A:	 Reorientation
1)	 Synchronous Mode
a) Select firing angle magnitude.
b) Select pulse width.
c) Select number of pulses.
d) Select thruster number.
e) Enable a-.{ial jet.
2)	 Ouadrant Mode
a) Ouadrant select command.
b) Select number of pulses.
c) Select thruster number.
d) Enable axial jet quadrant mode.
e) Quadrant select comma-nd.
f) Select thruster number.
h) Enable axial jet quadrant mode.
Subsequence B: Despin
a) Select spin/despin duration.
b) Enable despin jets.
c) Stop despin (backup).
Subsequence C: Spinup
a) Select spin/despin duration.
b) Enable spinup jeti.
c) Stop spinun (b;,ckup).
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RSubsequence D; Continuous 'rhrustinL
1) Synchronous
a) Select number of spin periods x 100.
b) Select number of spin periods.
c) Jet continuous command.
d) Polarity control command.
e) Enable axial jets.
2) Quadrant
a) Select number of quarter spin cycles x 100.
b) Select number of quarter spin cycles.
c) Jet continuous command.
d) Polarity control command.
e) Enable axial jets quadrant mode.
Subsequence E; Radial Jet Thrusting
1) Synchronous Mode
a) Select firing angle - 	 gnitude.
b) Select number of pulses x 100.
c) Select number of pulses.
d) Enable radial jet.
2) Quadrant Mode
a) Quadrant select command.
b) Select number of pulses x 100.
c) Select number of pulses.
d) Enable radial jet quadrant mode.
e) Quadrant select command.
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f) Select number of pulses x 100.
g) Select number of pulses.
h) Enable radial ,het quadrant mode.
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3. FLYBY-ENTRY DATA DESIGN
The Flyby-Entry Data SM design was studied prior to the Video
design, and growth provisions were made to accommodate the Videodesign.
This resulted in many common elements in the two designs; therefore, only
the differences are presented in this section. The primary differences are
in the planar antenna and high-power transmitters (reduction in size because
the Mars encounter goal is only the relaying of entry data at 2000 bits/sec)
and associat, d reduction in Entry Data design weight. Most of the analysis
for the Video design is applicable to the Entry design.
TRAJECTORY /NAVIGATION
The Flyby-Entry Data design uses the same direct entry mode of
mission delivery and launch and arrival periods as the Video SM design.
The only difference in the trajectory and navigation aspects of the mission
is the spin-axis correction strategy- used to maintain SM-to-DSN communi-
cations approximately 90 days after injection. The larger planar antenna
beamwidth, 11. 5 degrees, allows for fewer corrections. The pointing
strategy for the Entry design is based on the techniques presented in the
Trajectory/Navigation section (Spacecraft Attitude Corrections).
VEHICLE CONFIGURATION/WEIGHTS
The Entry Data SM design canister, adapter, A/L, upper cylinder,
solar panels, equipment shelf, axial jet arms and control jets, sensors,
UHF antennas, thermal blanket dimensions, weight, and locations areJi identical to those of the Video design. The differences between the two
designs are described in the following paragraphs. Figure >5 is an inboard
profile of the Entry Data design.
Planar Antenna
The S-band high-gain (21.2 dB) planar antenna consists of cavity
sections which form a 23-inch square that is mounted against the thermal
louvers. A frustum cover coated with a high emissivity material, such as
quartz mirror used on Surveyor, to enhance radiation surrounds the planar
antenna. The cross-slot antenna is mounted alongside the planar antenna
but could be made an integral part of the planar as in the Video design. The
planar antenna weighs 4 pounds, and the cover weighe 4.2 pounds.
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Equipment Shelf
The Entry design transmitters (3 and 20 watts) are mc:unted to the
equipment shelf; therefore, the general arrangement of equipment differs
from that of the Video design. Also, the propellant tanks are slightly smal-
ler in diameter, 13. 9 inc?-es, allowing for other arrangements. All the
thermal control louvers are mounted to the shelf opposite the equipment.
Peripheral Equipment
The Entry design radial jets are shown in Figure 95 with their axes
directed through the spacecraft cg. Later studies indicated that one jet
directed through the spacecraft cg and the other through the SM, as in. the
Video design, has significant advan,ages and is, therefore, recommended.
The Entry Data SM harness weighs 10 pounds.
Mass Properties
The Entry Data SM weights, listed in Table 30, yield a total of
521 pounds. The new weights indicated, plus primarily the reduced trans-
mitter and propulsion subsystem weights, account for the Entry design
weight being less than that of the Video design, 558 pounds. Table 31 shows
an SM, adapter, and canister contingency allotment of 138 pounds. Table 32
lists the moment of inertia c. '.imates.
ATTITUDE /VELOCITY /REACTION CONTROL
The lighter weight Entry Data SM design requires less propellant
for mission attitude, velocity, and spin -ontrol, 109 pounds, and smaller
propellant tanks, 13. 9-inch diameter (18 pounds), than the Video design.
The less than 10 percent weight difference between the two designs implies
a conservative Entry design performance if the values presented in the Video
design section are applied directly to the Entry Data design. Since the
Entry design planar antenna beamwidth is greater than that of the Video
design, the final attitude maneuv.ar accurac..• , 2. 6 degrees, after A/L sep-
aration, is much better than required.
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
The Entry Data SM telecommunications subsystem relays only entry
data at a rate of 2000 bits/sec from the A/L to the DSN; therefore, a small
square planar antenna, 22. 2 dB and 11. 5-degree be..amwidth, and a 20-watt
transmitter are adequate. The entry data link was designed in a manner
similar to that presented in the Video Data telecommunications section.
A DSN receiver temperature of 25°K, receive gain of 61. 0 f 1 dB, and a
transmit gain of 60. 0 t 0. 8 uB were used for the 210-foot antenna. The
remaining S-band link parameter values and tolerances are identical tothose
listed in Table 23. Figure 96 sl,.ows the SM transmitter power - antenna
gain product as a function of bit rate capability and range. Also plotted are
the corresponding optimum MIs. A product of approximately 65 dB will
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TABLE 30. MSSM SUBSYSTEM WEIGHT ALLOTMENT,
FLYBY DESIGN -ENTRY DATA
Item Weight, pounds
RF Subsystem 51.5
3-watt transmitter (2) 22.0
20-watt transmitter (2)
High-gain antenna (1) 4.0
UHF antennas (16) 3. 0
Turnstile antenna (2) 1.0
S-band receiver (2) 8.o
UHF receiver (2) 4.7
RF switches (3) 1.5
Coaxial cables and attach clips 5. 5
Cross slot omni 0.5
Diplexer (3) 1. 3
Signal Processing 30.7
Central command decoder (2) 5. 7
Central signal processor 10.0
Command storage and sequencer (S/M) 5.0
Sequencer (A/L) 10.0
Propulsion 146.0
5-pound thrusters (10) 11.0
13. 9-inch diameter tanks (4) 18.0
Valves, lines, filters, and pressurant 8.o
Propellant /press urant (2 pounds) 109.0
Flight Control 30. 0
Flight control electronics 17.0
Star sensors (1) 5. 1
Sun sensors (4) 1.0
Local cables, connectors, and clips 3.4
Nutation damper 2. 5
Accelerometer and acceleration switch 1.0
Structure
	
116.4
Upper ring 11.7
Upper cylinder 21. 1
Central ring 11. 6
Lower frustum 4.2
Equipment shelf 21.0
Thermal blankets and tie downs 4.5
Lower thermal blanket support 6. 5
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TABLE .30. MSSM SUBSYSTEM WEIGHT ALLOTMENT,
FLYBY DESIGN - ENTRY DATA - Concluded
Item Weight, pounds
Harness 10.0
Solar panel support tubes 7.0
Balance weights 4.0
Thermal control louver (5) 13.6
Radial jet supports (2) 1.2
Mechanisms 14.8
Separation mechanism 11.6
SM/lander	 4.8
SM/adapter	 6.8
Axial jet deployment (2) 3. 2
Electrical Power 84.1
Solar panel (substrate, cells, interconnections) 36.8
Boost regulator 8. 5
Battery charge regulator (1 S/M, 2 A/L) 10.5
Battery (2) 40 percent discharge 28.3
SM weight 473.5
Contingency 47.5
Total 521.0
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TABLE 31. MSSM - LAUNCH WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION, FLYBY-ENTRY DESIGN
Item Weight, pounds
Aeroshell /lander 1100.0
SM weight (includes 47 pounds 521.0
contingency)
SM/booster adapter 117.2
Structure 77.2
Umbilical 35.0
Pyrotechnic separation logic 5.0
Aft canister 181.8
Structure 128.8
Pressure and vent. 50.0
Se paration harness 3.0
Forward canister	 69.0
Launch weight	 1989.0
Titan payload	 2080
Total contingency for SM,	 138
adapter and canister
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TABLE 32. MOMENTS OF INERTIA, FLYBY-ENTRY DESIGN
Vehicle State Slug — f t 2
A/L and SM
Full fuel
IRoll 380
IPitch 287
40 percent fuel
I 374
I 283
SM
40 percent fuel
I 67
1 35
Zero percent fuel
iR 61
I 32
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will sustain 2000 bits/sec at 160 x 10 6 km SM-to-earth range. Figures 97
and 98 are plotted for study purposes using the data of Figure 96.
Using the results of preliminary studies, a scaled down Surveyor
type planar antenna 23 inches square, with 22.2 dB gain and 11. 5 degrees
beamwidth was selected. As shown on Figure 98, a 20-watt transmitter
working with this planar antenna supports 2000 bits/sec. A readily available
Hughes 20-watt TWT is included in the transmitter design. A larger planar
antenna can be accommodated by the SM structure and a smaller transmitter
used. No attempt was made to optimize the SM design along these lines
because the Video Data design was anticipated.
The use of a parabolic antenna also was considered as an alternate,
but it presented no particular advantages over the planar antenna. Figure 99
show planar and parabolic antenna gains and beamdwidths as a function of
the parabola diameter or planar side length. Figure 100 plots their corre-
sponding weights. The gains are computed from
G' _ tj 4 Tr ZA
where
G = gain ratio (gain, dB = 10 log 10 G')
Tj = aperture efficiency (efficiency is proportional to size.
The Ti for the planar array varies from 63 percent at
L = 20 inches to 70 percent at L = 60 inches. The rj
of a parabolic reflector was taken to vary from 53 per-
cent at P = 20 inches to 62 percent at 0 = 72 inches)
X = wavelength ( 5. 15 inches at 2295 MHz)
A = aperture area
The HPBW of a parabolic antenna is calculated by:
HPBW = 700000fD
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where
HPBW = half power beamwidth, degrees
f = frequency, MHz
D = diameter, feet
The HPBW for a square array is calculated by;
XHPBW = 51 D
where
HPBW = half power beamwidth, degrees
X = wavelength (=5. 15 inches at 2295 MHz)
D = diameter, inches
The weight of either a planar array or a parabolic antenna grows
larger at a slightly greater rate than the area because of the need to use
...:cker structures to meet stiffness and rigidity requirements.
Figure 101 gives bit rate versus range for various angles off the
electrical boresight of the planar or parabolic antenna. 20 and 3-watt
transmitters are considered. As in the Video design, the 3-watt transmitter
is used primarily during the mission cruise phase. These data are used to
determine the planar antenna pointing strategy after the SM cross-slot
antenna range is exceeded.
A cross slot is used early in the mission and near encounter just as
in the Video design, but it was not integrated with the planar antenna. Also,
backup omni antennas axe included in the Entry design. Figures 102 and
103 indicate the teiemetry bit rate which can be achieved for various ranges
and SM transmitters. Table 33 summarizes the telemetry and entry link
performance for the Entry Data SM design. The command link performance
is identical to that of the Video Data design, Table 24.
An A/L transmitter power of 35 watts is used to sustain the UHF link
for the Entry Data design concept. Figure 104 is a plot of the SM antenna
gain required as a function of range to sustain 2000 bits/sec. As the Video
Data study indicates, the maximum range during the entry phase is 5300 km.
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A gain of approximately -8 dB is required, which is more than satisfied by
an antenna system identical to the Video design VHF antenna system.
With the exception of the planar antenna weight, 4. 0 pounds, and the
transmitter weight, 22. 0 pounds, all Entry design telecommunications
weights are identical to thoEe of the Video design.
POWER/THERMAL
The Entry Data SM power subsystem is identical to that of the Video
design. This implies a large margin in the battery design because only
20-watt transmitters and entry data must be considered. If it is desired,
the battery weight can be reduced. The solar panels are designed to satisfy
the anticipated cruise phase loads which are identical  for both Flyby designs.
The discussion presented in the Video design power section is directly appli-
cable to the Entry data power system.
The use of 20-watt transmitters and a small planar antenna allows all
the equipment to be mounted on the equipment shelf and heat energy to be
transferred, via five louvers above the shelf, from the equipr..ent to the
antenna and lower frustum. The antenna and frustum that is coated with a
high emissivity material provide for heat radiation to outer space. There
are no louvers mounted about the cylindrical section as in the Video design.
The five louvers weigh 13.6 pounds. All other aspects of the Entry Data
thermal control subsystem are identical to those presented in the Video
design thermal section.
SEQUENCE OF EVENTS
The Entry Data design mission sequence of events is similar to that
of the Video design through the entry data phase.
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4. ORBITER DESIGN
The Orbiter SM design was studied after the Flyby-Video Data design
study was concluded. It incorporates many of the Video design features but
differs primarily because of the orbit insertion, nonsterilization, and
increased communication range requirements. The design was not studied
to the depth of the Video design because of the short study period.
TRAJECTORY /NAVIGATION
The Orbiter design uses the flyby mode of mission delivery whereby
the spacecraft is placed initially on a nonimpacting earth-to-Mars trajectory;
and, near Mars encounter, the A/L is deflected (rather than the SM as in
the Flyby SM design) and placed on a landing course. After relaying video
data, the SM performs a braking maneuver to attain a Mars orbit. Data are
relayed from the SM once per day while in orbit for the minimum lander
lifetime of 3 days.
Trajectory Characteristics
The launch and arrival dates considered are shown in Table 34 along
with the resulting range of approach velocities corresponding to the range of
launch dates.
Approach velocities of 3.0 and 3. 3 km/sec were considered for this
study, thereby bounding the range of launch and arrival dates.
TABLE 34. LAUNCH DATES, ARRIVAL DATES, AND
APPROACH VELOCITIES
Spacecraft 1 Spacecraft 2
Launch date 13 July to 10 August 1973 2 July to 12 August 1973
Arrival date 30 January 1974 9 February 1974
Approach velocity 3.2 to 3. 3 km/sec 3. 0 km/sec
V, range
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The earth-Mars distance is plotted in Figure 105 as a function of SM
arrival at Mars in 1974. Shown are the possible Orbiter arrival distances
and the distance 3 days after the last arrival date, 183 x 10 6
 km. This
value is used to design the SM communications subsystem. Also shown for
comparison are the Flyby SM design distances and dates.
The attitude maneuver strategy employed for the Orbiter design to
keep the planar antenna directed at the earth will be similar to that used for
the Video Data design because of comparable planar antenna beamwidth.
The flyby mode of mission delivery requires the initial trajectory to
be targeted for a 99 percent Mars miss. If this biasing is done in a direc-
tion along the minor axis of the expected miss region, no significant mid-
course requirement change results; therefore, the guidance analysis done
for the Video design is applicable to the Orbiter study.
Encounter/Orbit Characteristics
The A/L maneuver will be similar in magnitude to the SM maneuver
in the Flyby design mission. In addition, if the periapsis radius of the
Orbiter SM design is similar to the periapsis radius of the Flyby SM design,
then the descent communication geometry, lander location, and postlanding
visibility will be similar for both designs provided Vim, is the same. There-
fore, for purposes of analysis, it is assumed that the lander true anomaly
at touchdown (with respect to the SM periapsis, defined positive before peri-
apsis and negative after periapsis passage) is approximately 20 degrees and
that an SM periapsis radius of approximately 7093 km (3700 km periapsis
altitude) will satisfy descent communication geometry postlanding visibility
constraints for an adverse lander slope of 15 degrees. Previous studies indi-
cated that decreasing V. decreases the required SM periapsis altitude.
Since V,, for the Orbiter design is less than VQ, for the Flyby design, an SM
periapsis altitude of 3700 km represents an upper bound on the required
periapsis altitude for the Orbiter design.
If the postlanding visibility time constraint is relaxed (for example,
an increased data transmission rate from the lander to SM would decrease
the required postlanding visibility time), a lower SM periapsis altitude
would be acceptable. Therefore, in order to assess the pertinent tradeoffs,
the analysis was performed for periapsis altitudes of 2000 and 3700 km.
After lander touchdown and lander-to-SM data transmission, the SM
is injected from the hyperbolic flyby trajectory into an elliptic Mars syn-
chronous orbit to perform as a data relay for an extended period of time.
In addition to being Mars synchronous, periapsis of the ellipse nominally is
constrained to be aligned directly over the lander so that lander-to-SM data
transmission opportunities will occur near periapsis when the lander-to-SM
range is at or near minimum.
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Requirements for injection into a Mars synchronous orbit (AV
magnitude and direction) and the resulting ellipse periapsis altitude are a
function of the position on the hyperbolic flyby trajectory at which the injec-
tion maneuver is performed. Figure 106 presents AV magnitude versus
hyperbola true anomaly at injection (with hyperbola true anomaly defined
as positive before periapsis and negative after periapsis passage) for
hyperbola periapsis altitudes of 3700 and 2000 km. Results are shown
for the bounding approach velocities of 3.0 and 3. 3 km/sec. The fig-
ure indicates that higher hyperbola periapsis altitudes require larger AV
magnitudes and that, for a given hyperbola periapsis altitude and approach
velocity, there is an injection true anomaly that minimizes the required
AV magnitude.
Direction of the AV maneuver is presented in Figure 107 for the
indicated hyperbola periapsis altitudes and approach velocities.
Although the orbit is constrained to be Mars synchronous, the
ellipse periapsis altitude will vary depending on the hyperbola periapsis
altitude, approacl, velocity, and hyperbola true anomaly at injection. This
variation is shown in Figure 108 for hyperbola periapsis altitudes of 3700
and 2000 km. Higher hyperbola periapsis altitudes result in higher ellipse
periapsis altitudes; and, for a given hyperbola periapsis altitude and
approach velocity, there is an injection point which minimizes the resulting
ellipse periapsis altitude.
A constraint must be placed on the hyperbola true anomaly at injec-
tion. It has been noted that a hyperbola periapsis altitude of 3700 km (or
2000 km for increased lander data transmission rates) will satisfy postland-
ing visibility time constraints for adverse lander slopes of 15 degrees. For
these conditions, injection into the ellipse must not occur before the end of
postlanding visibility. In addition, 3 to 5 minutes must be allowed for ori-
entation of the SM to the required attitude for injection. Therefore, the
hyperbola true anomaly at injection must be constrained such that, for
adverse lander slopes of 15 degrees, 3 to 5 minutes past the end of post-
landing visibility is allowed for SM orientation. Figure 109 presents, for
an approach velocity of 3. 3 km/sec and hyperbola periapsis altitudes of
3700 and 2000 km, time past end of postlanding visibility versus hyper-
bola true anomaly at injection for various lander slopes. Curves
for an approach velocity of 3. 0 km/sec are not significantly different.
For a given hyperbola true anomaly at injection, time past the end of post-
landing visibility decreases as the lander slope decreases. Huwever, as the
lander slope decreases from +15 degrees (assumed maximum adverse slope),
the postlanding visibility time increases from the required minimum of
12 minutes. Therefore, although the time past the end of postlanding visi-
bility for a given hyperbola true anomaly may be less for a lander slope of
-15 degrees, the postlanding visibility time is greater for the -15 degree
slope. The required constraint is that the hyperbola true anomaly at injec-
tion allows 3 to 5 minutes orientation time past the end of postlanding visi-
bility for a lander slope of +15 degrees.
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Figure 109. Time Past End of Postlanding Visibility
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Figure 109 may also be used to determine the injection point
required to take advantage of the possibility of a -15 degree lander slope
and the resulting increase in postlanding visibility time available for lander
data transmission. For example, to allow for the contingency of a
-15 degree lander slope and 5 minutes for SM orientation, Figure 109b
indicates that the injection maneuver should occur at a hyperbola true
anomaly of approximately -33. 5 degrees if the hyperbola periapsis altitude
is 2000 km and the approach velocity is 3.3 km/sec. However, Figure 106b
indicates that the AV magnitude is approximately 35 m/sec greater for this
hyperbola true anomaly than the minimum of 1504 m/sec which occurs at a
true anomaly of approximately -21 degrees.
Figure 110 shows a typical geometry indicating the SM approach
trajectory and Mars synchronous ellipse. This figure is for a hyperbolic
approach trajectory with an approach velocity of 3. 3 km/sec and a peri-
apsis altitude of 2000 km. Injection into the Mars synchronous ellipse
occurs at the minimum AV point or a hyperbola true anomaly of approxi-
mately -21 degrees. The injection requirements, ellipse periapsis altitude,
and time past end of postlanding visibility may be found from Figures 106b
through 109b and are listed in Table 35.
The foregoing orbiter analysis has assumed a nominal approach tra-jectory and injection maneuver resulting in a nominal Mars synchronous
ellipse with periapsis aligned directly over the lander. However, a com-
plete analysis requires the determination of the effect on the synchronous
orbit of errors in the approach trajectory and uncertainties in the magnitude
and direction of the injection maneuver. Table 36 lists in-plane errors 'n
the miss parameter, b, A V magnitude error, and AV direction (0) error.
The values listed are considered 3a- . Two values of the miss parameter
error were used to determine the effect of variations in this error, while
the errors in AV and 6 were assumed to be constant.
TABLE 35. TYPICAL INJECTION MANEUVER(REPRESENTED IN FIGURE 110)
Hyperbola
True Time Past End of
Anomaly Ellipse Postlanding Visibility
at AV AV Periapsis at Injection (Lander
Injection Magnitude Direction Altitude Slope = 15 degrees)
-21 degrees 1504 m/sec 6. 3 degrees 1670 km 7 minutes
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TABLE 36. 30- MISS PARAMETER AND INJECTION ERRORS
Miss Parameter AV Magnitude AV Direction,
Error, 6 b Error Error, 60
±300 ±1 percent ±1 degree
and
±50 km
Error analysis results indicate that dispersions in the period
of the Mars nominally synchronous orbit are of primary importance.
Figure 111 presents deviation in orbit period versus hyperbola true
anomaly at injection for hyperbola periapsis altitudes of 3700 and 2000 km.
A decrease in 6b from ±300 km to ±50 km substantially decreases the
period deviation, while an increase in hyperbola periapsis altitude from
2000 to 3700 km also decreases the period deviation but to a smaller
degree. For example, Figure l l lb indicates that, for a hyperbola peri-
apsis altitude of 2000 km, V,0
 = 3. 3 km/sec and a true anomaly at injection
of -21 degrees, a decrease in 6b from ±300 to ±50 km decreases the period
deviation from 272 to 123 minutes. A comparison of Figures 11 la and b for
Vco = 3. 3 km/sec and true anomaly at injection = -21 degrees indicates that
increasing the hyperbola periapsis altitude from 2000 to 3700 km decreases
the period deviation from 272 to 203 minutes. Figure 111 also indicates
that, for the range of injection true anomalies considered, the minimum
period deviation is nearly the same for hyperbola periapsis altitudes of
3700 or 2000 km and ranges from 97 to 104 minutes, respectively.
Figure 112 presents deviations in ellipse periapsis altitude, and Fig-
ure 113 presents deviations in ellipse apoapsis altitude for the indicated
combinations of V , bb, and hyperbola periapsis altitude. Deviations in
ellipse periapsis altitude are small, indicating that communication during
periapsis passage will not be hampered by large uncertainties in the lander-
to-SM communication range. Deviations in ellipse apoapsis altitude are
substantially larger. However, communications are not required at apo-
apsis. The primary effect of apoapsis altitude deviation is the translation
of this deviation into orbit period deviation. This is evidenced by the fact
that Figure 111 (period deviation) is similar in shape to Figure 113 (apo-
apsis altitude deviation).
Orientation of the ellipse line of apsides will also be affected by
errors in b, AV, and 0. Nominally, the ellipse line of apsides is coinci-
dent with a radius vector from the center of Mars to the lander since the
ellipse periapsis is nominally aligned directly over the lander. Figure 114
presents the deviation of the ellipse line of apsides from nominal in terms
of the angle between the nominal and perturbed lines of apsides. These fig-
ures indicate that the line of apsides orientation error is small and
approaches a minimum of approximately 2. 3 to 2. 5 degrees for hyperbola
periapsis altitudes of 2000 and 3700 km, respectively.
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The significance of the orbital insertion errors, especially the
period error, requires further detailed studies of such aspects as DSN
orbit determination, SM orbit trim capability, and Lander -to -Orbiter
geometry and communications --equirements.
VEHICLE CONFIGURATION/ WEIGHTS
The A/L and canister inboard profile shown in the Video design sec-
tion is used with the Orbiter SM design. The A/L and canister diameter
changes are still in order for the Orbiter design, but the solid deflection
engine and heavier interface structure are retained. The A/L weight is
1186 pounds, which includes 86 pounds for the solid engine and interface
structure. The forward canister weight remains the same, 69 pounds, but
the aft canister weight is reduced to 150 pounds because the SM is outside
the canister, thereby allowing for a shortened canister. The adapter is
increased to 125 pounds because of the heavier load it supports.
The Orbiter inboard profile is shown in Figure 115. This version of
the Orbiter has a solid propellant engine. Since this drawing was comple-
ted, a few small dimensional changes have been made to accommodate a
slightly larger planar antenna. The new dimensions are: upper cylinder,
72.8 inches, and solar panel outer diameter, 117.6 inches. The adapter
and A/L interface diameter are equal to the cylinder diameter. The dis-
cussion that follows uses the latest design values.
The Orbiter design upper cylinder has an increased length, 40
inches, to provide for the solid retro engine length. The equipment shelf
has been eliminated, and all equipment is attached to the inner cylinder
wall. Heat energy from the equipment is transferred to louvers mounted
outside the cylinder. The planar antenna is attached to the cylinder via a
ring. A frustum section encloses one end of the cylinder and is mated with
a ring to the solid engine. This section is designed to transfer loads pro-
duced by the engine. Directly surrounding the engine is an inner cylinder
which is ring-attached to the planar array.
The solar panels still have 37.4 square feet of area, but the outer
diameter is 117.6 inches. The increase was necessary to allow for a
greater planar antenna area, 2l. 2 square feet, required because of greater
SM-to-earth distance. The outer diameter is limited by the shroud diam-
eter plus an allowance for clearance. All other Orbiter SM configuration
features are similar to those of the Video design.
Table 37 lists the basic Orbiter weights that yield the total weight of
1120 pounds; 90 pounds is allowed for contingencies. The maximum amount
of solid propellant was designed into the Orbiter afterall.owance hadbeenmade
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TABLE 37. ORBITER (SOLID) SUBSYSTEM WEIGHT ALLOTMENT
Item Weight, pounds
RF Subsystem 83.33-watt transmitter (2) 41.2
40-watt transmitter (2)
High-gain antenna (1)
	 (21. 2 ft2) 16.6UHF antennas (16) 3.0
Turnstile antenna (2) 1.0
S-band receiver (2) 8.0
UHF receiver (2) 4.7
RF switches (3) 1. 5
Coaxial cables and attach clips 5. 5
Cross slot omni 0. 5
Diplexer (3) 1.3
Signal Processing 30.7
Central command decoder (2) 5.7
Central signal processor 10.0
Command storage and sequencer (S/M) 5.0
Sequencer (A/L) 10.0
Propulsion 632.7
5-Found thrusters (10) 11.0
14. 2-inch diameter tanks (4) 20. 7
Valves, lines, filters, and pressurant 8.0
N21-4 propellant 115.0
Solid propellant 430.0
Case and inerts 48.0
Flight Control 37.5
Flight control electronics 17.0
Star sensors (1) 5.1
Sun sensors (4) 1.0
Local cables, connectors, and clips 3.4
Nutation damper (2) (active) 10.0
Accelerometer and acceleration switch 1.0
Structure 149.2
Upper ring 12.7
Upper cylinder 4.0
Engine frustum and ring 27.4
Inter cylinder and ring 5.1
Lower ring 9.2
Thermal blan.:ets and tie downs 5.5
Thermal blanket support 6.1
Harness 15.0
Solar panel support tubes 7.0
Balance weights 4.0
Thermal control louver (15 square feet) 12.0
Radial jet supports (2) 1.2
Equipment support brackets and hardware 4.0
Mechanisms 14.8
Separation mechanism 11.6
SM/lander	 4.8
SM /adapter	 6.8
Axial jet deployment (2) 3. 2
Electrical Power 81.8
Solar panel (substrate, cells, interconnections) 45.8
Boost regulator 8.5
Battery charge regulator (1 S/M 2 A/L) 10.5
Battery (2) 40 percent discharge 17.0
Subtotal 1030.0
Contingency 90.0
Total 1120.0
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for the subsystem and contingency. The resultant retro velocity capability
is approximately 1. 7 km/sec. This assumes approximately 80 percent
propellant usage and a retro specific impulse of 290 seconds. This retro
capability more than satisfies the requirements, see Encounter/Orbit
section. Table 38 lists the weights that determine the total launch weight of
2650 pounds.
Table 39 presents the Orbiter moments of inertia and indicates the
spacecraft is not passively stable about the spin axis. A single active nuta-
tion damper is included in the design to maintain stability about the spin
axis.
An alternate Orbiter design using a liquid braking system was con-
sideree. The inboard profile is shown in Figure 116. A weight breakdown
is given in Table 40. Due to study limitations, the system was not pursued
in detail. The system is envisioned using a -nonopropellant for all preorbit-
ing maneuvers and then adding an oxidizer to produce a high specific impulse
for the orbital insertion phase. Two fuel and two oxidizer tanks, plus a gas
bottle for pressurant, are required. In addition to the low thrust jets, two
200-pound thrust engines are mounted outside the SM cylindrical section.
The design allows a closer attachment to the A/L and possibly a more stable
spacecraft. The flexibility of the liquid design may warrant further study.
ATTITUDE AND VELOCITY CONTROL
The configuration of the MSSM-Orbiter is somewhat different from
the Flyby discussed in depth previously. The new spacecraft mass and
moments of inertia are of most concern in assessing the velocity and atti-
tude control capabilities and performance.
For the sake of brevity, the performance curves and tables are pre-
sented with little explanation because they are analogous to the ones dis-
cussed earlier for the Flyby study.
The following pages give the result of the nutation study done for
spinup and despin. These cases are presented: 1) spinup after booster
separation, 2) despin prior to lander separation, and 3) spinup after lander
separation. The despin prior to A/L separation is not required, but the
analysis is included in the event a despin is required.
Tables 41 through 43 present the velocity and attitude control per-
formance summary for 1) support module attached to aero shell /lander,
2) support module only before orbit injection, and 3) support module only
after orbit injection. Figure 117 presents the reorientation time of the
vehicle for the three conditions above. Figures 118 through 124 are veloc-
ity control performance curves for the axial and radial control mode.
Table 44 presents the propellant budget for the hydrazine system.
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TABLE 38. ORBITER (SOLID) LAUNCH WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION
Item Weight, pounds
Ae roshell /lande r 1 186
SM weight (including contingency of 90 pounds) 1120
SM/booster adapter 125
Structure 85.0
Umbilical 35.0
Pyrotechnic separation logic 5.0
Aft canister 150
Structure 017.0
Pressure and vent 50.0
Separation harness 3.0
Forward canister 69
Launch weight	 2650
Titan payload	 2650
Total contingency for SM, adapter, and canisters
	 90
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TABLE 39. ORBITER (SOLID) MOMENTS OF INERTIA
Vehicle State Slug-ft2
A/L and Orbiter
Full Fuel
IRoll 471
i
IPitch 730
Midcourse, fuel removed
I 454
IP 720
Orbiter alone at separation
I 84
I 58.3
Orbiter-liquid and solid fuel used
I 67
I 50.0
228
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Figure 116. Liquid Braking System Orbiter SM Design
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TABLE 40. ORBITER (LIQUID) SUBSYSTEM
Item Weight, pounds
r
RF Subsystem 83. 3
3-watt transmitter (2) 41. 2
40-watt transmitter (2)
High-gain antenna (1) 16. 6
UHF antennas (16) 3. 0
Turnstile antenna (2) 1. 0
S-band receiver (2) 8. 0
UHF receiver (2) 4.7
j	 RF switches (3) 1. 5
i Coaxial cables and attach clips 5. 5Cross slot omni 0. 5
Diplexe r (3) 1. 3
Signal Processing 30.7
Central command decoder (2) 5. 7
Central signal processor 10. 0
Command storage and sequencer (S/M) 5. 0
Sequencer (A/ L) 10.0
Propulsion. 609. 0
5-pound thrusters (10) 11.0
Tanks (2 oxidizer,	 2 fuel,	 1 pressurant),
regulator, valves, lines, 	 filters,	 and
pressurant 61.7
200-pound thrusters (2) 536.3
Midcourse and attitude
AVR
N2H4 fuel
N2O4 oxidizer
Flight Control 37.5
Flight control electronics 17.0
Star sensors (1) 5. 1
Sun sensors (4) 1.0
Local cables, connectors, and clips 3.4
Nutation damper (2) (-tctive) 10.0
Accelerometer and acceleration switch 1. 0
Structure 146.1
Upper ring 12. 7
Upper cylinder 28.0
Engine and tank support structure 32.0Inner support structure
Lower ring 9.2
Thermal blankets and tie downs 6.o
Thermal blanket support 15.0
Harness 15. 0
Solar panel support tubes 7.0
Balance weights 4.0
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TABLE 40. ORBITER	 UID) SUBSYSTEM - Concluded
Item	 Weight, pounds
Thermal control louver (15 square feet)
	 12.0
Radial jet supports (2,	 1.2
Equipment support brackets and hardware
	 4.0
Mechanisms
Separation mechanism	 11.6
SM /lander	 4.8
SM/adapter	 6. 8
Axial. jet deployment (2)
	
3.2
Electrical Power
Solar panel (substrate, cells, interconnections) 	 45.8
Boost regulator	 8.5
Battery charge regulator (1 S/M 2 A/L)	 10.5
Battery( 2 ) 40 percent discharge	 17.0
Subtotal
Contingency
Total
14. 8
81.8
1003. 2
98 '
1101. 3
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TABLE 41 . VELOCITY AND ATTITUDE CONTROL (NOMINAL
PERFORMANCE) FOR SUPPORT MODULE ATTACHED
TO AEROSHELL LANDER
1) AV per continuous axial jet firing	 0. 14 fps/revolution (25 rpm,
per spin period (one jet)
	
4. 5 pounds thrust)
2) Axial jet continuous firing time
per fps AV
3) Weight of propellant per fps AV
4) Attitude change per pulse
5) Propellant weight per degree
of attitude change
6) AV per 90 degree pulse of
radial jet
7) Propellant weight per radial
jet pulse (90 degree pulse)
8) Number of radial jet pulses
per fps
9) Propellant weight per fps
(radial)
10) Time required per fps (radial
jet)
11) Spacecraft AV per degree of
attitude change
12) Maximum nutation angle during
reorientation
16.9 sec/fps (one jet)
8.45 sec/fps (two jets)
0.365 lb/fps
1. 56 degrees/pulse'."
(90 degree pulse)
U. 84' degree /pulse-=
(45 degree pulse)
0. 016 lb/deg
0.032 fps/pulse
0. 014 lb/pulse
31.4 pulses/fps
0.40 lb/fps
74 sec/fps (one jet)
37 sec/fps (two jets)
0 (nominally, using two axial
jets)
2.0 degrees
J.
Using two axial jets to produce pure couple.
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TABLE 42. VE'IOCITY AND ATTITUDE CONTROL (NOMINAL
PERFORMANCE) FOR SUPPORT MODULE ONLY BEFORE
ORBIT INJECTION
1) AV per continuous axial jet firing 0. 138 fps/revolution (60
per spin period (one jet) rpm, 4. 5 pounds thrust)
2) Axial jet continuous firing time 7. 19 sec/fps (one jet)
per foot per second AV 3.59 sec/fps (two ;--ts)
3) Weight of propellant per fps BV 0. 176 lb/fps
4) Attitude change per prise 3. 14 degrees /pulse*
(90 degrees pulse)
1.69 degrees /pulse:-
(45 degrees pulse)
5) Propellant weight per degree 0. 008 lb/deg
of attitude change
6) AV per 90 degree pulse of radial 0.0315 fps/pulse
jet
7) Propellant weight per radial jet 0.00483 lb/pulse
pulse (90 (.egrees pulse)
8) Number of radial jet pulses per 31.8 pulses/fps
fps
9) Propellant weight per f;-)s (radial) 0. 179 lb/fps
10) Time required per fps ( radial jet) 31.F. sec/fps (one jet)
15.9 sec/fps (two jats)
11) Spacecraft AV per degree of 0 (nominally, using two
attitude change axial jets)
12) Maximum nutation angle 1. 5 degrees
during reorientation
Using two axial jets to produce Kure couple.
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TABLE 43. VELOCITY AND ATTITUDE CONTROL (NOMINAL
PERFORMANCE) FOR SUPPORT MODULE ONLY AFTER
ORBIT INJECTION
1) AV per continuous axial jet firing
per spin period (one jet)
2) Axial jet continuous firing time
per foot per second AV
3) Weight of propellant per fps AV
4) Attitude change per pulse
5) Propellant weight per degree of
attitude change
6) AV per 90 degree pulse of radialjet
7) Propellant weight per radial jet
pulse (90 degrees pulse)
8) Number of axial jet pulses per fps
0.266 fps/ revolution (60 rpm,
4. 5 pounds thrust)
3.73 sec/fps (one jet)
1.87 sec/fps (two jets)
0. 0809 lb/fps
5.86 degrees/pulse(90 degrees pulse)
3. 14 degrees/pulse==(45 degrees pulse)
0. 0043 lb/deg
0.06 fps/pulse
0. 00483 lb/pulse
16. 5 pulses/fps
9) Propellant weight per fps (radial) 	 0.093 lb/fps
10) Time required per fps (raddal jet)
H) Spacecraft AV per degree of
attitude change
12) Maximum nutation angle during
reorientation
16.5 sec/fps (one jet)
8.25 sec/fps (two jets)
0 (nominally, using two axialjets)
1. 5 degrees
1.
Using two axial jets to produce pure couple.
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238	 Required for Velocity Change
TABLE 44. RCS PROPELLANT BUDGET ORBITER DESIGN
Maneuvers
Velocity
Increment,
mps
Propellant
Weight,
pounds
1)	 Initial spinup to 25 rpm - 1.12
2)	 Midcourse correction (65) 107.50
a)	 First midcourse 60 99. 31
b)	 Second midcourse 3 4.95
c)	 Third midcourse 0.6 1.08
d)	 Fourth midcourse 1.2 2. 16
3)	 In-transiL attitude corrections to
maintain proper angle between HGA
boresight and earth ( =90 degrees) - 1.48
4)	 Attitude maneuver to align lander
( =90 degrees) - 1.48
5)	 Spindown of lander + module to
5 rpm - 0.90
6)	 Spinup of module to = 60 rpm - 0.51
7)	 Attitude maneuver to align antenna
to earth ( =90 degrees) - 0.73
8)	 Reorient to orbit injection attitude
( =45 degrees) - 0.37
9)	 Reorient to align antenna to earth( =45 degrees) - 0.20
Total RCS propellant required 114.29
pounds
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Mars Lander and Module Spinup After Booster Separation
Typical Parameters
A = roll MOI = 471 slug-ft2
B = pitch-yaw MOI = 730 slug-ft2
N = number of nozzles = 2
R	 = principal axis tilt = 1 degree
L = distance from nozzles to cg = 42 inches
0 L = tolerance on L = 0. 1 inch
D = nozzle position diamter = 108 inches
= angular nozzle misalignment normal to roll plane =
0. 25 degree
Y = angular nozzle misalignment in the roll plane 0. 25 degree
Wt = initial tipoff rate = 1. 4 deg / sec
F = thrust level per nozzle = 5 pounds
AF = thrust tolerance per nozzle = 4 percent
RSS body fixed transverse torque (due to various error sources
above) as a percentage of the available spinup torque = 2 percent
Nutation angle resulting from spinup = 1. 2 degree (body nutation
rate = 8.82 rpm)
Attitude error resulting from spinup = 8. 1 degree (inertial nutation
rate = 16. 2 rpm)
Time delay between separation start and spinup start = 2 sec.
Attitude error resulting from time delay and tipoff rate = 2.8 degree
Spinup (thrusting) interval = 27. 5 seconds
Spin rate at end of spinup 25 rpm
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Mars Lander and Module Despin Prior to Separation
Typical Parameters
A = roll MOI = 454 slug -ft 2
B = pitch-yaw MOI = 720 slug-ft2
N = number of nozzles = 2
(3	 = principal axis tilt = 1 degree
L = distance from nozzles to cg = 42 inches
AL = tolerance on L = 0. 1 inch
D = nozzle position diamter = 108 inches
= angular nozzle misalignment normal to roll plane =
0.25 degree
Y = angular nozzle misalignment in the roll plane = 0. 25 degree
W  
= initial spin rate = 25 rpm
8 0 = initial nutation angle 0. 9 degree
F = thrust level per nozzle = 4. 5 pounds
AF = thrust tolerance per nozzle = 0. 16 pound (14 percent)
Spindown (thrusting) interval = 23. 5 seconds
Spin rate at end of spindown = 5 rpm
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utation Circle
fter DespinInitial SpacecraftAttitude
itial Nutation
rcle
Spacecraft Attitue
After Despin
RSS body fixed transverse torque (due to various error sources
above) as a percentage of the available spindown torque = 2 percent
Nutation angle resulting from spindown =9.0  degree (body nutation
rate = 9. 2 rpm)
Attitude change resulting from despin = 1. 7 degree (inertial nutation
rate = 15.8 rpm)
Mars Support Module Spinup After Lander Separation
Typical Parameters
A = roll MOI = 84 slug -ft2
B = pitch-yaw MOI = 58. 3 slug-ft2
N = number of nozzles = 2
R = principal axis tilt = 0. 5 degree
L = distance from nozzles to cg = 12. 5 inches
A L = tolerance on L = 0. 1 inch
D = nozzle position diameter = 108 inches
= angular nozzles misalignment normal to roll plane -
0. 25 degree
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Y = angular nozzle misalignment normal to roll plane =
0. 25 degree
w
s = initial spin rate - 5 rpm
6 0 = initial nutation angle = 1 degree
F	 = thrust level per nozzle = 4 pounds
F	 = thrust tolerance per nozzle = 0. 16 pound (4 percent)
Spinup (thrusting) interval = 12.0 seconds
Spin rate at end of spinup = 60 rpm
RSS body fixed transverse torque (due to various error sources
above) as a percentage of the available spin torque = 1. 1 percent
Nutation angle after spinup = 0. 18 degree ( body nutation rate =
26. 7)
Attitude change resulting from spinup = 1.6 degree (inertial
nutation rate = 86. 5 rpm)
Nutation Control for Orbiter Configuration
As a result of the addition of a solid propellant roc'_:et for injecting
the MSSM into orbit, the spacecraft combination and possibly MSSM alone are
nutationally unstable —that is, in the presence of energy dissipation arising
from nutational motion, the nutation continues to increase until the space-
craft reacnes "flat spin" about an axis of maximum moment of inertia.
Three approaches are available, in general, for coping with nutation con-
trol in unstable spinning spacecraft (i.e. , spacecraft which spin about an
axis of minimum moment of inertia). First, there is the Gyrostat*
approach which provides a despin platform on which to mount a tuned pas -
sive damper. A second approach is the active nutation control syatem
employing an accelerometer as a nutation sensor for supplying appropriate
signals for activating an axial jet which operates in a pulsed mode to
reduce the nutation. Both of the above approaches were rejected for the
MSSM orbiter mission —the first because of problems associated with inte-
grating a small despun platform on the spacecraft spin axis and the second
because of the potential problems of propellant consumption and attitude
perturbation during the relatively long mission duration. A third approach
to nutation control, and the one selected for the MSSM orbiter mission, was
devised at Hughes for effecting spin axis search patterns without disturbing
the angular momentum vector. In this technique for nutation control, a
Patent apply -d for.
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sensor is required for detecting the nutation levels of interest as well as
an amplifier and .a small hermetically sealed motor. The schematic
arrangement is indicated in Figure 125. The relative positions of the sys-
tem elements are not significant, the important requirement being the rela-
tive alignment of the control motor spin axis and the accelerometer axis.
All elements may be assembled in a single package weighing roughly
2 pounds and consuming -in average power of several milliwatts although the
peak power requirement may be on the order of 8 watts. Two units may be
used for redundancy.
The system does not function until the nutation builds up to a
maximum allowable level at which point the motor, under the control of the
accelerometer and amplifier, is alternately accelerated, stoppQd, and
reversed to reduce the nutation to an acceptably low level. All control
action then ceases until the nutation again builds up to the maximum allow-
able level.
The lower portion of Figure 125 indicates the relative position of
the transverse angul..r velocity vector, w , and the motor torque and speed
during a nutation control "pulse. "
This system has one definite advantage over the despun damper
approach, namely, it has practically no constraint on integration with the
MSSM. The use of redundancy, as well as hermetic sealing of the lubri-
cated component, essentially eliminates reliability as a conEideration.
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
The increased SM-to-earth range requires the addition of a slightly
larger -)lanar antenna to the telecommunications subsystem. Figure 126
is a plc.t of the antenna gair. required to sustain 16, 000 bits/s>.c as a
function of range. Approximately 30 dB of gain is required at the Orbiter
distance of 182 x 10 6 km. The performance of the Orbiter communication
subsystem is slightly better than that presented for the Video design.
POWER /THERMAL
The Orbiter power subsystem is functionally identical to that of the
Video design. The weight of the solar panels is 45.8 pounds. The battery
weight has been reduced to 17 pounds because sterilization is not required.
Since all e quipment is attached around the inner cylinder wall, the
louve, rs are also mounted to the cylinder. The louvers provide 15 square
feet of surface area and weigh 12 pounds. The retro engine will require a
thermal blanket and heaters.
SEQUENCE OF EVENTS
Aside from the orbit ins# rtion events, the primary mission event
difference is the separation of the aft canister near encounter. The orbit
insertion and orbital sequence of events have not been detailed.
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5. ALTERNATE DESIGNS
During the initial phase of the MSSM study, several SM concepts
,..N-ere evaluated before selecting the Flyby-Entry Data concept for detailed
consideration. The primary mission objective of these concepts was to
relay entry data at 2000 bits/ sec from the A/ L to the DSN during the Mars
flybv. The concepts were categorized as spinning parallel or normal to the
ecliptic plane during the mission cruise phase. The SM with its sp-., axis
in the ecliptic plane was selected as a result of this study. Figure 127 is an
inboard profile of this SM design. It is similar to the Flyby-Entry Data
design.
A SM patterned after the Hughes Gyrostat is shown in Figure 128.
The spin axis is nominally perpendicular to the ecliptic plane. A cylindri-
cal section surrounded by solar cells is the spinning element and mounted
inside is the despun platform section. The platform is mounted to the spin-
ning section via a rotating joint. The high-gain antenna is mounted to the
stationary platform and has mechanical arms which allow the antenna to be
directed as desired. Aside from the RF equipment which is mounted on the
platform to avoid lossy RF joints, all equipment is attached to the inside of
the spinning section. Although a parabolic antenna is shown on Figure 128,
a planar antenna could have been used.
Table 45 is a list of the basic weights for the design shown in
Figures 127 and 128. The increased structural and solar panel weights
primarily account for the heavier SM which has its spin axis normal to
the ecliptic plane.
Table 46 is a list of the basic launch weights for both configurations.
Although a weight difference of approximately 200 pounds is shown, both
designs can be accommodated by the Titan III-C. The longer Gyrostat type
SM requires a significantly heavier aft canister.
Although the two concepts satisfy the mission requirements and have
similar subsystem performance, significant differences exist and they
resulted in selection of th% concept with the spin axis parallel to the ecliptic
for further studies. Table 47 lists the selection criteria and the preferred
choice.
In addition to the antenna systems indicated, two other general types
were considered. One was an electronically despun antenna which eliminated
the need for the despun platform or allows the spin axis to be directed other
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than at the earth for the selected design. To achieve the desired perform-
ance, the structural volume, weight, power usage, and reliability become
major problems; theref, -e, the electronically despun antenna was elimi-
nated. Also considered was a simpler mechanically despun antenna similar
to that used on ATS-C. Since the weight, power, and volume problems also
exist with this design, in addition to a rotating joint consideration, the con-
cept was eliminated. Table 48 lists further details for these and the planar
and parabolic antenna designs.
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TABLE 45. MSSM WEIGHT ALLOTMENT
In Ecliptic
Perpendicular
to Ecliptic
RF Subsystem
3-watt transmitter (1) 22. 0 50, 5 22. 0 48. 5
20-watt transmitter (2)
High-gain antenna (1) 4. 0 2. 5
VHF antennas (16) 2. 0 2. 0
Turnstile antenna and diplexer (2) 2. 5 2. 5
S-band receiver (2) 8. 0 8. 0
VHF receiver (2) 6. 0 6. 0
RF switches (3)
Cables 5. 5 5. 5
Cross-slot omni antenna 0. 5 -
Signal Processing 20. 0 29. 5
Central command decoder 5. 0 5. 0
Central signal processor 10. 0 10. 0
Command storage and sequencer 5. 0 5. 0
Despin electronics - 9. 5
Propulsion 125. 0 139. 4
5-foot thrusters (10) 11. 0 11. 0
13. 4 inch diameter tanks (4) 16. 0 18. 4
Valves, lines,	 filters and pressurant 8. 0 8. 0
Propellant 90. 0 102. 0
Flight Control 30. 0 30. 0
Flight control electronics 17. 5 17. 5
Star sensors (1) 5.	 1 _'.
	
1
Sun sensors (4) 1. 0 1. 0
Cables and brackets 3. 4 3. 4
Nutation damper 3. 0 3. 0
Structure 89. 5 165. 1
Upper ring 10. 4 16.0
Upper frustum 18. 5 -
Central ring 8. 5 -
Lower frustum 4. 2 -
Spinning equipment shelf 14. 0 4, 0
Thermal blankets 4. 5 10. 8
Thermal barrier (lower) 5. 0 5. 0
Harness and RF cable 10. 0 13. 0
Solar panel support tubes 7. 0 -
Balance weights 4. 0 4. 0
Thermal control louver 3.	 :- 6. 5
Despin bearing and housing (BAPT.y ) - 24.7
Despun shelf and ribs - : 6. 5
Forward ti ermal barrier - 2. 0
Bearing support assembly - 32. 3
Aft ring - 17. 5
Antenna mast - 2.6
Niecnanisms 15. 8 16. 8
Separation mechanism 11. 6 11.6
SM/lander	 4.8
SM/adapter	 6.8
Axial jet deployment (2) 3. 2 3. 2
Antenna deployment (8), (1) 1. 0 1. 0
Despin system unlock (4) 1.0
Electrical Power 79. 8 123. 8
Solar panel (substrate, cells, interconnections) 44. 0 88. 0
Boost required 9. 3 9. 3
Battery charge required 3. 5 3.5
Battery (50 percent discharge) 23. 0 23. 0
SM total 410.6 553. 1
Contingency 3 9. 4 54. 9
Total 450.0 608.0
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TABLE 46. MSSM - LAUNCH WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION
1
In Ecliptic Perpendicular to
Ecliptic
Aeroshell/Lander 972.0 972.0
SM weight 450.0 608. 0
SM/booster adapter 118.5 92.0
Structure 83.5 57.0
Umbilical 35.0 35.0
Aft canister 161.8 236.3
Structure 1 1 1. 8 176.3
Pressure and vent. 50.0 60.0
Forward canister 6Z.0 62.0
Launch weight
I
1764.3 1970.3
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TABLE 47. SUMMARY
Criterion Preferred 1.	 In Ecliptic 2.	 Yerpenclic • ular to
Ecliptic
Simplicity I Pura spinner •	 Despun section
I Star sensor
•	 Antenna mechanism
:Sterili •r.ability •	 Star sensor
Batte ry •	 Batte ry
•	 Rotating joint
•	 Rotating jointItelibility I
•	 Antenna mechanism
•	 Joint interface
Weight Margin, 1 519 pounds 314 pounds
1250 nlaximin»
Cost 1 StI-uc•ture •	 Rotating	 joint
•	 Solar panels
•	 Shroud
Flexibility 1 •	 Loss of high gain
if antenna me ,.-'i-
anism or joint
fails
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